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Abst ract 
Thi di rtation m estigates the d temlinant and con equence of knowledge 
haring among m mbers of technical t ams at a UAE national oil company. The 
research aims to identify ome of the ke factors that encourage knowledge haring 
betwe n member of the technical teams and the link between knowledge sharing and 
indi idual job perf0Il11ance. Drawing on earlier research, an integrated theoretical 
model linking the antecedents and outcomes of knowledge sharing was developed. A 
Partial Lea t quare (PLS-SEM) technique wa used to analyze the data collected from 
357 engineer in various di isions in the largest business unit of the organization in 
que tion. Results sugge t that management support, task-interdependence, indi idual 
attitude towards kI10\ ledge haring, self-efficacy and the perceived usefulness of the 
knowledge it elf play an important role in encouraging employees to share knowledge. 
Furthermore, the tudy suggests that knowledge sharing influences individual job 
performance by enhancing their inno ative and task-focused organizational behaviors. 
This re earch contributes to the current literature on knowledge sharing and has done 
o by empirically testing the relationship between the antecedents and outcomes of 
kIlOwledge sharing within new cultural and industrial contexts. Additionally. it 
addresses a gap in the extant literature where the focus has traditionally been on the 
macro-organizational outcomes of kIlowledge sharing, e.g. innovation, financial 
performance and operational efficiency, and not on micro-organizational factors such 
as individual job performance. 
Keywords: Knowledge sharing, individual job performance, innovative behavior, 
task-focused organizational behavior, individual job security. 
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C h a pter  1 :  In t ro d u c t i o n  
1 . 1  Overview 
The knowledge-ba ed theory of the firm considers organizational knowledge 
to be the mo t impOliant re ource that a firm posses es ( Spender & Grant, 1 996: 
Wi l l  em & Buelen , 2007) .  It a l  0 argue that finns exist to create, share and uti l ize 
kno\ ledge effectivel to establ ish a sustainable competitive advantage (Nonaka, 
Toyan1a & agata, 2000) .  Many scholars claim that by producing and developing new 
knovvledge any fi l111 is not only able to develop tangible new products, processes and 
ervice but also to improve e i sting ones more effic iently in order to strengthen its 
market po ition ( Carmel i ,  Gelbard & Reiter-Palmon, 20 1 3 ; S i rmon, H itt & I reland, 
2007; Teece, 2000) .  
There i s  growing recognition that employees are the mam source of 
organizational knowledge and capab i l i ties ( Henttonen, Kianto & Ritala, 20 1 6; Mura, 
Lettieri . Radae l l i  & Spi l ler, 20 1 3 ) .  In  the comse of their  dai ly activit ies, employees' 
interactions and col laboration lead to i mprovements in work processes and also the 
development of new practices and processes that help organizations to achieve their 
business goals ( Adams & Lamont, 2003;  Carmel i  et a1 .  20 1 3 ; Sirmon et a l . ,  2007) .  
Therefore. i t  i s  c rucial  for organizations to create a suitable working environment and 
to promote a culture that encomages col laboration between employees and ensmes a 
free flow of knowledge and ideas with in  the organization (Almeidaa & oares, 20 1 4; 
Duffield & Whitty. 20 1 5 ; Wang & Ko, 20 1 2) .  
Knowledge Sharing (KS)  has been ident ified as  one of the most crit ical 
processes in any effective knowledge management initiative (B lankenship & Ruona, 
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2009: Lee & Ahn. 2007: Wang & Ko, 20 1 2 ) .  recent l iterature re iew indicates that 
ucce ful implementation of knowledge sharing practices increases coordination and 
c operat ion between employee and improve their competencies, problem-sol mg 
abi l i t ie and job-related ski l l s  ( Wang & Ko, 20 1 2) .  
Knowledge haring is the act of dis eminating one ' s  own knowledge to other 
member of an organization ( Li ao, 2008) .  Knowledge sharing has also been defined 
a both donating and receiving task-relevant ideas, specific information and 
suggestions from other members of an organization (Srivastava, Bartol & Locke, 
2006) .  In fact. knowledge sharing is a process that al lows an employee to gain from 
the experience of h is/ her col leagues i n  order to bui ld  expertise, improve performance 
and enhance the qual ity of his/ her work, while simultaneously creat ing new 
knowledge (Argote, 20 1 1 :  T ai ,  2002) .  It therefore fol lows that knowledge sharing 
includes not only the mutual transfer of knowledge between members of an 
organization, but also how to fuse new and existing knowledge in order to jointly 
create addit ional knowledge (Argote, 20 1 1 :  Gagne, 2009).  However, sharing 
knowledge among employees may be an uncomfortable experience for certain reasons. 
For example, the fear of losing power, a lack of trust between employees and 
uncertainty about the value of that knowledge (Ghobadi ,  20 1 5 ; Kang, Kim & Chang, 
2008) .  
1 . 2  Statement o f  t h e  Problem 
A review of the extant l iterature on knowledge sharing reveals that there are 
two dist inct research streams.  The first stream inc ludes studies that focus on 
identifying the key determinants of knowledge sharing within organizations (Ghobadi ,  
20 1 5 ; Wang & oe,  20 1 0 ; Witherspoon, Bergner, Cockrel l  & Stone, 20 1 3) . This
 is  
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not urpn mg a re earchers tri e to gain a better understanding of this phenomena 
in order to inform th ir recommendation and to successfully implement such 
knowledge management processe (Cabrera, Col l ins & Salgado, 2006; He & Wei, 
2009: Razmerita, Kir  hner & iel en, 20 1 6) .  
The second trearn includes studies that focus on the l ink between successful 
knowledge haring practices and global organizational outcomes, such as 
competitiven s, inno ation, financ ial  performance and operational effic iency (Wang, 
hanna & Cao, 20 1 6; Wang, Wang & Liang. 20 1 4; Wang & Wang, 20 1 2 ; Zack. 
Mckeen & ingh, 2009) .  This i s  also not surpri sing as the results of this research drew 
attention to the i mpoliance of this phenomena in organizations. However, there has 
been less attention given to studying the impact of knowledge sharing on micro­
organizational outcomes. e.g.,  individual job performance, or the mechanism through 
\\"hich knowledge sharing influences these micro-organizational outcomes ( Foss, 
Husted & M ichailo a, 20 1 0; Henttonen et a1 . .  20 1 6; Kim & Yun, 2 0 1 5 ) .  
Furthermore. there i dearth o f  research related t o  the antecedents and 
consequences of knowledge sharing within the context of UAE organizations. 
especial ly  those in the oil and gas sector ( Boumarafi & Jabnoun, 2008; Seba, Rowley 
& Lambert. 20 1 2 ; S iddique, 20 1 2 ) . 
This study aims to fi l l  the gaps identified in the l iterature by: ( 1 )  exploring the 
antecedents of knowledge sharing behavior among employees in a national oi l  
company i n  the Uni ted Arab Emirates;  (2 )  investigating the potential relationship 
between knowledge sharing behavior and individual job performance;  and ( 3 )  
examining whether this relationship between knowledge sharing behavior and job 
performance i s  mediated by other variables such as task-focused organization 
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i t izen h ip and innovative beha iors of the emplo ees. To thi end, this tudy wi l l  
an wer the fol lowing re earch que tion : 
1 .  What are the ke determinants of knowledge sharing behavior among 
employee at a AE national oi l  company? 
How trong i the influence of the e determi nants on the 0 eral l knowledge 
sharing behavior of emplo ees? 
3 .  How does knowledge sharing behavior influence individual job performance? 
4 .  How strong i the i n fluence of knowledge sharing behavior on  individual job 
performance? 
In addit ion to fi l l ing the gaps in extant l i terature on knowledge sharing, the 
finding of the study are valuable for management to formulate effective strategies to 
encourage knowledge sharing and improve the employees' job perfom1ance to achieve 
organizational objecti es. 
The remainder of this chapter rev iews the relevant l iterature . Chapter 2 
discusses the development of a theoretical framework and the concomitant research 
hypothese . as well  as reviewing a qual itative study conducted to verify the val idity of 
the research framework. Chapter 3 covers research design, the development of the 
questionnaire instrument and data col lection. Chapter 4 covers the statistical analysis 
of the data, while the results are d iscussed in chapter 5. Then, chapter 6 concludes with 
the impl ications l i mi tations and future recommendations of the research.  
1.3 Literat u re Rev iew 
A review of relevant l iterature fol lows the roadmap presented in figure 1 .  F irst. 
the nature of knowledge within organizations is defined and its arious classifications 
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are di cu ed. econdl . the definit ion of knowledge management and its mam 
fram \\ ork are al 0 pre ent d. Final !  y. th various element of kno ledge sharing in 
organization wi l l  be covered. I i  t of academic journals that were consulted to access 
pe r-reviewed art ic le for thi s  l i terature revie i s  presented in Appendix- I .  
Theories to Study 
Knowledge Sharing 
Theort of _ned Amon (TRA) 
Theoty of Planned 8ehovoor (TJ'8) 
Social EJodw1p Theory (SfT) 
Knowledge 
Knowledge Management 
Knowledge Sharing 
Determinants & 
Consequences 
Orpni",tional/lncfrviduoJ/Knowt.dp 
MKTO & M.c:ro-orr..uz.tionill 
Wh.t IS Knowtedg.? 
Difference be:�n Oiiu. Informiltton & KnOW"I.edC� 
Knowledg. d .... foatJOn. 
Whit IS Knowf�ce Man.a.cement' 
Know1e-d,e MiNcement Fnlm� 
Wh.t Is Knowt.dge S ...  nne? 
Knowled,. S ...  nng T� 
Knowledge Sharing 
Strategies 
O�nlutJon.ll  
People 
Technology 
Figure 1 : Roadmap for the Literature Review 
1 .3 . 1 Wha t  is  Know ledge? 
I n  the current highly competi t ive and dynamic global economy. it is widely 
recognized that knowledge is an essential strategic resource for any organization that 
seeks to gain  a sustainable and competi tive edge over its rivals and thus achieve better 
business resul ts ( Argote & I ngram. 2000; Foss & Pedersen, 2002; Zheng, Yang & 
Mclean. 20 1 0) .  To stay ahead of the competition. an organization must implement a 
sound knowledge management strategy to manage knowledge and maximize its 
benefits (Bo l l inger & Smith,  200 1 ;  Zack et a l . ,  2009) .  
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The l i terature includ arious definition of knowledge (Ala i & Leidner. 
200 I :  Boi ot & anal . 2004; Bol l i nger & mith, 200 L I pe, 2003 ) \ hich are not 
trictly required in  thi re ie\ . For example, Zins (2007) documented 1 30 definitions 
[ kno� l dge as put forward by 45 separate cholars . This study wi l l  use the often­
cited d finit ion provided by Da enport & Prusak ( 1 998) .  This defines knowledge as : 
"a fluid mix o f  framed experience, values, contextual infOlmation, and expert 
insight that pro ides a framework for evaluating and incorporating new 
experiences and information. I t  originates and is  appl ied in the minds of  
knowers. In  organizations. i t  often becomes embedded not only in  documents 
or repositories but also in organizational routines. processes, practices, and 
norms. "  ( p .  5) 
Thi definition 1 S  significant as it emphasizes the role of individuals in 
generating. evaluating and applying new knowledge . I t  also a l ludes to the dist inction 
between data, informat ion and knowledge whi le  high l ighting the tacit and also explicit  
c lassification of knowledge. F inal ly ,  i t  touches on the way knowledge i s  shared in  both 
soft and hard forms. 
1.3. 1. 1 Difference between Data, I nfo rmation and Know ledge 
The d ifference between data, infOlmation and knowledge has been the subject 
of much debate among scholars (Alavi & Leidner, 200 1 ) .  C leveland ( 1 982) is  credi ted 
as being the fi rst scholar to develop a data, information, knowledge and wisdom 
(DIKW) h ierarchy to d ifferentiate between these four key concepts ( Rowley, 2007; 
Wi l l i ams, 20 1 4) .  U nder this h ierarchal model ,  which is shown in figure 2, data is 
simply raw objective facts, observations or records of an activity which have no 
meaning or significance since they are not processed or organized and they also lack 
context ( Hey. 2004; Rowley, 2007) .  When data is  processed, organized and given 
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context, it i tran form d into infolmation which can answer questions such as "who", 
'\\ hat " .  " v" here" .  "ho\\ many" and "when" ( Rowley. 2007; Wi l l ianls. 20 1 4 ) .  
Knowledge is  know-how that i s  developed through experience and enable the 
transformation of infonnation into useable instructions for individual as they seek to 
contr I any given y tern and operate it more effic ientl ( Hey, 2004 ; Rowley, 2007) .  
F inal ly,  \-vi dom is  the highest level  of understanding and is attained from accumulated 
experience which enables ind ividuals to pred ict the results of any act ion and plan 
accordingly ( Hey, 2004; Rowley, 2007) .  
F igure 2 :  Data- Infonnation-Knowledge-Wisdom H ierarchy ( C leveland, 1 982)  
A lthough many scholars have adopted the DIKW model ( Faucher. Everett & 
Lawson, 2008; Rowley, 2007; W i l l iams, 20 1 4; Zeleny. 2006) to guide their 
development of knowledge management strategies and implementation of teclmology 
in i tiat ives ( Davenport & Prusak, 1 998) ,  some object to its uni-directionality and argue 
that it should be recursive as one must have a priori knowledge to guide the selection 
of data gathered as wel l  as the abi l i ty to process the data and turn it into infonnation 
(Tuomi ,  1 999) .  Others argue that the model is  incomplete as it  is focused on codified
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data and ignore b havi ral a pect ( Fricke. 2009: H icks. Galup & Dattero. 2007) .  or 
that it ha ome educational alue but does not help management in making the right 
im e tment concern ing knowledge management programs (Earl . 200 1 ) . 
1.3. 1 .2 Cia ificat ion of Know ledge 
In their  studies of knO\ ledge. scholars have used di fferent dimensions to 
cia i ty organizational kno ledge ( Heisig, 2009; Wang & Noe. 20 1 0) .  Among the 
mo t c i ted classifications are taci t! expl ic i t  knowledge ( Hau. Kim. Lee & Kim. 20 l 3 ; 
onaka. von Krogh & Voelpel, 2006; Reychav & Weisberg, 20 1 0) ,  i ndi idual/ 
organi zational knowledge ( Bhatt, 2002 ; Chiva & Alegre. 2005 ; De Long & Fahe . 
2000). internal! external knowledge ( Grimpe & Kaiser. 20 1 0; Holsapple & Joshi ,  
2000) .  Thi ection of the l i terature review wil l  discuss these classifications in more 
deta i l .  
• Tacit/ Expl ic it  K n ow ledge Dimension 
Polanyi ( 1 95 8 )  was the first scholar to c lassify individual knowledge as ei ther 
taci t  or expl ic i t .  Expl ic i t  knowledge is tangible and is usual ly found in a company's  
documents. manuals and fi les. whi le tacit  knowledge is intangible and includes factors 
such as experience and ski l l s  ( Grant, 20 1 3 ) .  Organizat ions use two different strategies 
to deal with each respect ive type of knowledge :  codification and personal ization. 
Codification strategy is used to capture and store expl ic i t  knowledge in digital form 
( databases and archives) so as to be accessible to end users. Personal ization is  adopted 
when companies create an environment for personnel to interact either face-to-face in 
teams that work together on projects or by providing intranet networks, emai l  and 
videoconferencing fac i l it ies in order to communicate from a distance ( Dixon, 2000; 
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I I an en, ohria & Tierne . 1 999).  Compani s usual ly pur ue one main trategy and 
u e the cond to upport the fir t. I ndeed. "Executive who try to excel at both 
trategie ri k fal l ing at both" ( Han en et aI . ,  1 999).  
• I n div idualJ Orga n izational  Know ledge Dimen ion 
Individual knowledge refers to the know-how, expertise and sk i l l s  that 
individual develop and acquire in the course of their work . This enables them to 
perform their a signed tasks in an efficient and effective manner ( De Long & Fahey, 
2000) .  Organizational knowledge refer to processes. practices, business sol ut ions and 
management strategies t hat enable an organization to conduct its business in a more 
effic ient and cost effecti e manner when compared to its rivals (Matusik & Hi lL  1 998:  
Zander & Kogut, 1 995 ) .  New organi zational knowledge is developed through regular 
interaction between employees as they solve problems by integrating new knowledge 
acquired from external sources (Adams & Lamont. 2003 ; Schulz, 200 1 ) .  Many 
organi zations deploy knowledge management systems to maintain their  organizational 
knowledge and ensure it is widely di stributed and accessible to their employees. (Ala 
& Leidner, 200 1 ;  D ixon, 2000). 
• I ntern a lJ External Know ledge Dimension 
When i t  comes to knowledge sharing detennining the border between the 
external and i nternal is dependent on the unit being studied (whether a team. division. 
business unit or the whole  organi zation) .  This also has an impact on the perceived 
value and usefulness of the knowledge (Alavi & Leidner, 200 1 ;  Kane, Argote & 
Levine, 2005 ).  
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orne cholar argue that members of an organization rna resist external 
knO\\- 1 dge b cau e of ego-defen e, where employees consider their knO\ ledge to be 
uperior to c 1tain other ( Larkin, 20 1 4) ,  or due to power struggles within the 
organization leading to employee downplaying the significance of the received 
knO\vledge (Gupta & Go indaiaj an ,  200 1 ) , Moreover, they rna ha e had a previous 
negative experience with shared knowledge ( Husted & Michailova, 2002) .  I t  has been 
argued that knowledge from other entities within the same organization is easier to 
share and more l ikely to improve performance (Alavi & Leidner, 200 1 ;  Kane et a 1 . ,  
2005) .  
On the other hand, some scholars argue that members of  an  organization may 
prefer to use xtemal knowledge due to its scarcity. This makes it  appear exceptional 
and thus ele ate one ' s  status by comparison with col leagues ( Menon & Pfeffer, 2003 ) .  
Other reasons for organizations to  uti l ize external knowledge are to  close gaps in 
internal knowledge and avoid risking learning traps which can be associated with over­
dependence on i nternal knowledge ( Zack, 2005 ;  Zack et aI . , 2009) .  Other scholars 
warn that over-re l iance on external knowledge may degrade the organization ' s  
capacity to  de  elop internal knowledge, as  well  as  its abi l i ty to  evaluate the qual ity 
and usefulness of external knowledge ( Segelod & Jordan, 2004) .  
1 .3.2 Know ledge M an agement 
The knowledge-based theory of the finn considers organizational knowledge 
to be the most i mportant resource that a firm possesses (Spender & Grant 1 996). I t  
al so argues that firms  exist to create, share and uti l ize knowledge effectively in order 
to establ ish a sustainable competi t ive advantage (Nonaka et aL 2000) .  Many scholars 
argue that by producing and developing new knowledge a [mn is not only able to 
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d velop tangible ne\: product , proce ses and ervlce but also improve existing ones 
to trengthen it mark t po it ion ( Carmel i ,  Gelbard & Reiter-Palmon, 20 1 3 : i rmon, 
H itt & I reland, 2007; Teece, 2000) .  A such, it  is  not urpri sing to see that 
organization con ider the effecti e management of thi strategic resource as a 
prerequi  ite for succe ( Da nport & Prusak, 1 998;  Dixon, 2000) .  
1 .3 .2 . 1 W h a t  i s  Knowledge M anagement? 
when defining knowledge, the l iterature has a variety of definitions for 
knowledge management ( Chen & H uang, 2007; Ipe, 2003 ; Kulkarni ,  Ra indran & 
Freeze, 2006; Lee & C hoi ,  2003 ) .  In this ca e, knowledge management i s  defined as 
"the proces es by which an organization leverages the col lective knowledge, both 
expl ic i t  and tacit .  with in the organi zation to develop a sustainable competit ive 
advantage and impro e its business performance" ( Da enport & Prusak, 1 998; 
Kulkarni et al . ,  2006 : Von Krogh, 1 998) .  The key chal lenge for management is how 
to "mobi l i ze a l l  of the knowledge resources held by individuals and teams and turn 
the e resources into value-creating act iv it ies" ( Von Krogh, 1 998) .  
Traditional ly,  knowledge management implementation used to be dominated 
by information technology and supporting systems ( Alavi  & Leidner, 200 1 ) . However, 
there is now a greater apprec iation for the need to engage employees in the knowledge 
management process ( Sabherwal & Becerra-fernandez, 2003) .  Thus, it is increasingly 
important for organizations to create a suitable working environment and promote a 
culture that encourages col laboration between employees and ensures the free flow of 
knowledge and ideas ( A lj uwaiber, 20 1 6; Almeidaa & Soares, 20 1 4; Cabrera & 
Cabrera, 2005 ; Duffield & Whitty, 20 1 5 ) .  
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1 .3 .2 .2 Know ledge M a n agement Fra m ewo rks 
In their  effl l1 to under tand knowledge management m organization , 
ch lar and practit ioner ha e de eloped various frameworks that highl ight the key 
elem nt of knowledge management implementation, the relationships between those 
elem nt and thei r  interaction ( Lee & Choi, 2003; Metaxiotis. Ergazakis & Psarras, 
2005) .  The e fran1ework can be broadly divided into three main types: prescripti e ,  
de criptive, and hybrid franleworks ( Heisig, 2009; Lee & Choi 2003) .  
In  the  pre cripti e frameworks. knowledge management i s  usually presented 
a a equence of proce ses, without neces ari ly detai l i ng how these processes are 
carried out ( Rubenstein-Montano et a l . ,  200 1 ) . Figure 3 shows an example of a 
pre cripti e framework ( Evans, Dalkir & Bidian, 20 1 4) .  Heisig ( 2009) noted that 
d ifferent authors may use different tem1S  to de cribe the same process. For example. 
when discussing knowledge sharing process, authors may use the terms share, transfer, 
d istribution. knowledge communication. col laborate, diffusion or knowledge 
dissemination ( Heisig. 2009) .  It was also noted that the majority of the frameworks 
mentioned in the l i terature are of the prescriptive type ( Rubenstein-Montano et al . ,  
200 1 ) . 
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Figure 3 :  Pre criptive KM Framework ( Evans et aI . ,  20 1 4) 
On the other hand, descriptive frameworks use a system approach that 
characterizes knowledge management act ivit ies (e .g. acquiring knowledge from 
e. ternal sources or haring best practices within an organization) .  This is, in tum, 
influenced by external factors that impact on its successful completion ( Heisig. 2009; 
Rubenstein-Montano et a l . .  200 1 ) . F igure 4 shows an example of a descriptive 
framework where managerial factors (e .g . ,  leadership  and control ) ,  resource factors 
(e .g . ,  human and fmancia l ) ,  and environmental factors (e .g . ,  markets and competition) 
influence the organi zational knowledge management act ivity labelled as a " knowledge 
m anagement episode" ( Holsapple & Joshi, 2000) .  
E :  F.:n\ ironmenlal I n lluenc,"" 
:\1 :  '\1anageriol I n fluences 
R: Res()urce I nOuences 
M 
• GEI'SL Cltmalc: Go, L. Economic, Political, SocIal, and EiduC:llional Oimatc 
Figure 4 :  Descriptive KM Framework ( Holsapple & Joshi, 2000) 
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F inal ly.  the hybrid framework i s  an amalgamation o f  the two preVIOUS 
frameworks ( Metax iotis et a I . ,  2005 ; Rubenstein-Montano et aI . ,  200 1 ) .  Figure 5 shows 
an example of a hybrid framework where the prescriptive elements of knowledge 
management (knowledge creation, organization, dissemination and use) are treated as 
a system influenced by external factors such as organizational structure and discipl ine 
(scient ific a peets), employee competencies and communication ( social aspects), in 
order to real ize the benefits both for the business and the employees ( McAdam & 
McCreedy, 1 999) .  In  essence, the hybrid model treats knowledge management as a 
series of dynamic interactions between knowledge processes, knowledge assets, and 
organizational domains ( Shankar & Gupta, 2005) .  
I rrespective o f  the model ,  i t  i s  essential for employees to share knowledge for 
the in i tiat i  e to succeed . Knowledge sharing processes wi l l  be covered in the fol lowing 
section. 
� Knowledge  C,�tru",," 
00 • Knowledge Knowledge Embodiment � Dissemination 
�
� K",�edge 
Business Employee Management 
Benefits EmancipatIOn 
F igure 5 :  Hybrid KM Framework (McAdam & McCreedy, 1 999) 
1 .3.3 Know ledge Sharing 
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Knowledge Sharing ( K S )  has been identified as one of the critical processes in  
any effective knowledge management in itiative ( Blankenship & Ruona, 2009; Lee & 
Ahn, 2007; Wang & oe, 2 0 1 0)  and i s  the process that has been studied the most 
( Heisig. 2009). A recent l iterature re iew indicates that successful implementation of 
knowledge sharing practices i mproves coordination and cooperat ion between 
employees and enhances thei r  competenc ies. problem-solving abi l i ties, ski l l s  and job 
performance ( Ghobadi ,  20 1 5 ; Wang & Ko, 20 1 2 ) .  
Knowledge sharing i s  the act  of disseminating one ' s  own knowledge and 
know-how to other members of the organization ( Liao, 2008) .  Knowledge sharing has 
also been defined as both donating and receiving task-relevant ideas, specific 
information and valuable suggestions in  an organization ( Srivastava et  a I . ,  2006) .  In  
fact, knowledge sharing i s  a process that al lows an  organizational entity, be  that an 
indi idual a team divi sion or business unit to benefit from the experience of others in , , 
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bui lding expert i  e and impro ing performance, while simultaneou ly creat ing new 
kno\\ ledge (Argote & Ingram. 2000: T ai .  2002) .  It fol io s that the knowledue sharino b b 
includ not onl the act of mutual ly transferring knowledge between separate entities 
in the organization, but al 0 fu es both the new and existing knowledge in order to 
joint ly create additional kno\! ledge ( Argote & Ingram. 2000; Gagne. 2009; Tsai .  
2002) .  Hov,rever. haring knowledge among employees may be an uncomfortable 
experience for arious rea ons. These inc lude the fear of losing power, a lack of trust 
b twe n employees and uncertainty about the value of that knowledge ( Kang et a 1 . .  
,,-008:  Riege, 2005) .  
Although the terms knowledge sharing. knowledge transfer and knowledge 
exchange are someti mes used synonymously, there are subtle differences between the 
tenns ( Fo s et a 1 . .  20 1 0) .  Knowledge sharing is the voluntary act of providing one' s  
know-how. expertise. task-rele ant ideas and valuable feedback to others in  the 
organization to help them solve problems or complete tasks ( Srivastava et aL 2006). 
Knowledge transfer represents the ult imate outcome of the knowledge sharing process. 
which i the movement of knowledge between two different organizational entities 
( typical ly teams. d iv isions or business units) rather than individuals .  I t  covers both the 
acquisit ion and successfu l  appl ication of the shared knowledge (Argote & I ngram. 
2000: Szulansk i .  2000) .  On the other hand, knowledge exchange refers to the outcome 
of interactions between two parties ( mostly individual s and teams) who are , in effect, 
involved in mutual ly sharing acquiring. combining and using the shared knowledge 
to enhance learning and improve perfonnance ( Wasko & Faraj .  2000; Zarraga & 
Bonache, 2005) .  
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The fol lowing ction cover types of knowledge haring. social theorie that 
tud) kno\ ledge sharing behavior. the determinant and con equences of knowledge 
haring behavior and th strategies that organizat ions use to encourage their  employee 
t engage in knowledg haring act ivit ies. 
1 .3.3. 1 Knowledge Sharing Types 
Haas & H ansen (2007) have identified two dist inct ways of sharing knowledge 
bet\ een individuals within organizations. These are the direct (personal ized) and 
indirect (codi ti ed )  methods. In the direct style. individuals engage in  direct interactions 
in order to exchange ideas and hare suggestions to complete specific tasks (Cross & 
Cummings. 2004 ; Reagans & McEvi ly.  2003 ) .  These interactions can take place either 
in face-to-face meet ings or remotel y  ia  video-conferenc ing, emai l o r  telephone ( Haas 
& H ansen. 2007) .  Due to the d irect nature of the e interactions this type of knowledge 
haring is more suitable  for tac i t  or non-codi fied knowledge (Hansen et al . .  1 999) 
I n  the indirect method. individual k.r10\ ledge is  contained in written documents 
(e.g. best practices. lessons leamed and reference manuals )  or in electronic records 
stored in knowledge management systems so others in the organization can have 
access to that knowledge ( Hansen et aI . ,  1 999 ) .  Thanks to the expl ic it nature of shared 
knowledge. this type of sharing does not require d irect interaction between individuals 
( Haas & H ansen. 2007;  Werr & Stjemberg, 2003 ) .  
Although each method o f  knowledge sharing has its associated benefits and 
costs, they are not mutual ly  exclusive and may take place simultaneously (Haas & 
H ansen. 2007) .  I ndividuals who are engaged in direct communication may become 
aware of an example of best practice that has been recent ly updated. Conversely, an 
individual who is rev iewing a static record via a knowledge management system may 
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ne d to eek direct ad ice to appl the new knowledge to a specific ituation ( Haas & 
Han en, 2007 . 
1 .3.3.2 Theorie  to t udy Kno, ledge Sharing 
To understand knowledg haring beha ior within organizations scholars ha e 
tradit ional ly rel ied on social theorie to explain the social phenomena, what drives 
uch phenom na and their consequences. Among the mo t popular theories c ited are 
the Theor of Reasoned Action ( TRA), the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB)  and the 
ocial  Exchange Theory ( S ET)  ( Wang & oe, 20 1 0) .  A l i st of key theories is given in 
table 1 .  What fol lows is  a brief discussion of the main theories and their  significance 
to this research topic .  
• Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) 
The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) was first proposed by Fishbein & Ajzen 
( 1 975 )  and posits that indi vidual behavior undergoes a two-stage development in order 
to occur - ee figure 6. I n  the first stage, individuals develop an intention to act in a 
certain wa and this intention i s  deri ed from personal att itudes and subjective norms. 
Personal atti tudes are defined as " feel ings or predispositions that result from an 
evaluation of the potential consequences of exhibit ing a certain behavior" ( Fishbein & 
Ajzen, 1 975 ) .  This evaluation inc ludes personal bel iefs about such behavior and a 
careful evaluat ion of the potential gains of assuming such behavior. Subjective norms 
result from the perception of a certain  behavior and may be influenced by a personal 
motivation to comply with existing nom1S ( F ishbein  & Ajzen 1 975) .  
With regard to knowledge sharing behavior, the theory suggests that 
influencing factors that shape individual 's  attitude towards knowledge sharing 
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behavior (e .g .  the bel ief that sharing knowledge mean commitment to the 
organization and would al 0 r suIt in a favorable recognition) and their subjecti e 
p rcept ion of norms (e .g. po i t ive apprai al by peers and superiors and qesigning jobs 
to be i I1terd pendent to force compl iance). drive individuals to develop positive 
intention to share knowledge which subsequently  tran late into favorable knowledge 
haring beha ior ( Fi hbein & Ajzen, 1 975 ) .  
F igure 6 :  E lements of the Theory of  Reasoned Action ( Fishbein & Ajzen, 1 975)  
• Theory of P la n n ed Behavior (TPB) 
The Theory of P lanned Behavior was developed by Ajzen ( 1 98 5 )  as  an extension 
of the Theory of Reasoned Action after real izing that the intention to behave in a 
certain  way i s  not a sufficient predictor of actual behavior, particularly in  cases where 
the employee lacks the ski l ls, abi l i ties. resources or opportunities to exhibit such 
behavior ( Aj zen. 1 98 5 ) .  
This theory posits that individual behavior is  a two-stage process guided b y  three 
types of bel ief: behavioral , nonnative and control - see figure 7. Behavioral belief 
refers to evaluat ing the potential outcomes of a certain behavior and shapes individual 
atti tudes toward that behavior. ormative bel ief refers to personal perceptions of the 
surrounding subject ive norms.  I t  derives from motivation to comply with group 
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pinIOn. ontrol bel ief  i referring to the pres nce of  fa orable or unfavorable 
contro l l ing factors (e .g .  the avai labi l ity of resource or a lack of ski l ls) that either 
promote or det r that behavior ( jzen, 2002) .  A combination of the e three factors : 
att itude, ubject ive norm and control ,  create an intention that is  then translated into 
the actual behavior when the opportuni ty ari es (Ajzen, 2002) .  
F igure 7 :  Theory of Planned Behavior (Aj zen, 2002 ) 
For knowledge sharing appl ications, this theory suggests that in addition to 
catering to factors that infl uence attitudes towards knowledge sharing, and the 
perception of subject ive nonns, organizations need to introduce control elements such 
as training or access to an electronic knowledge management system in order to 
encourage posit ive intentions towards the sharing of knowledge ( Gagne, 2009) .  
• Social  Excha nge Th eory ( S ET) 
Social Exchange Theory was developed by Blau ( 1 964) to explain social 
interactions and social  relations between individuals in complex social structures. Its 
main premise is that individual engagement in social interactions is  based on a cost-
2 1  
benefi t  anal i o f  the exchange . Expected ben fit could be tangible. i n  the form of 
reward and bonu e , or intangible in the form of status, recognition and trust 
( Da\, enport & Pru ak, 1 998) .  
In addit ion, th i  theory posits that social exchange involves a degree of 
rec iproc ity. which play a central role m influencing employee opmlOns of one 
another. and also in increasing Ie els of productivity ( Flynn. 2003) .  According to B lau 
( 1 964) hen an individual extends a fa or to another, the second person i s  expected 
to how appreciation by returning the favor when an opportunity arises . I f  not he or 
he would be viewed as unworthy of future favors. The ongoing process of giving and 
receiving favors create a bond of trust between both parties and al lows them to acquire 
valuable knowledge to i mprove their productivity ( Reychav & Weisberg, 20 1 0) .  
Wi th  regard to  knowledge sharing behavior, this theory suggests that 
organizations should seek to i nfluence the cost-benefit analysis of employees by 
increasing the benefits to be expected by introduc ing organizational rewards, training 
and development programs. personal recognit ion and emphasizing job security 
( Davenport & Prusak. 1 998) .  
Table 1 :  Social  Theories to Explain Knowledge M anagement 
I Social Theory Proposed by Key Tenets o f  the Theory Theory Adopted by 
I Theory o f  Reasoned Fishbein & Ajzcn Social behavior (e .g .  knowledge sharing) is  Bock et a l .  ( 2005 ); Casimir et dri ven by intentions which are in fl uenced by 
Action (TRA) (1 975 ) subjective norms and personal attitudes. a 1 . (20 ] 2);  Hsu & Lin (2008)  
Theory of  Planned 
Social behavior is driven by intentions which 
Kankanhal l i ,  Tan, & Wei Ajzen ( 1 98 5 )  are determined by personal atti tudes, subjective 
Behavior norms and perceived behavioral control .  (2005) ;  Lin & Lee ( 2006) 
Nahapiet & Ghoshal Frequent col laborat ion and interactions among Cabrera & Cabrera (2005) ;  Social Capital Theory employees would result in new intel lectual ( 1 998)  capital due to  knowledge shari ng acti vities. Chiu, Hsu & Wang (2006) 
Individuals attempt to maximize their ut i l i ty by 
Social Exchange Theory Blau ( 1 964) regulating their  behavior during interactions Lee (200 ] ) ; Liao (2008) 
with others. 
Cognit ive Evaluation 
Social behavior is the outcome of dynamic Chiu et a ! .  (2006); Lin, I i uang Bandura ( 1 986)  interactions between cogn itive, behavioral and 
Theory environmental factors. & Wang (2008)  
Jensen & Meckling Control mechan isms are requi red to al ign the Bjorkman, Barner-Rasm ussen Agency Theory ( 1 976) divergent goals of  employer and employees. & Li (2004; King & Marks (2008) 
Knowledge-Based View 
Knowledge is the most important strategic Sveiby (200 1 ); Yl i-renko, Grant ( 1 996) resource that a company has to enhance its of the Firm productivity and competitive advantage. Autio & Sapienza (200 1 )  
-
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1 .3.3.3 Determinant  of Know ledge Sharinu 
an) cholar ha e studied the detem1inants of indi idual knowledge sharing 
behavior in the workplace (Ghobadi ,  20 1 5 ; Wang & oe. 20 1 0) .  In investigating the 
antecedent of knowledge haring behavior. some scholars have focu ed on one ke 
factor. uch a management support ( Carmel i ,  Gelbard & Reiter-Palmon, 20 1 3 ), job 
de ign ( Fos . M inbaeva, Pedersen & Reinholt, 2009). the intensity of training (Kuvaas, 
Buch & Dy ik. 20 1 2) or organizational reward ( Bartol & Sri astava. 2002) .  Other 
cholar have focused on two factors such as trust and dependence ( Park & Lee. 201 4),  
or the sources of knowledge and organizational context ( Foss & Pedersen, 2002) .  whi le 
other have considered the influence of mult ip le factors on knowledge sharing 
behavior ( Connel ly .  Ford, Turel Gallupe & Zweig, 20 1 4) .  
A revie\ of the l iteratur reveal s  that the determinants of knowledge sharing 
behavior can also be categorized along organizational , indi idual and knowledge­
related d imensions. The organizat ional dimension include factors such as management 
support (Cam1el i ,  Gelbard & Reiter-Palmon, 20 1 3 ; Kulkarni et aI . ,  2006), job design 
( Foss et a I . ,  2009; Gagne, 2009; H islop. 2003) ,  reward pol ic ies (Argote, Mcevily & 
Reagans. 2003 ' Bartol & Sriva tava, 2002) and employee training and development 
opportunities ( Gagne, 2009; Lu, Leung & Koch, 2006) .  On the other hand. the 
individual d imension inc ludes factors such as self-efficacy (Cabrera et aI . ,  2006; H .  F .  
L in ,  2007; Rico, Sanchez-Manzanares, Gi l ,  & Gibson 2008; Watson & Hewett. 2006). 
atti tude towards knowledge sharing ( Bock. Zmud, Kim & Lee, 2005 ; Casimir, gee, 
g. L iou & Cheng, 20 1 2; Chelmamaneni ,  Teng & Raj a, 20 1 2 ) ,  and trust ( Kankanhal l i  
e t  a l . .  2005 ; Staples & Webster, 2008) .  I n  addition. the knowledge-related d im ension 
includes factors such as the usefulness of the knowledge ( Bock, Zmud, Kim & Lee. 
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2005 : He & e i ,  2009: Wa ko & Faraj ,  200 5 )  and the deplo ment of an infrastructure 
for th acce ib i l i t  of that kno ledge (Alavi & Leidner, 200 1 : Cabrera et aI . ,  
2006) .The e findings agree ith earl ier conclusion reach d by Heisig (2009), who 
tudied th critical factor for kno\ ledge sharing within organizations and categorized 
them into the fol lowing:  human-r lated factors, organizational and management 
proce e and technology related factor . Riege (2005 ), who conducted an extensive 
l i terature review on the barriers to knowledge sharing in organizations, also concluded 
that barriers to kno ledge haring can be c lassi fied along organizational, individual 
and t clmological d imensions. Wang & Noe (20 1 0) and Ghobadi ( 20 1 5 )  also 
conducted exten ive reviews of the dri ers of knowledge sharing in organi zations and 
reached s imi lar concl usions. To infonn future research, Wang & Noe (20 1 0 ) 
developed a framework to describe the key determinants of knowledge sharing and 
high l ighted those factor that had been frequently studied in the l iterature and those 
that required further tudy. Their  framework is presented i n  figure 8 ( below). 
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Figure 8 :  Framework of Knowledge Sharing Dri ers ( Wang & Noe, 20 1 0) 
1.3.3.4 Co nseq uences of K now ledge Sharing 
As h ighl i ghted earl ier, knowledge sharing between employees can result in  
s ign ificant benefits both for the organization (Adams & Lamont, 2003 ; onaka et aI . ,  
2006) and for the employee ( H enttonen e t  aL 20 1 6; Wang & Ko, 20 1 2 ) .  I t  is  not 
surprising then to find that after exploring the detem1 inants of knowledge sharing 
behavior, scholars began to shift their attention towards the relationship between 
knowledge sharing and i ts  consequences ( H aas & Hansen, 2005) .  The analysis of these 
consequences of knowledge sharing is usual ly biased towards broader organizational 
outcomes. e .g .  i nnovation, operational and financial performance and competit ive 
advantage, rather than towards individual or team outcomes, e.g.  job performance 
( Foss et al . .  2 0 1 0) .  
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we ha e een earl ier, ry fev cholars ha e tudied the consequences of 
knov, ledge haring at a micro-organizational . i ndi idual or team level (Fos et aL 
20 1 0; Haa & Han en, 2005) .  Researchers ho ha e studied the individual outcomes 
of knowl dge haring in organizations ha e focu ed on ho it  can help in building 
individual competenc ( ib , 200 1 ), enhance innovative beha ior (Carmel i .  
Gelbard & Reiter-Palmon, 20 1 3 ), bui ld  trust between employees (Thomas, Zol in & 
Hartman, 2009). improve job satisfaction (Trivel las, Akri oul i ,  Tsifora & Tsoutsa, 
20 1 5 ), enhance organizational commitment (de Vries, van den Hooff & de Ridder, 
2006) and i mprove the rat ing for indi idual performance (Cross & Cummings, 2004) .  
I though. al l the factors mentioned above have an impact on individual job 
performance, there i a paucity of publ i shed research studying the direct relationship 
between knowledge haring and individual job perfonnance (Foss et aI . ,  20 1 0; Haas 
& H an en, 2005 ;  Kang et al . ,  2008) .  
1 .3.3.5 E ncouragi n g  K nowledge Sharing in Organizations 
Based on studies of knowledge sharing behavior in  organizations, scholars 
ha e come up ith various recommendations and strategies to encourage employees 
to share knowledge with col leagues ( Bartol & Srivastava, 2002; Cabrera & Cabrera, 
2005 ; Foss et aI . ,  2009 ' Srivastava et a 1 . .  2006; Van Den Hooff & Huysman, 2009) .  
Broadly speaking, these recommendations and strategies can be grouped as 
organizational . people-related and tec1mological ( see below). 
• O rga n izationa l  Di men ion 
. E tabl i  h Vi  ible M a n agem ent  Su pport 
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Re earcb ba hown that management support play a crucial role in promoting 
and fo tering kno� ledg sharing behavior among employee within an organization 
(Chiu et a 1 . .  2006: Gagne, 2009; rivastava et a1 . .  2006) .  Management can influence 
kno"\.\ ledge baring beha ior by articulating common organizational goals that 
encourage col laboration and cooperation betWeen employees. They can present 
them elves as role models to emplo ees, create an organizational culture that 
encourages knowledge sharing, provide resources that support knowledge sharing (e.g. 
train ing and development opportuni ties. deploying knowledge management sy terns 
and upporting employees' efforts to establ ish communities of practices) ,  and assi st 
employees in  i ntegrating new knowledge into their work (Nonaka et aL 2006; O'Nei l l  
& Adya. 2007; Rosen, Furst & Blackburn, 2007) .  
B. I m plement ing t h e  R ight Orga n izational  Structure 
Organi zational structure i s  defined as ·'the fOIDla! al location of work roles and 
the admini  trative mechanisms to control and integrate work activit ies including those 
which cross formal organizat ional boundaries" (Chi ld,  1 972) .  This definition includes 
three key components in its structure: formal ization, central ization and integration 
(Chen & H uang, 2007).  
Formal i zation refers to the degree to which tasks and activit ies within an 
organization are standardi zed and perfoIDled according to formal rules. regulations and 
procedures ( C hen & H uang, 2007;  Nelson & Quick. 20 1 3 ) .  Formal organizations tend 
to impede voluntary knowledge sharing between employees as tasks and jobs are 
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tandardized and mpJoyee are guided b organizational procedures. rule and 
guidel ine which lead t fewer opportunit ie for emplo ee to discuss al ternati e \ ays 
of doing thing ( i ida & Dwyer. 2000) .  On the other hand. less fomlal organizations 
tend to enhance knowledge haring a employees are expected to interact more 
frequ ntl to improve their  \ ork perfomlance (Siv idas & Dwyer. 2000) .  
Centra l ization refer to the degree to which authori ty for making deci ions sta s 
with higher level management (Chen & Huang, 2007; Nelson & Quick. 20 l 3 ) .  In 
highl)  central ized organization, knowledge sharing among employees is  rare as 
employee are not involved in  the dec ision making process and simply fol low 
in tructions ( Siv ida & Dwyer, 2000) .  Wherea . in decentral ized organizations. 
knowledge sharing i h igher as employees have more autonomy to interact. self­
organize and make appropriate deci sions on how to deal with new developments and 
problem ( Gold, Malhotra & Segars. 200 1 ) . 
I ntegration refers to the degree of coordination, communication and interaction 
between organi zational units such as teams, depa11ments or business units (Chen & 
H uang, 2007:  e lson & Quick, 20 l 3 ) .  An organization with a high level of integration 
is expected to promote knowledge sharing as employees are al lowed to communicate, 
interact and coordi nate with thei r  col leagues across organizational boundaries to find 
solutions to problems or new ways to perform assigned tasks (Janz & Prasarnphanich, 
2003 ) .  
I t  fol lows from the discussion above that management should be  cognizant that 
organizational structure plays an important role in promoting soc ial interaction 
between employees, which in tum, encourages employees to share their  knowledge 
(Chen & H uang, 2007;  Riege, 2007; Zheng et al . ,  20 1 0) .  
C. E tabL i  h pprop riate O rgan izational  I n cen tive cherne  
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Man cholar , e pecial l  thos who embrac the ocial Equity Theory, 
recommend that organizations should introduce appropriate organizational incenti es 
to encourage employees to share their  knowledge and reward them for their 
contribution ( He & Wei, 2009: Kang et aI ., 2008; H .F .  Lin, 2007) .  These 
recommendation are supported b other scholars who suggest that the absence of 
incent ive , or having improper incenti es, represents a barrier to knowledge sharing 
( Bartol & Sriva ta a, 2002; Cabrera & Cabrera, 2005;  Yao. Kam & Chan, 2007). To 
encourage m utual col laboration and reinforce col lective cooperation among 
employees, incentives hould be based on achieving either team or organizational 
objectives rather than i ndiv idual ones (Cabrera & Cabrera, 2005 ; Gant Ichniowski & 
haw, 2002; Yahya & Goh, 2002) .  
I n  addition, incentive schemes should involve a m l X  o f  short-tem1 (e.g. ,  
commissions and bonuses ) and long-term (e .g . ,  salary increases and promotion) 
components to address both the short- and long-tem1 objectives of the organization 
( Holsapple & Joshi ,  2000; Wong, 2005 ) .  Incentive schemes should also be l inked to 
c lear criteria to establ i sh the qual i ty of the knowledge shared in order to obtain 
valuable and actionable knowledge ( Cabrera & Cabrera. 2005 ; Holsapple & Singh, 
200 1 ) . 
• I n divid u a l  Dimension 
A. C reate Opport u n ities fo r I n teraction 
Knowledge sharing is a discretionary social  behavior that is  init iated by 
employees in response to the organizational context in which they work ( Kelloway & 
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Barl ing. 2000:  Yl i -renko et  aL 200 1 ) . Therefore, management hould endeavor to 
create opportunit ie for mplo ees to interact both formally (e.g.  training sessions, 
de igning job task to be int rdependent and forming project teams) and informal ly 
(e .g.  c mmun it ie of practice, social events and team bui lding exercises) in order to 
[0 ter Imo", ledge haring act ivitie ( Bartol & ri astava, 2002; Cabrera & Cabrera. 
�005 ; H i  lop. 2003 ) .  In addit ion to sharing knowledge these interactions among 
emplo 'ees wi l l  help in bui lding trust between them and make them more comf0l1able 
in deal ing with each other ( brams, Cross, Lesser & Levin, 2003;  Riege, 2007) .  
Of a l l  the  opportunities to  share knowledge given above, communities of 
practice has attracted the attention of a lot of scholars and practit ioners (Abrams et  a I . ,  
_003 : Dixon, 2000; Van Den Hooff & De Ridder, 2004; Wenger & Snyder, 2000) .  
These informal groups are typically self-organized, range across business units and 
functional boundaries, and are populated by individuals who are bound by a common 
interest in a specific topic or professional discipl ine (e .g.  petroleum engineering or 
dri l l i ng operations) .  They pro ide unl imi ted opportunities for members to interact 
e i ther d irectl y  or indirectly to share ideas, experiences and best practice (Arora, 2002; 
Wasko & Faraj .  2005 ;  Wenger & Snyder, 2000) .  Many practit ioners have suggested 
that organizations should al low employees to establ ish these communities. and that 
management should support these initiatives with a l l  the resources necessary ( Dixon, 
2000: Lu et aL, 2006; Wenger & Snyder, 2000) .  This concept has proven to be very 
effective in enhancing individual problem solving ski l l s  and competence, all of which 
eventual ly  helps organizations to achieve their  objectives (Casimir et a I . ,  20 1 2 ' Jeon, 
Kim. & Koh, 20 1 1 ) . 
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B. U ino  Mentor  h i p  a n d/o r a Coaching Approach fo r Develo pment 
noth r trateg u ed by organization to encourage experienced employees 
t hare their  tacit  kno ledge and know-how with their less experienced- et high 
p tential col I  ague -i through the introduction of mentoring and coaching programs 
( Bryant 2005 : Kutzhano a, Lyons, & Lichtenstein, 2009) .  
Mentoring i s  defined a s  a career development relationship that involves the 
provision of guidance (e .g . ,  technical advice and suggestions to improve work qual ity) 
and upport (e .g . ,  care. feedback and encouragement) from an experienced employee, 
in order to enhance the potential succe s of a lesser experienced, but talented, 
employee ( Bozeman & Feeney, 2007; Chen, Tsui & Zhong, 2008) .  Likewise, 
coaching i s  defined as a structured development process that i nvol es face-to-face 
interaction, between a relat ively experienced employee ( the coach) and a less 
experienced employee, with the objective of improving the less experienced 
employee " s  abi l ity to perform their duties by influencing his/ her behavior 
(Al lenbaugh, 1 983 : Ki lmarul ,  1 984) .  
Al though coaching and mentoring are both personal development approaches 
that involve informal knowledge sharing and aim to bui ld personal capacity, there are 
some subtly  s ignificant d ifferences between the two techniques. Whereas coaching is  
structured, t ime-bound spec i fical ly ski l l s-focused and concerned with bui lding 
competency,  mentoring has an i ndeterminate t imescale, is broadly focused on ski l l s  
development and i s  concerned with  i ntegrating new insights into job perfonnance 
( Desouza & Evaristo, 2006; H islop, 2003 ) .  
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. Leverage H R  Practice fo r Recru itment,  Selection and Train ing 
One ef£ ctiv trateg to [0 ter knowledge haring behavior i for the 
organ ization to r cruit and select employees to match i ts desi red culture. especial ly in 
ternl of th knO\ ledge haring aspects ( Robert on & Hammersley, 2000; wart & 
Kinnie. _003 ) .  Recruitment does not only co er fresh young graduates but also 
include mid-car er emplo ees who have the know-how and expert ise required by the 
organi zation to fi l l  its gap in knO\ ledge ( Haesli  & Boxal l ,  2005 ) .  To ensure that the 
organization h ires indi iduals with the right profile, cunent employees from different 
di c ip l ine hould part ic ipate in  the selection process to assess whether new recruits 
would fit with the existing organizational culture (Cabrera & Cabrera. 2005 ; ol iman 
& pooner. 2000). 
Employee training i s  an important organizational strategy to develop workers 
and so equip them with the knowledge, ski l l s  and abi l it ies necessary to work 
effectively in sustaining and improving the organi zation ( Kaya, Koc & Topcu. 20 1 0) .  
Employee training i s  general ly  considered as  crucial for the successful  implementation 
of any knowledge management in i t iative ( Lu et aL 2006) .  
The l iterature pro ides several i nsights as  to  how training and development can 
affect the knowledge sharing beha ior of employees. On the one hand, emplo ees view 
.training opportunit ies as a posit ive valuation of their position within the organization. 
This evaluat ion enhances thei r  perception of organizational support and motivates 
them to contribute to the organization's  success by sharing their knowledge with others 
( He & Wei,  2009; K im & Ko, 20 1 4; Kuvaas, 2008 ; Lu. Leung & Koch, 2006) .  Also. 
employee training usual ly results in enhancing self-efficacy, which is related to 
knowledge sharing behavior ( Bryant, 2005;  Maurer, Pierce & Shore, 2002) .  I n  
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addit ion. on-the-job training and mentoring programs create suitable conditions for 
employee to communicate and share their  knowledge (Casimir et a I . ,  20 1 2 ) .  
• Tec h nological Con text 
The l i terature indicate that teclu1010g i nfluences knowledge sharing behavior 
between employee ( l leisig, 2009; Wang & Noe. 20 1 0 ) .  Various studies have 
indicated that the eas of acce sibi l ity to knowledge and the usefulness of shared 
knowledge are enabler to faci l i tate knowledge sharing behavior (Cabrera et a1 . ,  2006; 
Hsu & Lin.  2008;  Kulkarni et a1 . .  2006) .  
A .  I m p rove K n owled ge Accessibi l ity 
Kno\vledge accessibi l i t  refers to the extent to which people have access to the 
knowledge they need to make dec isions. solve problems and perfOlm tasks (Chen, 
Chuang. & Chen. 20 1 2) .  Organizations u ual l  deploy rCT systems that enable 
knowledge earches. retrievaL processing and storage as wel l  as communication and 
col laboration between employees ( H uysman & Wulf. 2005;  Yeh, Lai & Ho, 2006) . 
rCT can also foster effective knowledge sharing by supporting social networks by 
providing an intranet, net-meetings. video-conferencing and v irtual communities ( Pan 
& Leidner. 2003) .  
T o  improve knowledge accessibi l i ty.  organizations can also develop 
knowledge maps to ident i fy those that are considered as subject matter experts 
( SMEs) .  They can be contacted by employees seeking knowledge and advice on 
solving certain  work problems ( Ardichv i l i ,  Page & Wentl ing, 2003) .  atural ly, 
organ izations wi l l  need to support social interaction among employees by providing 
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the communi ati n infra tructure nece sary (e .g .  emaiL intranet. net-meet ing and 
\, ide -conferencing fa i l i t ies )  ( Bennett & Gabriel ,  1 999; Pan & Leidner, 2003 ) .  
B.  I m p rove the Qual ity a n d  U efulnes of Know ledge 
Re earch ha hown that the qual ity and usefulness of knowledge is  one of the 
keJ driver i f  indi idual are to share their knowledge and contribute to the 
organizational knowledge management system ( He & Wei, 2009; Kulkarni et a ! . ,  
1006; Yu,  Lu & Liu, 20 1 0) .  As such, employees wi l l  bel ieve that using shared 
knO\\' ledge of a high qual i ty and value can help them to improve their job performance 
( Kankanhal l i  et a l . ,  2005 ; Pituch & Lee, 2006 ) .  It fol lows that management needs to 
en ure that the organizational knowledge management system contains up-to-date, 
high quality and relevant knowledge to encourage employees to use it ( Moon & Kim, 
200 1 ;  o l iman & pooner 2000) .  
1 04 Cha pter S u m m a ry 
After high l ighting the importance of knowledge for organizations and also 
individuals,  research questions were formulated and justified by the need to fi l l  gaps 
in the academic  l iterature on the subject .  This was fol lowed by a review of the relevant 
l iterature covering the nature of knowledge, its different c lassifications, a definition of 
knowledge management, its main frameworks, a definition of knowledge sharing, its 
main drivers and also consequences. The key social theories used to study the 
phenomena, the indiv idual and organizational benefits, and the key strategies 
recommended to improve knowledge sharing among employees were al l  also 
d iscussed. 
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The ne t chapter co ers the theoretical framev, ork that l inks the antecedents 
and consequences of kno\! ledge sharing. Rele ant hypotheses regarding the 
relationship bet\; een arious model constructs wi l l  also be developed. 
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C h a pte r 2: T h eo ret ica l  Fra m ew o rk 
Thi chapter pre ent the theoretical framework that underpins the study of the 
relation hip betv\ een the antecedent of knowledge haring behavior and its micro­
organizational outcome : indi idual job performance. It also inc ludes a discussion of 
th rat ionale for selecting the various constructs for the theoretical framework. 
2 . 1  Th eoretical  Fou n dations 
The framework i based on integrat ing the input-process-output model 
developed by Hackman & Morri s  ( 1 975 ) to study group performance effectiveness 
\vith the theor of plalmed behavior developed by Ajzen ( 1 985 ) .  The Input-Process­
Output Model postulates that organjzational output is related to input factors (enablers) 
via certain organi zational processes ( see figure 9). In  thi study, the input factors are 
the predictors for knowledge sharing behavior: the organizational process is  
knowledge sharing between employees, and the intennediate outcomes are individual 
innovative behavior and task-focused organizational behavior. Additionally, the 
organizational output is individual job performance. 
Enablers 
F igure 9 :  I nput-Process-Output Model by Hackman & Morris ( 1 975 ) 
According to the Theory of P lanned Behavior (Ajzen, 1 99 1 ), the predictors for 
knowledge sharing are: ( 1 )  att itude towards knowledge sharing, (2 )  subjective norms, 
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u h a organizational reward . management upport interdependent tasks, perceived 
job ecurit and e lf-efficacy: and ( 3 )  percei ed beha ior controls.  such a employee 
training, knowl dge acce ib i l i t  and the percei ed usefulness of the knO\ ledge. 
The predictors have been elected according to the recommendations b (Wang & 
oe ( 20 1 0) to include under-researched determinant for knowledge sharing. That is .  
ta k interdependence. e lf-efficacy, attitude towards knowledge sharing. and perceived 
job security . The i mpact of the latter variable on knowledge sharing behavior is of 
topical interest due to the downturn in the oi l  industry which has led to many layoffs 
by major o i l  companies ( Helman, 20 1 5 ) .  In  consistency with the l iterature, the 
predictor for knowledge haring have been realTanged into three main dimensions: 
individual .  organizational , and knowledge-related (Ghobadi ,  20 1 5 ; Heisig, 2009: 
Riege. 200 5 ;  Wang & oe. 20 1 0) .  
O.-.:amzatioui 
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F igure 1 0 : Theoretical Model of Knowledge Sharing and Research Hypotheses 
I n  addit ion, the recommendations of Foss et a 1 .  ( 20 1 0) to study the 
consequences of knowledge sharing at micro-organizational level ( individual 
or 
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employee I vel ) were bui lt into the framework b inc luding individual inno ati e 
b havior and ta k-focused organizat ional behavior, a intermediate outcome , while 
ind ividual job performance wa th ultimate outcome ( see figure 1 0 ) .  The fol lowing 
ection include a di cu ion of the rationale behind select ing the arious model 
con truct and the ju t ification for rele ant research hypotheses. 
2. 1 . 1  O rga n izationa l  Perspectives 
Organization factors such as perceived management support, task 
interdependence, job design and organizational rewards ( which are part of the 
ubjective norms)  have been found to impact employee engagement in knowledge 
haring act ivit ies ( Buch, Dy ik, Kuvaas & Nerstad, 20 1 5 ; Cabrera & Cabrera, 2005 · 
Carmel i ,  Gelbard & Reiter-Palmon, 20 1 3 ; Ghobadi & Mathiassen, 20 1 6; Kang et aI . ,  
2008) .  They are inc luded in  the proposed framework to : ( 1 )  val idate claims of 
management support of knowledge sharing, ( 2 )  check whether a recent organizational 
restructuring that resulted the interdependence of divi sions does indeed influence 
knov ledge sharing between employees, and ( 3 )  val idate c laims that organizational 
rewards influence an employee' s  propensity to share knowledge. 
• M an agement  S u p port 
Management support refers to the extent to which employees bel ieve their 
manager supports and encourages knowledge sharing behavior (Carmel i ,  Gelbard & 
Reiter-Palmon, 20 1 3 ) .  Several studies have shown that management suppOli plays a 
critical role i n  promoting and fostering knowledge sharing behavior an10ng employees 
within an organization (Chiu et a i . ,  2006; Gagne, 2009; Srivastava et al . ,  2006) .  The 
management can influence knowledge sharing behavior by articulating common 
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organizational goal that encourage collaboration and cooperation among employees. 
The) an present them el es a role models. create an organizational culture that 
encourage knowledg sharing and provide resources to support that knowledge 
sharing (e .g.  training and de lopment oppOliunities. supporting employee efforts to 
e tabl i  h communiti of practice . and deploying knowledge management systems) .  
They can also a mplo ees in integrating new knowledge into their work (Nonaka 
et a l . .  2006; O' e i l l  & dya. 2007; Rosen, Furst & Blackburn 2007) .  
Management support a lso plays a major role in addressing concems by 
experienced staff that they lose the ir  organizational value when they share their  
knowledge with others ( AI -Busaidi ,  Olfman, R an & Leroy. 20 1 0) .  H .  F .  L in  (2007) 
found that management support does influence employee commitment to knowledge 
management which leads to higher levels of knowledge sharing. Buch et al . (20 1 5 ) 
al 0 found that management support was correlated ignificantly to employee 
knowledge sharing behav ior. Therefore. it can be hypothesized that: 
H I :  M anagement support positively influence knowledge sharing behavior 
between emplo ees. 
• Task I nterdependence 
Task interdependence refers to the Ie e l  to which assigned tasks rely  on 
contributions from others (Jarvenpaa & Staples, 2000; Park & Lee, 20 1 4) .  I t  also refers 
to a perception that work outcomes are interdependent ( Pee, Kankanhal l i  & Kim. 
20 1 0) .  Social  I nterdependence Theory (S IT)  stipulates that the level of interaction 
between individuals i ncreases when they share s imi lar goals and when complet ing a 
task i s  cont ingent upon others ( Johnson, & Johnson, 2008) .  
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Ta k interdependence nhance a col lective ense of responsibi l ity by 
employee toward each other and pro ides higher incentives to help and support 
col league to compi te their \ ork and to en ure that al l  ta ks are executed in  a timely 
and high qual ity manner ( abrera & Cabrera. 2005 ; c . P .  Lin, 2007; Staples & 
Web teL _008) .  I ndeed. several scholars have presented empirical e idence to support 
the argument that task interdependence has a positi e influence on knowledge sharing 
bet, een employees ( Cabrera & Cabrera, 2005 ; Jarvenpaa & Staples, 2000; c . P .  Lin. 
2007. 20 1 0) .  Therefore, i t  can b hypothesized that : 
H 2 :  Task Interdependence posit ively influences knowledge sharing behavior 
between employees. 
• Orga n izationa l  Rewa rds 
Organizational rewards refers to the extent that employees bel ieve that they 
wi l l  receive economic benefits for sharing their knowledge with colleagues 
( Kankanhal l i  et aL 2005) .  Hal l  (200 1 )  c lassified organizational rewards as tangibles, 
e.g. a alary i ncrease. promotion, training opportunities and job security. The 
intangibles, for example, i nc lude an enhanced reputation and personal grat ification. 
There are two school of thoughts regarding the use of organizational rewards to 
motivate employees to share knowledge ( Bartol & Srivastava, 2002 ) .  
Scholars who support the Cognitive Evaluation Theory (CET) ha e argued 
against the use of organi zational rewards to enhance the intrinsic motivation to share 
knowledge ( B artol & Srivastava, 2002) .  Their  argument is that professionals are 
motivated to share their  knowledge because of the self-satisfaction that they draw from 
completing the ir  work ( H ung, Durcikova, Lai & Lin ,  20 1 1 ;  Seba et aI . ,  20 1 2) .  Other 
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holars ha\' shown that reward do not encourage knowledge sharing ( Bock, Zmud. 
Kim & Lee, 200 5 ;  hang, Yeh & Yeh, 2007 ). 
On the other hand, the re earcher who embrace the Equity Theor ( ET) argue 
that the ab ence of organizational reward creates barrier to knowledge sharing among 
mploy e ( Bartol & riva ta a, _002 ; Cabrera & Cabrera, 2005;  Yao et aI . ,  2007), 
while other have hown that this does faci l itate knowledge sharing bet\veen 
employees ( I pe, 2003 ;  el on, abatier & elson, 2006) .  Furthennore, many 
re earchers have demonstrated that having an appropriate rewards system provides a 
trong moti ation for employees to share knowledge with colleagues (AI-Busaidi et 
aL 20 1 0; He & Wei. 2009; Kang et a I . ,  2008;  Kulkarni et aI . ,  2006; H .  F. Lin, 2007) .  
Wang & Ko ( 20 1 2 ) have demonstrated that the successful implementation of a reward 
system increases coordination and cooperation among employees and improves their  
problem-solvi ng abi l it ies and other ski l ls. 
S ince most employees in  this case are expatriates who joined the organization 
for the promise of stable jobs and other assoc iated benefits, i t  can be hypothesized that : 
H 3 :  Organi zational rewards positively influence knowledge sharing behavior 
between employees. 
2. 1 .2 I ndiv idual  Perspectives 
Several individual factors have been identified that influence knowledge 
sharing behavior between employees. These are self-efficacy, atti tude towards 
knowledge sharing and perceived job security ( Bartol ,  Liu, Zeng & Wu, 2009; Rico et 
al . .  2008) .  The reasons for selecting these factors are as fol lows: 
a. 
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e lf-efficacy i part of the model recommended by Wang & oe (20 1 0) to erify 
it inDuen e on knowledge haring beha ior. 
b. ttitude t wards knowledge sharing is  included in the model to corroborate claims 
in the Theory of Planned Beha ior that atti tude influences individual behavior 
( j z  n ,  1 99 1 ) in the conte ,t of an oi l  company. 
c. A crude oil price continue to stay low, there I S  a degree of uncertainty 
urrounding the future of the oi l  industry that has been reflected in recent larae I:> 
scale la offs by major companies ( Helman, 20 1 5 ) .  It is therefore anticipated that 
"perceived job ecurity" may have a trong influence on knowledge sharing 
behavior, especia l !  amongst expatriate employees. 
• Self-Efficacy 
Self-efficacy refers to an employee's  confidence in his/ her abi l i ty to perform 
a wide range of work-related acti i t ies that go beyond assigned duties ( Parker, 1 998) .  
ocial  Cognitive Theory posits that self-efficacy results from a dynamic interaction 
between individual behavior, cognition and the environment (Gist & M itchel l ,  1 992 ) .  
I ndividuals are more l ikely t o  self-assess their capabi l i t ies and competencies when 
their col leagues ask them for help or when new problems or challenges arise. They are 
more l ikely to share that knowledge if  they bel ieve their contri butions wi l l  be of value 
to others ( Cabrera & Cabrera, 2002) .  Gist ( 1 987)  observed that "se lf-efficacy ari es 
from the gradual acquisition of complex cognitive, social ,  l inguistic. and/ or physical 
ski l l s  through experience. ' 
I t  can be argued that sel f-efficacy determines whether an individual wi l l  share 
or hoard knowledge ( Bandura & Locke, 2003) .  For example, Kankanhal l i  et al (2005)  
noted that when experienced individuals shared their knowledge with colleagues that 
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th )- gained e lf-con fidenc in th ir 0\ n abi l i t ie and in what they could do to benefit 
the organi zation.  Thi heightened recognition of self- alue and self-efficac motivates 
indi idual t continue haring knowledge with their colleagues ( Bock & Kim, 2002) .  
onnol ly et al . ( 20 1 4) concurred ith this finding and added that individuals with high 
elf-efficacy are more l ikel to share their knowledge and expert ise because they are 
able t manage their own task more efficiently. 
On the other hand, Husted & M ichailo a ( 2002 ) argued that individual s who 
doubted thei r  capab i l it ies. or the value of their knowledge, may opt to hoard their 
knowledge for fear of expo ure to external as e sment. Kankanhal l i  et al . (2005 ) also 
bel ie ed that individuals who doubted the value of their experience and capabi l ities 
would not share their  knowledge because of their belief that i t  would not be beneficial 
to others in the organi zation.  
everal researchers have provided empirical evidence showing that self­
efficac is positively l i nked to i ndividual knowledge sharing intentions and behavior 
( Cabrera et aL 2006; Jeon, Kim & Koh, 20 1 1 ;  H. F .  Lin, 2007· Lu, Leung & Koch. 
2006; Rico et a! . ,  2008, Watson & Whet, 2006) .  As such, i t  can be hypothesized that: 
H 4 :  e lf-efficacy posit ively influences knowledge sharing behavior between 
employees. 
• I ndiv idual  Attitude towa rds  Know ledge Sharing 
I ndiv idual attitude towards knowledge sharing refers to "the degree of one' s  
posit ive feel ings about sharing one 's  knowledge" ( Bock e t  al . .  2005 ) .  The Theory of  
Planned Behavior attributes these positive feel ings to  the individual " s  evaluation of the 
potenti al ly  favorable outcome of sharing knowledge. That is, the rewards, enhancing 
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job performance, impro ing relationships ill1 colleagues and contributing to 
organizational re ult ( Bock, Kim, Jang & Hong. 2002 ) .  This theory al 0 maintain 
that att itude in fl uence beha ioral intentions which in tum are l inked to actual 
beha\ ior ( Aj zen & Fi hbein, 1 977) .  
I n  a tudy of working group at four Korean companies, Jeon et a 1 .  (20 1 1 )  
confimled that employee attitude towards knowledge haring influenced the intention 
to hare knowledge, \ hich was l inked finnly to knowledge sharing behavior. Findings 
from everal other empirical studies also confirm that atti tude towards knowledge 
sharing influences knowledge haring behavior ( Bock et a1 . ,  2005 ; Casimir et aI . ,  20 1 2 ; 
Chennamaneni et a1 . ,  20 1 2; de V ries et a I . ,  2006) .  Cabrera & Cabrera (2005 ) suggested 
that firm s  should implement people management practices that constructively 
influence employee atti tudes to knowledge haring behavior. Therefore we can 
hypothesize that : 
H 5 :  A favorable attitude towards knowledge sharing positively i nfluences 
knowledge sharing behavior between employees. 
• Perceived Job Secu rity 
Perceived job security i s  a psychological state related to employee concerns 
regarding job continuity within an organization ( Pearce, 1 998) .  The extant l iterature 
shows that perceived job security has been studied as both a motivator (part of 
organizational rewards) and as a stressor ( the threat of impending job loss). It can lead 
to diverse outcomes such as favorable and! or unfavorable job-related attitudes, both 
good and poor task performance and can also affect physical and psychological wel l ­
being ( verke. Hel lgren & aswal l ,  2002) .  Davenport & Klahr ( 1 998)  argued that 
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employee wi l l  not ontribute to the organization ' s  knowledge system if they fear that 
om du) they rna) 10 e their job . Von Krogh ( 1 998) contend that in a competitive 
work environment. emplo ees rna not share their aluable knowledge for fear of 
10 ing their  power and in fl uence. 
In their tud of ten publ ic organizations (co enng seven industries) in 
ingapore. ( KankanhaU i et a l . .  2005)  confirmed that perceived job security was 
positivel, l inked to knowledge haring behavior among employees. In view of the 
current i tuation in the oi l  market, where major oi l  companies have laid-off many of 
their  emplo ee in order to reduce their  operating costs, i t  is anticipated that percei ed 
job ecurity may influence the behavior of employees in the organization being studied 
here. Hence. it can be hypothesized that : 
H 6 :  Posit ive perceptions o f  j o b  security wi l l  positively i nfluence knowledge 
sharing behavior between employees. 
2. 1 .3 Know ledge Perspective 
The l iterature indicates that several knowledge-related factors (which fal l  under 
the perceived behavior control concept in the Theory of Planned Behavior) influence 
knowledge sharing behavior ( Ghobadi ,  20 1 5 ; Heisig, 2009; Wang & Noe, 20 1 0) .  
Three knowledge-related variables are included i n  the proposed theoretical 
frame ork: accessibi l ity to knowledge, the qual i ty and usefulness of shared 
knowledge and employee training. These variables have been shown to influence 
knowledge sharing behavior in various studies (Cabrera et aI . ,  2006; H u & Lin, 2008; 
Kulkarni et aI . ,  2006) .  This research wi l l  assess whether they have a s imilar impact in 
the context of a UAE oi l  company . 
• K n ow ledge cce ib i l ity 
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Knowledg acce ibi l i t refer to the xtent to which people ha e access to the 
kn \\ ledge the n ed t make deci ions, olve problems and perform tasks (Chen. 
Chuang & hen. 20 1 2) .  The importance of knowledge accessibil ity has its roots in a 
cognit ive approach to knowledge management. This is where knowledge i s  recognized 
a objective fact and concepts that can be physically transmitted through information 
and communication technology ( lCT)  systems ( Swan. Newel l ,  Scarbrough & Hislop, 
1 999) .  This has been further elaborated by Ala i & Leidner (200 1 )  who discussed the 
repository approach to knowledge management. The repository approach involves 
building a knowledge management system that enables employees to store, retrieve, 
and hare knowledge (Newel l ,  Bresnen, Edelman. Scarbrough & Swan, 2006) .  
Organi zations usual ly employ l C T  systems that enable knowledge search ing, 
retrieval . processing and storage as wel l  as communication and col laboration between 
employees ( H uysman & Wulf, 2005 ; Yeh et al . .  2006) .  lCT can also foster effective 
knowledge sharing by supporting social  networks via the I ntranet. net-meetings, 
v ideo-conferencing and by establ ishing virtual communities ( Bennett & Gabriel ,  1 999; 
Pan & Leidner. 2003 ) .  Cabrera et al . (2006) have demonstrated that perceptions 
regarding the avai labi l ity and qual ity of knowledge management systems are 
associated with i ndividual knowledge sharing behavior. Therefore, it can be 
hypothesized that : 
H 7 :  Knowledge accessibi l ity has a posit ive influence o n  knowledge sharing 
behavior between employees. 
• Perceived U efulne of K n ow ledge 
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Percei ed usefulne of knowledge r fers to an individual ' s  bel ief that the 
har d knmlvledge i aluable and wi l l  improve one' job performance ( Kankanhal l i  et 
aL :2005 : Pi tuch & Lee, 2006) .  everal researchers have identified perceived 
u efulne s a one of the key drivers if individuals are to share their knowledge and 
contribute to the organization' knm ledge management system ( Bock, Zmud. Kim & 
Lee. _005 : He & Wei. 2009 ; Wasko & Faraj .  2005 ; Yu et aI . ,  20 1 0) .  
The l ink between the perceived usefulness and sharing behaviors can be found 
in the extensiye I S  l i terature on technology acceptance (Gu & lung, 20 1 3 ; He & Wei. 
:2 009: Yu et al . .  20 1 0) .  I ndeed. everal empirical studies ha e identified perceived 
u efulness as a determinant for knowledge sharing behavior (Gu & lung, 20 1 3 ; He & 
Wei. 2009; Kang et aL 2008 ; Kulkarni et aI . ,  2006; Yu et a I . .  20 1 0) .  Therefore, i t  can 
be hypo the i zed that : 
H 8 :  Perceived usefulness has a positive effect o n  a n  individual ' s  knowledge 
sharing behavior 
• E m p loyee Train ing 
Employees' training refers to the employees' perception of the development 
opportunities provided by thei r  organizations that can equip them with the knowledge. 
ski l l s  and abi l i t ies necessary to work effectively in sustaining and improving current 
work related act ivit ies ( Kaya et aI . ,  20 1 0) .  Employee training is general ly considered 
as crucial for the successfu l  implementation of any knowledge management ini tiat i  e 
( Brand. 1 998;  Davenport ,  De Long & Beers, 1 998) .  
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There are e eral rea ons wh emplo e training and development may have a 
po i t i \ e influence on knov ledge haring beha ior (Cabrera & Cabrera, 2005 ;  Kim & 
Ko, 20 1 4; Kuvaas et a! . ,  20 1 2 ) .  F irst ly ,  employees may consider training oppOltunities 
as a p i t ive valuation of th ir  position within the organization. This evaluation 
enhance their perception of organizational support and motivates them to contribute 
to the organization ' s  success b sharing their  knowledge \i i th others ( Kim & Ko, 20 1 4 : 
Lu, Leung & Koch, 2006) .  econdly, employee participation in training acti it ies 
provides 0ppoItunit ies for them to interact with colleagues; create a common language 
and bui ld relation hips that foster their  knowledge sharing behav iors ( Ku aas et aI . ,  
20 1 2) .  Thirdly, training opportunities can enhance employee self-efficacy and know­
how. This was found to positively influence knowledge sharing behavior (Cabrera & 
Cabrera, 2005) .  F inal ly .  organizations can use training opportunities to inculcate and 
foster a culture of knowledge sharing among employees by including communication 
and knov.;ledge ski l l s  sharing in  their  train ing programs (Gagne. 2009). 
A review of the l i terature on knowledge sharing has ident ified a lack of training 
and development as one of the key barriers to knowledge sharing among employees 
( Riege, 2005 ) .  Several researchers have provided empirical evidences that employee 
training has a positive influence on knowledge sharing behavior ( Kang et al . .  2008;  
Kim & Ko, 20 1 4; Kuvaas et a l . .  20 1 2 ; Lu  Leung & Koch, 2006; Watson & Hewett, 
2006) .  Therefore, it can be hypothesized that: 
H 9 :  Employee training has a posit ive effect on  an  individual ' s  knowledge sharing 
behavior. 
2 . 1 A  Kn ow ledge h a ring Behavior a n d  it Ou tcome 
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Knowledge haring behavior refer to the emplo es' \i i l l ingnes to act ively 
hare their  knowledge. know-how and expertise with their colleagues ( Ipe, 2003 ; H. 
F .  Lin. 2007) .  Knowledge sharing can take place in  direct face-to-face communication 
or indirect ly  \ ia knowl dg management ystems ( Bock et aI . ,  2005) .  Knowledge 
sharing inc lude sharing and receiving valuable suggestions and ideas that are relevant 
to succe ful performance of a igned tasks ( Srivastava et a l . .  2006) .  
• K now led ge S h a ring & I n d ivid ua l  Job Performance 
Babin & Boles ( 1 998)  defl 11e job performance as "the level of productivity of 
an ind i  idual employee, re lat ive to his  or her peers, on several job-related behaviors 
and outcome ". Cross & Cummings (2004) observe that job performance is. to some 
degree. the abi l i ty to sol ve chal lenging problems as a result of gaining access to the 
right knowledge. Employees may integrate e isting knowledge in order to solve work 
related problems in a more efficient and cost effecti e manner (Chr istensen. 2007) .  
Wang & Ko (20 1 2 ) found that successful implementat ion of knowledge 
sharing pract ices increased coordination and cooperation between employees and 
improved thei r  problem-solving abi l i ties and ski l ls .  This may explain why Kang et a1 .  
(2008) and Henttonen et a1 .  (20 1 6) found that successful implementation of knowledge 
sharing practices improved individual job performance. Therefore, i t  can be 
hypothesized that : 
R I O : Higher degrees of knowledge sharing wi l l  have a directly posit ive influence on 
individual job performance. 
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• Kno\ ledae h a ring & Ta k-Focu ed Citizen h i p  Behavior 
Ta k-focu ed ci t izenship beha ior refer to proactive on-the-job behaviors 
e. hibited b emplo ee , to upport the interests of their colleagues or their 
organization, even though it  may not d irectly lead to indi idual benefit ( Moorman & 
Blakely. 1 995 ) . E ample of ta k-focu ed citizenship beha ior include providing 
work related advice. offering new perspectives on problems. supplying factual 
infonnat ion or d irect a i tance and assuming the responsibil ity for solving problems 
( Moom1an & Blakel , 1 995 ; Wi l l i ams & Anderson, 1 99 1 ) .  Organ ( 1 988)  identi fied 
fi e key dimension in order to eval uate the level of organizational c it izenship: 
altruism (taking the init iative to help others to solve problems). conscient iousness 
( making extra efforts beyond the expected job requirements), sportsmanship 
( tolerating imperfect situat ions without complaining), comiesy (alert ing others early 
to avoid problems), and c iv ic  viliue ( being proactive when involved in organizational 
activit ies ) .  
B y  voluntari ly  sharing knowledge (an example o f  altruism) and mentoring their 
col leagues without expecting anything in return (an example of conscientiousness) to 
ach ieve organizational goals ( an example of sportsmanship),  employees are in effect 
exhibiting task-focused c i t izenship behavior (de Vries et aI . , 2006) .  I t  is often found 
that task-focused ci t izenship behavior is general ly associated with fa orable individual 
outcomes such as higher performance ratings, greater al location of rewards, lower 
absenteeism and turnover rates ( Podsakoff, Whiting, Podsakoff & Blume, 2009) .  Yoon 
& Suh (2003 ) demonstrated that organ izational c i t izenship behavior is  directly 
correlated to customers' perceptions of the quality of service, which is  a manifestation 
of job perfonnance. S imi larly, Chiang & Hsieh (20 1 2) have presented empirical 
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e\ idence that organizat ional cit izen hip behavior po it ively influence job 
peril rmance. Therefore, it can be h pothesized that : 
H I t :  Task-focu ed cit izen hip behavior wi l l  positively mediate the relationship 
betw en knowledge haring and individual job performance. 
• KnO\ ledge h a ring  & I n n ovative Behavior 
l nno at ive beha ior refers to the intentional creation, introduction and 
app l ication of new ideas b indi iduals, teams or an organization in order to impro e 
performance ( Jan sen, 2000; West. 1 989) .  Bui lding on earlier work on organizational 
innovation by Kanter ( 1 988) ,  Scott & Bruce ( 1 994) described innovative beha ior as 
a process that consists of three key tages: idea generation, idea promotion and idea 
implementation. In the fir t stage, individuals define work related problems and 
develop ideas, or solutions, to resolve them. These ideas or solutions can be new or 
borrowed from col leagues. In the second stage, individuals attempt to bui ld support 
for their  ideas and seek management endorsement for their  implementation. In the final 
stage, individuals implement their  solutions and promote it  as institutional best practice 
and standard procedure for the organ ization. Messmann & Mulder ( 20 1 2 ) revised the 
model to four stages: problem definition, idea generation idea promotion and idea 
implementation. 
Mura et a1 .  ( 20 l 3 ) found that sharing knowledge ( best practices and lessons 
learned from previous m istakes) between employees has a posit ive effect on 
i nnovat ive behavior. This is to be expected as employees integrate shared knowledge 
so as to develop new, efficient methods to carry out tasks and create novel approaches 
to resolve work problems. That i s, they increase their innovative behavior which leads 
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to improved performance ( armel i et aI . ,  20 1 3 ; Kim & Lee, 20 1 3 : Mura et aL 20 l 3 ) .  
In  addit ion. ral re earcher have demonstrated that i nnovati e behavior has a 
po i t i\e i n fluence on indi idual job performance, and on indi idual performance 
rating by superv i  or ( h i l ton, Hardgra e & Annstrong, 2005 ;  Gong, Huang & Farh, 
2009: Keller. 20 1 2) .  Therefore, it can be hypothesized that : 
H 1 2 :  I ndividual i nnovati e behavior wi l l  positi e ly mediate the relationship 
between knowledge haring and indi idual job perforn1ance. 
2 . 1 .5 Control  V a riables 
Control variables are other factors that may have an influence on the 
endogenou variable, but are not specifical ly  the subject of the research. They are 
included in the model to avoid potentia l ly negative effects on the results. In this 
research four demographic variables were included as control variables: gender, 
national i ty .  tenure in the company Gob seniority) and business unit affil iation . 
Gender was e pected to influence individual job performance due to local 
cultural constraints that l im it female employees from gaining hands-on experience in  
an offshore field envi ronment. 
ational i ty also influences individual job performance, as expatriate 
emplo ees are requ ired to have sign i ficant work experience in their  special ized 
disc ip l i ne in order to be able to join the organization in the first place. Unl ike local 
employees. expatriate employees are expected to deal with operational challenges and 
technical problems due to their i nternational experience and the train ing courses that 
they have completed prior to joi ni ng the organization. 
Tenure, or job eniority. is another factor that may influence job performance 
a it  xp cted that enior empl ees have more experience as a result of their 
expo ure to work problems and chal lenges during their  long year of service with the 
compan , when compared to newer employees (Buch, Dysvik, Kuvaas & Nerstad, 
20 1 5 ) .  
Busine unit affiliation ma influence job performance due to possible 
d ifference in the organi zational structure of each business uni t .  These may be fOlmal, 
central ized or integrative (Chen & Huang, 2007) .  In  the forn1al structure, work is  
guided by organizational procedures, rules and guidel ines, which leads to fewer 
opportunities for employees to discuss alternative ways of doing things (S ividas & 
DV,lyer, 2000) .  In  a central ized tructure, the authority for making decisions tays with 
higher level management and employee j ust fol low instructions on how to deal with 
problem and developments ( Sividas & Dwyer, 2000) .  In an integrative business unit, 
employees are a l lowed to comm unicate, interact and coordinate with their col leagues 
across organi zational borders in order to find solutions to problems or to develop new 
ways to perform assigned tasks ( Janz & Prasarnphanich, 2003) .  
2.2 Validation of Theo retical M odel 
To verify that the theoretical model is relevant to the knowledge sharing 
behavior of employees in the organization in question structured interviews were 
conducted with 30  team leaders from various divisions involved with operations of 
Asset ( A) .  Due to their roles and responsibi l it ies. the tean1 leaders' v iews and opinions 
were considered representative of the employee population that would be in ited later 
to part ic ipate in a quantitative study by fi l l ing in questionnaires. These interviews were 
recorded and later transcribed. Then, the transcripts were reviewed by three 
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independent r earcher to identi f  ke theme and i s  ues that were raised by the team 
leader . The e finding are summarized in table 2 .  
In l ine with the cunent l i terature, the team leaders identified several drivers for 
knovv ledge sharing beha ior that were categorized as organizational . indi idual and 
technology-related. The organizational drivers included management support, 
organizational culture and structure, and reward . The individual factors included 
att itude. self-efficacy, personal relationships and perceived job security, whi le  the 
technology-related factors inc luded deployment of knowledge management systems, 
the usefulness of shared knowledge and employees training. 
The team leaders al 0 agreed that knowledge sharing among employee had 
po i t ive outcomes both for the employees and the organization. For the employees, it 
was expected that they would develop higher levels of competency. improve their 
problem solv ing abi l it ies, foster inter-personal relationships and thus improve 
performance .  The organi zation was expected to be more efficient as employees 
cont inual ly i mprove performance. There would also be better fmancial results as 
employees benefit from lessons learned and best practices in order to minimize waste 
and avoid the repetit ion of mistakes. Therefore, the company would produce higher 
qual ity products and services due to higher levels  of competency and ski l l  among 
employees. 
Table 2 :  Analysis o f  Team Leaders Interviews by Three Researchers 
Topic Findi ngs by Resea l'cher # 1 F indi ngs by Resea rcher # 2 F indi ngs by Researcher # 3 
• The mean i ng of know ledge, 
• Defin i t ions of know ledge re lated 
know ledge management and terms • Defin i t ions of knowledge terms knowledge sharing 
• Drivers aJ1d outcomes of • Drivers of know ledge sharing 
• Drivers of know ledge sharing knowledge sharing Key themes g leaned • Outcomes of know ledge sharing 
• Outcomes of knowledge sharing 
• Relat ion between know ledge from i nterv iew records • L ink  between knowledge sharing 
• Factors affect ing the re lat ionsh i p  sharing dr i vers and outcomes and job performance between dr ivers and outcomes 
• Recommendat ions to management • Recommendat ions to management 
• Knowledge sharing improvement to improve knowledge sharing. 
recommendations to management 
• Tac i t  concept (e.g., know-how, 
• Taci t  know ledgc (experience, in-• Tac i t  concept (e.g. ,  know-how) network and sk i l l s )  depth i nsights, know-how) Defin i t ion of Knowlcdge • Exp l ic i t  concept (e .g .. documents 
• Expl  ic i t  concept (e.g., documents, 
• Expl ic i t knowledge (docLiments) and procedures) manuals and books) 
• Mechan ism to d i ssem inate • Making know ledge access ib le  
know ledge w it h i n  t he company • Capturi ng, storage & veri fication • Sharing! transfer of knowledge 
• Sequence of processes to hand le  of knowledge for sharing or • Documentation of knowledge Defi n i t ion of Know ledge 
know ledge ( capture/store/share/ . .  ) d istri but ion • Appl ication of know ledge Management 
• Us ing one's know ledge on the job • Using one's experience pract ica l ly 
• Ass igning employees accord ing to • Team management and proper 
the ir  know ledge leve l instructions 
• Exchange of know ledge and • Exchanging acqu i red knowledge 
• Exchange and transfer of through various ways ( i .e. experience during teamwork, 
Defin it ion of Know ledge know ledge dur ing interactions coach i ng, t ra i n i ng, ask i ng meeti ngs etc. 
between employees quest ions, systems)  • Transfer of know ledge through Sharing 
• Object ive is to d i ssem inate • Storage and uti I ization of wel l  managed and access i b le 
knowledge w it h i n  the company knowledge system 
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• Organ izat ional  • Organ i zat ional  Ke) categories of • Organ izat ional  
• I nd i v idua l  • I nd iv idua l  know ledge sharing • I nd i v idua l  
• Know ledge techno logy • Know ledge rel ated drivers • Know ledge related 
• M anagement support • M anagement support • Management support 
• Organ izat iona l  structure • Organ izat ion structure Key organ izat ional  • Organ izat ional  structure 
• Organ izat ional c u lture • Cu l ture, val ues drivers of know ledge • Organ izat ional  cu l ture 
• The job structure sharing • I n terdependent tasks • Job structure 
• Reward/ incent ive 
• Reward schemes • Reward ing system 
• Personal att i tude • Att i tude 
• Personal att i tude • Job security • Sel f-con fidence (competence) Key ind iv idua l  dr ivers of 
• Sel f-efficacy (competency ) • sel f-con fidence (com petence) • Job security know ledge sharing 
• Perce ived job secur i ty • Peer re lat ionsh ip  • Relat ionsh ip  wi th  col leagues 
• Knowledge management • Knowledge management Key know ledge-re lated • Knowledge access ib i l i ty i n  frastructure I n frastructure and processes drivers of know ledge • Know ledge usefu l ness • Comlllun ity of experis for • Tra i n i ng programs sharing • Employee tra i n ing tra i n i ng and coach ing 
• Organ izat ional -related • Organizat iona l-re lated Type of know ledge • Organ izat iona l-re lated 
• I nd iv idua l -related sharing outcomes • I nd iv idua l -re l ated • I nd i v idua l -re lated 
• I mproved job performance • Enhanced job performance • Increased ind iv idual  perfonl1ance 
Key ind iv idual outcomes • Bu i ld ing competency • Professional deve lopment • Enhanced creat iv i ty/ innovat ion 
of knowledge sharing • Enhance creat iv i ty/ i nnovation • Drives i nnovat ion and creat iv i ty • Improved peer re lat ionsh i p/ trust 
• Enhance relat ions w ith  • I mprove peer re lat ionsh i p  
col leagues 
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Key organ izat ional 
• I mproved product iv i ty • Effic iency and cost reduction • I ncreased product iv i ty 
outcomes of know ledge 
• enhanced operat ional e Cfic iency • Enhanced qua l ity • I ncreased effic iency 
• Pos it i ve financ ia l  performance • Enhanced reputat ion • Cost and t ime effect iveness 
sharing • Better q ua l i ty of products and • Better a l ignment between 
serv ices d i v is ions 
• I mproved qual ity 
L ink  between know ledge 
• Enhanced innovat ive behavior • Professiona l  development 
sharing and job • I mproved re lat ions and • Drives innovat ion and creat iv ity 
• Enhanced creat iv i ty/ i nnovat ion 
performance col laborat ion wi th  co l leagues • I mproved peer re lat ionsh ip  
• I mproved peer re lat ionsh i p/ trust 
• Deploy user-friend ly know ledge 
management system 
• Conduct a knowledge audi t  • Prov ide proper i ncent ives and 
• Deploy a centra l ized know ledge rewards • Access ib le knowledge 
Ma in  recommendat ions management system, • Fostering awareness of 
management system 
to management • I mp lement strategies to enhance know ledge sharing 
• Recogn i t ion/ awards for pcople 
co l laboration and team bui ld ing • Encouraging teamwork through who share knowledge. 
• Recogn it ion of employees who taskforce creation • Suppoli ive managcment structure 
share their knowledge • Promote commun ication 
organ izat ional w ide ( tra in ing and 
lessons learned, etc . ) 
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The team lead rs  a l  0 suggested e eral recommendation to help management 
Improve kno ledge haring behavior within the organization. These 
r commendations centered on deplo 'ment of a proper knowledge management ystem 
and e tab l i  hing proce es t en ure that qual ity knowledge is easi ly accessible to 
mployees. Additional ly,  they proposed management should foster col laboration 
between empl yee and recognize those that hare their knowledge. 
The fInding of this mainly qual itative study provide support for the theoret ical 
model ( above) that has been developed and suggests that the model is  both relevant 
and appl icable to stud knowledge sharing behavior in the context of the research 
organization and real work situations. 
2.3 C h a pter S u m m a ry 
A theoretical model go eming the relationship between the antecedents and 
consequences of knowledge sharing has been developed. Al l  the constructs were 
defIned and a rationale for their  inclusion in the model, and the structure of that model ,  
was presented . A swmnary of the proposed hypotheses l inking these constructs is  
given in  table 3 ( see below).  
To verify the relevance of the theoretical model to knowledge sharing behavior, 
a series of structured interviews with 30 team leaders was conducted . The interviews 
were transcribed and reviewed by three independent researchers. They identified 
employees' views on the drivers of knowledge sharing and the potent ial outcomes both 
at individual and organi zational levels .  These fIndings provided further support for the 
theoretical model .  The next chapter discusses the research methods adopted to address 
this research problem. 
Table 3 :  Summary o f  Research J Iypotheses 
Reference Hypothesis 
. I I I  Management support positively in fl uences knowledge shari ng behavior. 
H2 Task interdependence positively in fluences knowledge shari ng behavior. 
H3 Organizat ional rewards positively influences knowledge sharing behavior. 
H4 Self-efficacy positively in fl uences knowledge sharing behavior. 
H S  A favorable atti tude towards knowledge sharing posit ively in fl uences knowledge sharing behavior. 
H6 High levels of job security positively in fl uence knowledge sharing behavior. 
H7  Knowledge accessibi l ity has a posi t ive in fl uence on  knowledge sharing behavior. 
H8 The perceived usefulness of  the knowledge has a positive e ffect on individual ' s  knowledge sharing behavior. 
H9 Employee training has a positive effect on individual ' s  knowledge sharing behavior. 
H I O Higher levels of  knowledge sharing have a directly positive in fl uence on job performance. 
H 1 1  Task-based cit izensh ip behavior positively mediate the relationship between knowledge shari ng and individual job performance. 
H12 Individual innovat ive behavior positively med iate the relationship between knowledge sharing and individual job performance. 
----.----.---------� 
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C h a pter  3 :  M et h ods 
To maintain academic rigor this  chapter tart with an overview of the research 
paradigm and its as oc iated dimensions and a justi fication of the choices made for this  
re arch ( Coughian, Cronin & R an. 2007; Stockhausen & Conrick, 20 1 5) .  Thi s wil l  
be fol lowed by a d i  cussion on research design in order to answer the research 
que tions fomlUJated in chapter 1 .  The chapter concludes with a discussion of the 
ethical issues encountered while conduct ing this research.  
3. 1 Re earch Paradigm, Ontology, Epistemology and Methodology 
3. 1 . 1  Research Paradigm 
Paradigm refers to a conceptual frame of reference that encompasses one ' s  
personal bel iefs, values, ideas and a sumptions. Such concepts help scholars in 
organ izing and integrating theoretical inferences with their research ( Antwi & Hamza, 
20 1 5 ; Babbie. 20 1 0; Corbetta, 2003 ) .  Paradigms are important as they provide scholars 
Vvith guiding principles and cri teria to map their way through problems, suitable 
methodology and the teclmiques required to understand the complexity of the real 
world ( Corbetta, 2003) .  In their  attempts to understand soc ial behaviors, social 
scientists have championed a variety of paradigms ( Babbie, 20 1 0; Blaikie.  2007).  
However, two of the most prominent paradigms are interpretivism and positivism 
( Blaikie, 2007; Corbetta, 2003 ;  101mson & Onwuegbuzie 2009) .  
The interpretiv ist paradigm contends that social real ity is  subjective and exists 
only in people 's  minds. Therefore, researchers need to be close to the research subjects 
in order to gain an in-depth understanding of their perceptions of real i ty .  It is  an 
inductive process and is  used to understand and interpret social phenomena. Thus, the 
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utcome ocial enquir ar con tructed real it ie that are time- and context- pecific 
( John on & Onwuegbuzie, 2009) .  On the other hand, the positi i t paradigm 
approache soc ial nquiry in a manner imi lar to the ph sical sciences. Researchers 
separate thems I fr m the soc ial entities being studied to el iminate bias. The 
out ome of social  enquir ar ocial law that are both objecti e and generalizable, 
and the cause of these oc ial outcomes can be accurately and rel iably detennined 
through a deductive proce ( Jolmson & Onwuegbuzie, 2009) .  
This  re earch adopts a posit i  ist paradigm and considers real i ty to be objective. 
measurable and general izable. As such a deductive process wi l l  be fol lowed where 
certain  hypotheses about social real i ty are proposed and verified by analyzing the data 
col lected from employee . The findings wi l l  be tested for their  general izabi l ity by 
comparing them with those obtained from other studies in other contexts. 
3. 1 .2 Research O ntology 
Ontology refers to philosophical beliefs and assumptions about the nature and 
fonn of social real ity ( Antwi & Hamza, 20 1 5 ; Blaikie, 2007;  Corbetta, 2003) .  There 
are essent ia l ly two dichotomous views about soc ial real ity: ideali st and real ist ( Blaikie, 
2007) .  The ideal ist theory considers real ity to be a subjective construction of 
perceptions and assumptions, and as such,  has no independent existence on its own 
( Blaikie, 2007:  Corbetta, 2003) .  On the other hand, the realist theory considers real i ty 
to be objective in  nature, and that its existence i s  independent of human perceptions or 
assumptions ( Blaikie, 2007; Corbetta, 2003 ) .  Defining one ' s  research ontology 
orientation is i mportant as it guides the construction of the research questions and the 
research strategy adopted to answer those questions. 
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I n  thi research, the onto logical approach is  reali t and considers real i ty to be 
objective and independent of human interpretation. Furthermore. this reality can be 
detennined in it true t en e ince social actors operate according to peci fic patterns 
that can be predicted and measured (Corbetta, 2003 ) .  
3. 1 .3 Re earch Epi ternoiogy 
Epi temolog refer to the science of knowledge or how humans acqUlre 
knowledge about the world surrounding them and how they judge this knowledge to 
be truthful and acceptable ( Antwi & H an1Za, 20 1 5 ; Blaikie, 2007) .  Basical ly.  there are 
h\<o dominant epistemological viewpoints in social research :  constructioni m and 
empiric ism ( Blaikie,  2007) .  The difference between these two views l ies in the 
relationship that e. ists between the researcher and the soc ial actors, or phenomena, 
under study, and whether the researcher is studying the social actors, or social 
phenomena. without i nfluencing. or getting influenced by, them (Antwi & Hamza, 
20 1 5 ; B laikie, 2007; Corbetta, 2003 ) .  
Constructionism requi res researchers to  be  c losely involved with their  research 
subjects in order to gain an in-depth understanding of their  perceptions and 
assumptions about their i nteraction with the external world .  The researchers play an 
active role in constructi ng a social  real ity from these subjective perceptions (Antwi & 
Hamza. 20 1 5 : B laikie, 2007; Corbetta, 2003 ) .  Empiricism,  on the other hand, requires 
researchers to be detached from their research subjects, to employ deductive logic and 
to collect empirical evidence to discover causal laws that can predict general patterns 
of human behavior ( Antwi & Hamza, 20 1 5 ; Blaikie, 2007; Corbetta, 2003 ) .  
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Thi re earch adopt an empiricist epistemology, where the under tanding of 
ocial objective reaJ i t  i achie ed b col lecting and anal zing empirical evidence in 
a detached and objective manner without in fluencing, or being influenced by, it .  
3 . 1 04 Re earch M ethodo logy 
Re earch methodolog is the practical approaches that help to answer research 
problems ( Corbetta, 2003 ) .  The e practical approaches are a translation of the 
researcher' ontological and epi temological assumptions into principles. practices 
and procedures that d irect the way soc ial research is  conducted (Hanson, Creswel l ,  
C lark. Petska & Creswel l ,  2005 ; Marczyk, DeMatteo & Festinger, 2005) .  Re earch 
methodologie are important as they encourage researchers to plan their research and 
assess the relevance of their research dec isions before implementing them . It also 
al lO\vs others to evaluate the rigor of the research and robustness of the results ( Antwi 
& Harnza. 20 1 5 : Corbetta. 2003 ; Saunders, Lewis & Thornhi l l ,  2009) .  When adopting 
a certain research methodolog , researchers wi l l  address several issues such as the 
reasons for conducting their study. how to art iculate the research problem, what type 
of data to col lect, the best method for gathering data and which type of analysis to use 
( Antvvi & H amza 20 1 5 ; Saunders et aL 2009) .  
Essential ly.  there are two research methodologies used in social research :  
qual itative and quantitative ( Antwi & H an1Za, 20 1 5 ; Marczyk et a l . .  2005) .  Qual i tative 
methodology is typical ly  used by scholars who espouse an interpretative paradigm and 
involves the use of direct interviews, observat ion and case studies (an in-depth 
examination of a social  phenomenon or soc ial actors) but without formal measurement 
( Antwi & Harnza, 20 1 5 ; Marczyk et al . .  2005 ) .  On the other hand, quantitative 
methodology i nvolves the use of surveys and experiments to meticulously col lect data 
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and analyze it in a y tematic and statistical manner in order to quant i fy their results 
ntwi & Hamza, 20 1 5 ; Marczyk et aL 2005 ) .  
Thi  tudy adopt a quant i tative methodology. Data was collected by survey ing 
elected employee . uch urve methodolog has been successful ly used in the social 
sciences to an wer research que tions that lend themselve to numerical 
repre entation and rigorous stat istical analysis ( Myers, 20 1 3 ; Saunders et a 1 .  2009) .  
I t  \Va con idered an appropriate methodology for this  posit ivistic research as reality 
wi l l  be objectively described through measurable properties that are independent of 
the researcher. Furthermore, this research wi l l  measure attitudes, percept ions, opinions 
and the view of several hundred employees which would not be feasible using any 
altemative approach ( Babbie, 20 1 0 ). 
3.2  Resea rch De ign 
A structured quest ionnaire was prepared to operational ize various constructs in 
the form of statements to measure part icipants' attitude, opinions, assumptions and 
behaviors. The stud is cross-sectional in nature, as the views of the employees from 
a ariety of work div isions (e .g . ,  Petroleum, Dri l l i ng, Product ion, Projects and 
Engineering), and d ifferent backgrounds (national ity, education and job functions) 
were simultaneously col l ected. The unit of analysis is the individual employee and an 
objective assessment of their views and opinions of the various model constructs was 
canvassed and analysed using appropriate stati stical techniques. 
According to Martin  ( 2006), the development of a questionnaire must address 
several i ssues: (1 )  the selection of measurement scales for the various constructs, (2 )  
formatting of the questionnaire, ( 3 )  introducing and explaining the questionnaire to 
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p tential re pondent . (4 )  pre-te ting the que tionnai re, ( 5 )  mode of di tribution. and 
(6 )  data gathering and updating of the database. In addres ing these i sues. guidel ines 
[or designing que t ionnaire for ur ey research by Burge s ( 200 1 )  were adopted. 
3.2 . 1  election o f  M ea u rement Scale 
The fir t tep in developing a questiOlmai re is  to elect a suitable measurement 
cale for each con truct. Developing and val idating a new measurement scale is 
extremely t ime consuming ( Corbetta, 2003 ; Swanson & Holton I I I .  2005 ).  Hence, a 
recommendation by traub ( 1 989) that. "Re earchers should use previously validated 
i n  truments wherever possible, being careful not to make significant al terations in the 
val idated instrument without reval idating instrument content, constructs, and 
rel iabi l i ty" ( p. 1 6 1 )  was fol lowed . 
An extensive review of relevant l i terature lead to the selection of measurement 
scales that comprised mult iple-indicators in order to measure knowledge sharing 
behavior. its antecedents and its impact on individual job performance. These 
constructs are basical ly att itudes, opinions and personal ity traits which demonstrated 
a propensity to consistently react to certain issues in either a positive or negative 
manner. As such these responses could best be measured using a multi- item, 7-point 
L ikert scale ( Jarv is, Mackenzie & Podsakoff, 2004) .  Using multiple-indicators to 
measure arious latent constructs such as management support. knowledge sharing 
behavior and individual  job performance is appropriate as it provides greater insight 
into the various aspects of each construct, it improves the accuracy of measurement 
and avoids the problems assoc iated with a single- indicator scale ( Bryman. 20 1 5 ). At 
least a four-i tem scale for each independent variable was selected in order to ensure 
the validity of construct measurement ( Baumgat1ner & Homburg, 1 996; Harvey. 
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Bi l l ing & i lan, 1 98 5 ) . A ful l  I i  t of con tructs. mea urement scale and sources is 
gi en in ppendi.  -2.  
3 .2 .2 Fo rmatt ing the Que tion n a ire 
The questionnai re wa di id d into four main parts. They were arranged in the 
fol lowing equence : ( 1 )  the outcomes of knowledge sharing, (2 )  knowledge sharing 
behavior. ( 3 )  the determinant of knowledge haring behavior, and (4 )  demographic 
infom1at ion. This arrangement was intended to motivate the participants to complete 
the relati e ly l ength quest ionnaire which included a total of 73 statements ( Burges . 
200 1 ) . On start ing to fi l l  out the questionnaire, respondents would general ly be alert 
and wi l l ing to give orne thoughts and reflection to the various statements about 
knowledge sharing and its determinants. As they drew closer to the end, and start to 
experience sur ey fatigue, they have to answer increasingly easier demographic 
questions. e .g.  age. gender. education and job position . This does not require such a 
cognit ive load in  order to provide a response. This was expected to minimize instances 
of missing data. 
The questionnaire was designed in a two-column table format. The left column 
included the measurement scale for each of the latent variables, whi le  the right-hand 
column inc luded seven boxes for participants to indicate their response. The seven 
boxes matched a 7-point L ikert scale that varied from "Strongly Agree" to " Strongly 
Disagree" with the middle box marked as " Neutral" . F igure 1 1  shows the section 
related to individual knowledge sharing behavior. A copy of the ful l  survey 
questionnaire is inc luded in Appendix-3 .  
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Part - B: Indi,idual Knowledge Sharing Beha\ior 
F or each of the foUowme: statements please tick tb. b tha b d 'b � e ox t est escn es your personal 
oplIlion. feelmgs. perception or attitude about that statement, 
I always share my J.:no,,1edge gamed 
through worl:: e..�ence wIth my 
colle.a,gues at ,,"OIl:. 
I always share my J.:no\'iedge gamed 
dwme tr.unml! with my collea!!Ues at 
worl::.-
- - � 
I would make e..ma efforts to aIlS\\'er 
any quemon from my colleagues at 
worl::. -
Employees 1D my company normally 
share exlStlng repoItS and offictal 
documenb wIth their colleagues at 
worl:. -
It is normal for me to regularly meet 
",.1th my collearues at work to 
excl!anHe Ideas-and SUE'eemous on 
how to 'Soh -e work problems and 
lIDpTO\'e wod:: perfolIIll!llce, 
Stron .. ly .. .  ,�vree Somtl\"hat 
,\.gne .\..,vree 
r r r 
r r r 
r r r 
r r r 
r r r 
-eutral Somel\"hill 
Disagree 
r r 
r r 
r r 
r r 
r r 
Figure 1 1 :  The Survey Questionnaire Format 
Diugree Stronoly .. , Diugne 
r r 
r r 
r r 
r r 
r r 
To make i t  easier for participants to complete the questionnaire i t  was created 
using M icro oft Word .  A template was used which allowed respondents to tick the 
boxes of choice by c l icking a mouse. Respondents then save the file and send it  back 
as an email  attachment. 
3.2.3 I nt roducing the Que tion na ire to Pa rticipants 
To sol ic i t  part ic ipation in  the survey, a cover letter that introduced the 
researcher and described the topic under research. the research objectives and i ts 
potential value for both academics and the organization was d istributed along with the 
questionnaire . The letter emphasized the voluntary nature of partic ipation and that 
respondents had the right to withdraw at any time without being penal ized. The letter 
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al 0 highl ighted the fact that there are no right or wrong an wer to any ofthe statements 
and that al l an wer would be treated as confidential . 
one-page guide wa also prepared to help participants to fi l l  the 
que t ionnaire .  The guide described the tructure of the questionnaire and explained 
how the re pondent could tick th proper box to indicate a response for each statement. 
n example showing how the questionnaire box should be marked was included in the 
guide. 
3.2.4 Pre-test ing the Questio n n a i re 
Prior to d i  tributing the questionnaire, i t  was subject to a pre-test by several 
faculty members fami l iar with quantitati e research to ascertain its content val idity. 
part from a few statements that required re-wording to ensure c larity. the feedback 
i ndicated that the sur ey instrument was clear and comprehensible and that the 
measurement scales addressed the constructs that they intended to measure. Another 
recornn1endat ion for improvement was to change the layout of the document from 
landscape to portrait and to l imit  the document to a maximum of five pages. Since the 
questionnaire was written in English - the official language of business within the 
organization - there was no need to translate the document to any other language to 
ensure accuracy and consistency. 
3.2.5 M ode of Distri bu tion 
The survey questionnaire was distributed as an emai l  attachment to a sample 
population of 60 employees. There were several reasons for selecting this mode of 
d istribution.  First, the target population work i n  several offices located in d ifferent 
areas of Abu Dhabi (e .g  .. the HQ Bui lding, the Capital P laza Bui lding, the Landmark 
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Building and the Mu afah Indu trial rea) in addition to an offshore sit . It would 
ha\ been extremel) di fficult to personal ly distribute the document to each partic ipant. 
Moreover, u ing the company internal mail stem to di stribute and collect surveys 
would take a lot of t ime. econdl , using a personal ized emai l message ser ed to 
high l ight the importance a sign d to each employee ' s  input. This was instrumental in 
obtaining high response rate. Third. in  addition to saving on paper, using a digital mode 
of di tribution made it easier for each respondent to fi l l  in the document simply by 
cl icking a mouse. H aving the document in digital format also made it  easier for the 
re earcher to archive data and avoid having paper copies that might suffer damage or 
10 . F inal ly, this mode of d istribution al lowed the researcher to send frequent 
reminder to employee in order to encourage them to participate in the survey. Every 
emplo ee approached returned a completed questionnaire as an emai l attachment. 
3.2.6 S u m m a ry of Re earch Design 
The study is cross-sect ional III nature. as data about every variable was 
simultaneously col lected during the survey period. The unit of analysis is the 
individual employee. whose views and opinions on various model constructs was 
collected. The survey instrument uti l i zed existing measurement scales as 
recommended by Straub ( 1 989) .  The guidel ines for designing questionnaires for 
survey research by Burgess ( 200 1 )  were fol lowed. A pre-test by a smal l sample of 
employees verified that the statements are c lear and unambiguous. Digital distribution 
was an effective method for data col lection. 
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3.3 Data ollection 
Thi section di cuss the research context, sample lze. selection. data 
gath ring and anal sis .  
3.3. 1 Re earch O rgan ization 
The organization where the research was conducted is an offshore oi l  and gas 
company that operate off hore field in the UAE. The organization i s  a joint venture 
company between a large national UAE oi l  company and three major international oi l  
companies. This arrangement is  meant to provide the UAE with access to the latest 
technolog and industrial expert ise in order to develop its oil and gas fields in an 
effecti e and economic manner. The company has recently been restructured into nine 
separate bu i ness unit that report directly to the Chief Executive Officer (see figure 
1 2) .  
I t  should be  explained that an  Asset i s  a business unit responsible for managing 
development act ivities in  offshore fields, whi le  other business units provide 
engineering. technicaL operational and business support services. For example. the 
Dri l l i ng and Logist ics business unit undertakes the dri l l i ng of new wel ls  and the repair 
of inactive and problematic wel l s. The Projects business unit is responsible for 
bui lding field infrastructure ( towers pipe l ines and complexes) to support field 
development activit ies. The Subsurface Technology business unit provides reservoir 
engineering studies and long-term field development plans. Other business units 
provide business support and technical assistance (e .g. ,  integrity management, afety 
management, pol ic ies and standards and business planning). 
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Figure 1 2 : Organizational Structure of the Research Organization 
7 1  
Typical ly,  a business unit I S  subdivided into several divisions that work 
together to achieve their  objectives. For example, Asset (A)  includes reservoir and 
production operations. maintenance, field operations and plaIU1ing divisions. This 
research in olved employees working in the Asset ( A) business unit and employees in 
other units that provide support to Asset ( A) operat ions. The reason for selecting Asset 
(A)  i that it is the largest business unit and contributes 60% of the company's  total oi l  
production. A lso, the management were supportive of an ini tiative to improve 
knowledge management for various strategic reasons such as, developing of young 
local employees, the retention of organizational knowledge as older employees retire 
and fostering the company·s  competitive position within the industry . 
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The organization employ a di erse v,:orkforce compri ing of AE national 
emploJ ee and 'patriate p r onnel from b ra , ian and European countries. An 
internal company document publ i  hed l' n 20 1 5  h d h s owe t e national ity profile of 
empl yee a 33% Emirat i ,  3 8% A ian. 23% Arab, 3% Western and 3% other 
national i t i  s. a shovm in figure 1 3 . 
Other na 10M 91> 
Errurati natonals 
33% 
S " Q  patna es 
38 
Figure 1 3 : Employee Diversity at Research Organization 
In terms of gender diversity. female employees (who are mostly UAE 
national ) ,  occupy about 1 0% of the professional positions in  the organization. This is  
evidenced by the company organization chart, shown in Aappendix-4, which displays 
employees who manage the various d ivisions and business units of the company. This 
is also corroborated by the fact that the number of female employees in the target 
popUlation of 652 employees stands at 65 .  The relati ely low representat ion of female 
staff in the research organization was to be expected as the organization is an offshore 
o i l  company and local cultural constraints prevent female employees from working in 
an offshore environment. Female employees usual ly work in supporting technical roles 
such as planning, technical studies and IT support. 
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Thi organ ization, with it diver e emplo ee profile pro ides a rich ett ing and 
context to in\'e t igate knov ledge sharing beha ior by professional staff. The pre-te t 
phase of the que tionnai re demonstrated that there was no problem with acces to 
participant , at the various sites, via emai l .  
3.3.2 R e  earch Sample 
ample size plays an important role in ensuring the qual i ty of statistical 
analy i , especial l  when researchers are interested in ascertaining that a part icular 
correlation, or the outcome of a hypothe i s  test, is stati stical ly significant. As the 
ample ize increa es. it i feasible to obtain greater stat istical certainty in these tests 
(Cohen. 1 992 ' Vanvoorhis  & Morgan, 2007) .  There are some recommendations for 
appropriate sample size ( Pearson & Mundform, 20 1 0) .  For example, Cohen ( 1 992) 
publ ished tables that show required san1ple sizes in  order to detect significant effects 
at an 80% tatistical power leve l .  Tabachnick & Fidel !  (20 1 3 ) suggest using a simple 
rule of thum b :  > -0 + 8m (where is sample size and m is the number of 
independent variables) .  Other authors advocate having a minimum ratio of sample size 
to number of variables, e .g.  Gorsuch ( 1 983 ) suggests using a ratio of at least five and 
unnal ly  ( 1 978 )  recommends ha ing samples that are at least ten t imes the number of 
variables ( Maccal l um,  Widaman, Zhang & Hong, 1 999).  
For this study, an init ial sample size of 57 was obtained using tables provided 
by Cohen ( 1 992) .  This estimate was based on a stat istical target level of 80%, an R
2 
value of 0 .5 ,  a stat istical significance level of 0.05 and a total number of nine (9 )  arrows 
directed at one construct. However, with nine independent variables. the 
recommendations of Tabachnick & Fidel l  ( 20 1 3 ) would yield a sample size of 1 22 .  
With 1 3  variables in the mode l ,  the sample size would be 1 30 according to unnally's 
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( 1 978) rec mmendat ion . The e figure were veri fied u ing an online sample SIze 
calculator ( p r, 20 1 7 ) which suggested that the ample size hould be 90 ba ed on 
th anticipated ffect ize, the desi red Ie el of tatistical certainty, the number of latent 
\ ariabl , th number of ob er ed variables and the level of statistical significance 
de ired ( ee figure 1 4 ) .  
Iil A-pnon Sample Size Calculator for Structural Equation Models 
Antlclpat�d effect SIZ� O.S 10 
DeSired statIstical power level 0.8 0 
Number of late'1t vanables 1 3  0 
Number of observed variables 61 10 
Probability level 0.05 0 
ijiimRH 
Minimum sample size to detect dfecr- 50 
Minimum sample size for model struCCure" 90 
Recommended minimum sample size: 90 
F igure 1 4 : Recommended Sample Size for this Research ( Soper, 20 1 7) 
The estimates above for sample SIze were taken into consideration when 
selecting a sample of 652 employees to part icipate in the survey. It was antic ipated 
that even with a response rate of around 30%, there would be an adequate sample size 
to conduct a complex stat istical analysis. The purposive sample included professional 
employees from the Asset ( A )  business unit and other supporting business units that 
provide support to that original business unit .  
3.3.3 Data G athering 
The questionnaire was prepared as a formatted word document that was 
di stributed to part ic ipants as emai l  attachments. A total of 652 questiOlmaires were 
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d i  tribut d to participant . s mentioned earl ier. thi mode of distribution was deemed 
to be ucce ful during the pre-test and thi en ured a high re pon e rate .  Considering 
the larg number of part ic ipants, the data col lection period wa set at 60 day . 
maximum of three remind r me sages were sent to any individual who did not respond 
to earl ier me ag . In total. 3 5 7  urveys were returned, representing an overal l  
response rate of  54 .8%. The shortest t ime to respond was one day and the longest was 
53 days. 
Al l  re pon es were coded in an Excel worksheet to keep track of progress. It 
al  0 al lowed the re earcher to conduct simple qual i ty checks on the responses prior to 
transferring the data to the SPSS program for further analysis. 
3.3.4 Data Analysis 
Detai led data ana]y is  covenng both descript ive and inferential statistical 
analy e wi l l  be pre ented in  the next chapter. The descript ive analysis provided 
characteristics of the respondents :  age profile, gender distribution, national ity mix,  
tenure and business unit affil iation. I t  also provided various survey characteri stics such 
as the mean. minimum values. maximum values. standard deviation. skewness and 
kurtosis indices. The data was first screened to ensure its accuracy. completeness and 
quality before i ts further use in the statistical analysis. The data screening and 
preparation were conducted using the SP S software. 
Due to the complexity of the model and the large number of latent and 
measured variables, variance-based structure equation model l ing (SEM ·VB) was used 
to analyze the relationship between various model constructs. The analysis started by 
val idating the measurement model to ensure the validity and rel iabi l ity of its 
constructs. This was fol lowed by an assessment of the structural model ' s  abi l ity to 
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predict the relation hip b tween con tructs. martPL softVY'are ( Ringle, Wende & 
Becker, 20 1 4) \va uti l ized for the model analy is .  
There w re everal rea ons for selecting thi data analysis technique. Variance­
ba ed tructuraJ equation model ing ( EM-VB) i currently used extensively by IS  
re ear her as evidenced by the l arge number of article in top journals ( Hair, Ringle 
& arstedt 20 1 l : Hair, Hult ,  Ringle & Sarstedt. 20 1 4; Ringle, Sarstedt & Straub, 
20 1 2) .  In addition, the PL teclmique i s  more suited for studies where theories are 
bei ng developed and tested (which is the case in the current study) ,  whereas 
co ariance-ba ed structural equat ion model l ing ( SEM-CB)  is typical ly used for theory 
confirmation ( Chin, 1 998;  Fornel l  & Bookstein, 1 982) .  Final ly, the PLS technique is 
capable of test ing both the d irect effects and the interaction effects among constructs, 
uggesti ng where relationship  m ight exist and avoiding serious problems such as 
inadmissible solutions and factor indeterminacy (Chin, Marcol in ,  & Newsted, 2003) .  
3.3.5 S u m m a ry o f  Data Collection 
The research involved 652 employees who were affi l iated with operations in 
the Asset ( A) business uni t  or other supporting business units within the organizat ion. 
Data was col lected via a questionnaire d istributed as an emai l  attachment. The number 
of surveys returned was 3 5 7  representing a response rate of 54 .8%, which exceeded 
the number of cases required to conduct a statistical analysis using variance-based 
structural equation model ing ( S EM-V B) .  The data was original ly coded in Excel 
before being uploaded to SPSS and SmartPLS software for further analysis. Chapter 4 
covers a more detai led data analysis .  
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3.4 Ethical  Con iderations 
urvey re earch usual ly rai e fewer ethical is  ue when compared to other 
fOlm of re earch de ign uch a experiments and field research (Check & chutt, 
20 1 1 ) . In ever way thi study compl ied with UAE Uni ersity guidel ines for 
conducting ocial research by securing the neces ary ethical c learance from the Social  
c iences Re earch Ethic Committee prior to commencing data collection ( see 
Appendix-5 ) .  in addition, the study conformed to agreed standards of conduct in social 
c ience re earch which mandate voluntary participation, no harm to the participants. 
anonymity and confidential i ty, avoiding decept ion and rigorous data analysis and 
report ing ( Babbie, 2 0 1 0) .  
3.4. 1 Vol u n ta ry Part ic ipation 
The first standard to adhere to when conducting a study is  to ensure voluntary 
part ic ipation. Completing a questionnaire may require participants to spend a 
con iderable amount of their  t ime and disrupt their regular activities. In addi tion, the 
questiOlmaire required palt ic ipants to reveal some personal information. which may 
be unknown to their  col leagues. To comply with this standard, a cover letter was 
d istributed along with the questionnaire and included a statement to indicate 
partic ipants' consent . In addition, partic ipants were requested to return the completed 
questionnaire to the researcher only i f  they wished to take part. It must be highl ighted 
that tlus standard can i mpact on the general izabi l ity of the research findings as 
part ic ipants are only those who are wi l l ing to partic ipate which may reflect certain 
personal i ty traits. For the study findings to be general izable to an entire population, 
any sample should also inc lude those who are not so wi l l ing to participate ( Babbie, 
20 1 0) .  
3.4.2 0 H a rm to Pa rtic ipant  
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que t ionnai re i not expected to cause an hann (physical or  p ychological) 
to part icipant . The questionnair did not require part ic ipants to perform an ph sical 
work or take unte ted drugs or endure stressful te ting conditions. The participants 
only had to respond to qu st ions that were direct, neutral and easy to answer (Alcser. 
ntoun, Bower , Clem ns & Lien. 20 1 6) .  FUlihermore. they completed the 
que tionnaire individual ly at their own lei ure without being subject to peer or group 
pre ure. Final ly ,  to avoid any harassment to part icipants, the number of email 
reminders, was l i mited to a maximum of three. 
3.4.3 Anonym ity a n d  Confidential ity 
Part ic ipants were requested to provide personal inforn1ation that was not 
readi ly  avai lable. This information, which potentia l ly involves unpopular attitudes and 
unfavorable personal opinions about management and the organization. may prove 
embarrassi ng for the employee i f  they became publ icly known - in ome cases this 
may l ead to the loss of a job or economic benefits ( Babbie, 20 1 0) .  Therefore several 
steps were taken to comply with the principle of anonymity and confidential ity in order 
to protect employees against any such risks (Alcser et al . .  20 1 6; S inger, 2005) .  These 
steps included : 
a. The questionnaires did not include any identifying information such as ful l  names, 
job t i t les. I D  numbers, or phone numbers ( Singer, 2005) .  
b .  Part ic ipants returned the completed questionnaires t o  the researcher in person or 
as an email attachment. 
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c. 11 un e. r pon e \ ere treated a confidential and were stored in a dedicated 
folder on the re earcher p rsonal computer. which was accessible only to the 
re earcher. 
d .  The I i  t o f  employee approached was locked in a eCltre place and was accessible 
only to the re earcher ( inger, 2005) .  
e .  ft r downloading the completed que tionnaire al l  exchanges with participants 
regarding their invol ement in the sur ey were deleted to avoid any concerns about 
potential .  unintentional exposure or disclo ure of email message that may re eal 
the identity of patiicipants ( A1cser et aI . ,  20 1 6) .  
3..tA Avoid i n g  Deception 
A cover letter was deli  ered along with the questionnaire to participants to 
introduce the researcher and his  current academic research study at UAE University. 
The letter out l ined the reasons for col lecting the data and its potential future use. In 
return for thei r  part ic ipation in the research, respondents were offered a surnn1ary of 
the study findings, if interested, but no monetary or non-monetary rewards. This way, 
onl aggregated data would be disclosed and not individual responses, which further 
protects the anonymity of part icipants and the confidentiality of their individual 
responses ( Babbie, 20 1 0 ) .  
3.4.5 Data A n a lysis and Reporting 
In addition to ethical obl igations towards participants, soc ial researchers have 
ethical obl igations towards their peers and colleagues in the academic cornnmnity 
concerning the integrity of data analysis and the honesty of reporting results ( Babbie, 
20 1 0) .  Any technical l i mi tations, as wel l  as unexpected negative results, were 
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highl ighted and an attempt \ as made to explain di crepancies in order to avoid them 
in future tudie . ( Babbie. 20 1 0; inger, 2005) .  
3 .5  Cha pter u rn m a ry 
Thi chapter pro ided an 0 erview of the research paradigm, its associated 
dimen ion , and the reasoning behind the specific choices made in the current research 
( Coughian et aL 2007; tockhau en & Conrick. 20 1 5 ) .  The research paradigm chosen 
wa po it iv ist ic.  there fore this social  enquiry was approached in a manner similar to 
the physical c ience. ocial real i ty was con idered as objective and general izable and 
re u l ts could b obtain d though a deductive process where certain hypotheses are 
proposed and eri fied by analyzing data. Whi le col l ecting the empirical data the 
researcher attempted to detach himse lf  from other social actors, or phenomena. to 
e l iminate b iased re ults.  
The study used quantitative methodology via a structured questionnaire that 
operational ized arious constructs in the form of statements to measure participants' 
atti tudes. opinions. assumptions and behavior that was later analyzed using statistical 
techniques. The steps in  developing the survey were discussed and expl icated. These 
included selecting measurement scales from the existing l iterature ( Straub, 1 989), 
formatting the survey instrument and pre-testing it  to ensure that it  measures the 
constructs that are intended to be studied .  
The chapter also d iscussed data col lection in terms of the organization under 
study, the sample size and the data col lection mechanism designed to en ure a high 
response rate.  We also discussed the data analysis techn ique. which made use of  
8 1  
variance-ba ed tru tural quation model ing due to the exploratory nature of the 
re earch and th complexit of the model under tudy. 
The chapter concluded with a review of teps taken to satisfy ethical 
c n iderat ions in ocial research. This included oluntary participation, assuring no 
hanTI t part ic ipant , maintaining confidential ity and avoiding deception. The 
fol lowing chapter presents detai l s  of the stat ist ical analysis of the data and concomitant 
result . 
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C h a pt e r  4: Re u I t  
Thi chapter d e  ribes the data screening and preparation that ensured the 
quality of th re pon e and their  ub equent use in the stat istical analysis. Thi wi l l  
b fol lowed b y  a d scripti e pro fi le  o f  the survey re pondents and a stat istical analysis 
of the mea urement and structural model . 
.. t 1  Data c reen ing  
The data screening included checking for accuracy, missing data analysis, the 
presence of outl ier , erification of the distribution assumptions and testing of 
common method bias to ensure that the data was accurate, complete and suitable for a 
mult ivariate statistical analysis. 
4. 1 . 1  Data Accu racy 
To check for the accuracy of the data, descriptive statistics for e ery variable 
were generated using the P S package. A response of less than 1, or greater than 7, 
was anomalous since the survey instrument employed a 7 point Likert scale (where 
.. trongly Agree = 1", " eutral = 4" and "Strongly Disagree = 1 ") .  Any anomalous 
responses were identi fied and dealt with . A selection from the ' Frequencies Swnmary ' 
i s  shown in  figure 1 5 . Data was verified as accurate as none of the variables gave 
values outside of the predicted range. 
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Frequencies 
Stati stics 
1 8 1  1 8 �  183 164 185 TF \..8'  TFC8� TFC83 TFC84 TFC85 
tJ Valid 350 350 350 350 350 349 350 350 349 347 
MIssing 0 0 0 0 0 3 
Mean 6 54 6 34 6 3 1 6 �7 6 1 2  5 55 6.1 7  5 7 2 5 71 5 90 
Std DeV13t1On 796 857 792 S60 9�7 1 , .5 902 1 ass 1 07'  1 0 1 4  
Rang� 5 5 
Mlnl� Ur11 3 3 3 � 3 
Ma, mum 
Figu re 1 5 : Partial Display of the Dataset Descriptive Statistics 
In  addit ion, each indi idual response was checked for non-engagement . Table 
4 high l ight cases that demonstrated a spurious response pattem. For example case # 
490 returned the survey document without t icking any boxes. The part ic ipant may not 
have saved the fi le  before sending it as an email  attachment. Case # 1 1 5 is an example 
of non-engagement as the part ic ipant marked the box "5 = Somewhat Agree" forty-
five t imes and the box " 4  = eutral' , fourteen t imes i rrespective of whether the 
que tion was direct or reverse-coded. To avoid bias in the subsequent statistical 
analysis these cases were remo ed from the dataset, resulting in an effective response 
rate of 5 3 . 7% ( 3 50 out of 652) .  
Table 4 :  Cases with Spurious Response 
Case I D  Stan d a rd Dev iation Response Pattern (Times Used) 
490 D i v/O Did Not F i l l  I n  The urvey 
1 55 0 .000 Blank (37 )  - 1 (24) 
1 1 5 0 .523 1 5 (45)  - 4 ( 1 4) 
208 0 . 5847 6 ( 1 0) - 5 (46) 
254 0.640 1 5 (27)  - 4 (28)  
1 1 8 0.6445 5 (24) - 4 (29) 
5 0 .6453 5 (30) - 4 (25)  
.. t o 1 . 2 M i  s ino Data 
T review mi  ing data. the P 
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nalyz I Multiple Imputation I Analyze 
Pattern fac i l i t  g nerated an 0 eral l summar of the mi sing values. shown in figure 
1 6 . The ummar includes tlu'ee pie charts representing arious aspects of the missing 
data. The ariable Chart hows that 43 variable (out of 6 1 ) have at least one mi sing 
value. v. hereas the Ca e Chart shows that 32 cases (out of 3 50)  had at least one 
mi  sing value. F inal ly .  the Values Chart shows that 1 0 1  of the 2 1 ,350 values ( 3 50 
ca es x 6 1  variables) were missing giving an overal l  missing value percentage of 0.5% . 
Variables C ases Values 
• Complete Data 
Incomplete Data 
F igure 1 6 : Overal l Summary of M issing Values in  the Dataset 
I n  addit ion.  fi gure 1 7  h ighl ights d ifferent patterns of missing values. For 
example, pattern # 1 includes cases with no m issing values. pattern # 2 includes cases 
that are miss ing values for the TFCB2 indicator and pattern # 22 include cases where 
the values of the ATKS I and PKA I indicators are missing. The figure shows no 
s stematic trend for missing alues which suggests that data is missing at random. 
SPSS also generated an addit ional graph. figme 1 8, which displayed the 
occurrence of various missing value patterns. I t  was evident that cases with no missing 
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value dominated the data et  ( 90.9% of total case ) ,  hich confirm the earl ier finding 
hO¥.TI in figure 1 6 . 
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Figure 17: Patterns of Missing Values in the Dataset 
Type 
Missing 
Nonmissing 
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Figure 1 8 : Most Frequently Occurring Patterns of Missing Values 
To verify that data is  mi sing at random, Litt le 's  MCAR test - part of the SPSS 
Anal ze/ Missing Value Anal sis fac i l ity - was employed . Little 's  MCAR test usually 
checks the nul l  hypothesis  that data is  missing completely at random. The test results 
shown in figure 1 9  were as fol lows: Chi -Square = 1 574 .375 ,  DF= 1 6 1 2, Sig. = 0.744 .  
As the significance level was greater than 0.05,  i t  was concluded that any data missing 
was completely  at random. Although any other i mputation technique could have been 
appl ied, the missing values were imputed using the Expectation Maximization 
Technique in the SPSS/ M ult iple Imputation/ I mpute Missing Data Value fac i l ity. This 
technique is the best if one wants to present the original data distribution with the least 
b ias (J. Hair, Anderson, B lack & Babin, 20 1 4; McKnight, McKnight, S idani & 
Figueredo, 2007) .  
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EM Estimated Statistics 
� N (') .,. I,("") N (') CD � .... I,("") CD CD CD CD CD � � � U U U U U I.J.. I.J.. I.J.. I.J.. I.J.. t- t- t- t- t-
1 46  1 66  1 69 1 73 1 88 2 .45  1 .83 2 28 2.29 2.1 0 
, a little s MCAR lest. Ch i-Square - 1 57 4 375 , DF - 1 61 2 , Sig = 744  
Figure 1 9 : Litt le 's  MCAR Test Results 
.t. 1 .3 Presence of Outl iers 
According to Tabaclmick & F idel !  (20 1 3 ) ,  outl iers are survey responses that 
have unu ual l h igh or low values that make them dist inctly different from other 
responses for the same variable ( univariate out l iers) .  They could also be a unique 
combination of several responses that stand out from other responses across multiple 
variables as in  the case of multivariate analysis ( multivariate outl iers) . Outl iers can 
d istort the results of a statistical analysis by increasing error variance, reducing the 
power of stat istical tests and biasing estimates of substantive interest (Osborne & 
Overbay, 2004) .  
To check for the presence of univariate outl iers in the data set, al l  the variables 
were fi rst converted to standardized z-scores using the SPSS Analyze/ Descriptive 
Stat ist ics/ Descriptives package. For large datasets (N)80), Tabachnick & Fidell 
( 20 1 3) define potent ial  univariate outl iers as those data points with absolute z-score 
values in  excess of 3 .29.  Based on this rule, the standardized ariables were examined 
and i t  was found that 50 data points d istributed among 28 variables and 37 cases were 
considered as univariate outl iers. F igure 20 shows the distribution of these data points, 
h ighl ighted in red, with in the cases affected. The cases that contained univariate 
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outl ier w re n ted t see i f  the) al 0 appeared in the multi ariate outl ier a essment 
( Hair t al . ,  20 1 4, p.  67) .  
To a se the pre ence of multivariate outl iers, the Mahalanobi Distance (Dl) 
\\·a calculated by regre sing ever independent indicator in Case ID (which is  used a 
a dumm independent ariable ) using the SPS Analyze! Regression! Linear function. 
The ahalanobis Di tance was compared with Chi- quare di stribution with degrees 
of freedom equal to the number of independent variables ( 56) at a sign ificance level 
of p < 0.00 1 . The proce s was iterated tlu·ee t imes unt i l  the test returned non-significant 
p-value . In total 33 case were found to exhibit the presence of multivariate outl iers 
( ee table 5 ) .  
Table 5 :  Mult ivariate Outl iers Test Results ( Mahalanobis D2 Method) 
Iteration # Case t o  Mahalanobis 0' p-value 
492 156.43692 1.960E - 1 1  
39 146.41636 O.OOOE+OO 
440 126.09947 O.OOOE+OO 
431 120. 2 1 627 O.OOOE+OO 
437 1 19 . 79188 O.OOOE+OO 
628 1 1 9 . 1 7 179 O.OOOE+OO 
3 1  1 15.52152 1.000E-05 
575 1 14.61307 1.000E-05 
448 108.49645 3.000E-05 
26 104.09339 1.000E-04 
456 103.40063 1.200E-04 
1 390 101.07945 2. 100E-04 
105 100.76278 2 .300E-04 
410 100.42911 2. 500E-04 
479 98.86619 3.600E-04 
559 97.935 1 1  4.500E-04 
147 97.54164 4.900E-04 
553 97.04337 5.500E-04 
3 1 3  96.88579 5 .700E-04 
528 96.20384 6.700E-04 
586 95.5851 5  7.700E-04 
28 95. 1 2 779 8.600E-04 
233 94.58629 9.700E-04 
12 107.5027 0.00004 
601 107.29075 0.00004 
1 16 102.48905 0.00015 
1 19 98.74026 0.00037 
2 
182 96.9007 0.00057 
446 96.2961 0.00066 
246 96. 1 2 1 2 9  0.00068 
166 94.8439 0.00092 
1 3 1  96.06407 0.00069 
3 87 94.86226 0.00091 
C.soiD IBI IB2 IB3 164 IBS TFCB1 TFCB3 
12 -0 582 0 393 1.655 -0 854 0.126 0 480 0 659 
29 -0582 -o. m ·0 869 -0 854 0.952 1354 -1. 179 
31 -0. 582 0393 -0.869 0309 -0952 -1 269 0 659 
39 1931 1561 1 655 1471 1105 1354 -0 160 
51 1931 1561 4180 1.471 1.105 0 480 0 659 
53 0.675 1 561 -0 869 0 309 1361 1354 0 659 
62 3.188 1 718 2.918 2 634 2 283 0 480 · 1 179 
72 -0 582 -o m ·0 869 -0.854 -0.952 - 1 269 -0_260 
74 -0,582 0 393 2918 1.471 1361 0.394 -0.260 
100 1932 1 561 1 655 1 471 1.105 0 4SO 0.659 
119 1.932 1 561 1 655 1.471 0 126 0 480 0 659 
160 -0.582 -o.m -0,869 -0 854 -0_952 -0 394 -1 179 
175 1.932 1561 1.655 0309 0 126 0 480 0 659 
195 -0,582 -o.m -0.869 -0.854 -0 952 -0.394 -0 260 
315 -0.582 -o m 0.393 1 471 2,283 -0 394 -0 260 
342 ·0.582 -o,m ·0 869 -0.854 -0.952 -1269 1417 
350 4.445 3895 41SO 3796 0.126 1.354 -0 160 
367 1932 2_718 1.655 3796 1 105 0 4SO 0 659 
387 -0.582 -o m -0.869 ·0 854 -0,951 -1.169 1 579 
399 1 932 2.728 0 393 2.634 3361 -0.394 1.579 
428 -0582 ·o.m ·0.869 -0.854 -0.952 · 1 269 - 1 179 
430 -0_582 -o m -0.869 ·0,854 -0_951 -l. 269 3.417 
432 -0.582 1561 -0869 1 471 1205 0 480  0 659 
446 0 675 1.561 0 393 0 309 0.126 3.977 -1 179 
448 1.932 0.393 -0 869 -0_854 0,126 -1.269 -0 260 
479 -0 582 ·o.m -0 869 -0.854 -0.952 O.4SO -U79 
492 0.675 1561 0.393 1 471 0126 -0.394 0 659 
529 -0.582 0 393 -0 869 OJ09 0.126 - 1.169 -0 160 
553 1931 1.561 1 655 1 471 1205 -0.394 -0.260 
559 -0.582 1561 0 393 2.634 0 116 1.354 1 579 
568 1931 0.393 1 655 1 471 0 126 1.354 2 .498 
575 -0.582 0.393 -0 869 -0,854 -0 952 1354 -0 260 
576 -0582 -o m OJ93 -0.854 ·0.952 -0394 0.260 
583 1.932 0 393 1 655 0 309  1205 - 1269 -1 179 
586 0.675 -o.m 0.393 0.309 -0 952 1354 3417 
621 -0.582 -o.m -0,869 -0 854 -0 952 -1269 0 659 
628 -0.582 -o.m -0.869 -0_854 0. 126 1354 -0.260 
TFCB4 IJP1 IJP2 UP3 IJP4 KSB1 
0 667 0.869 0 233 0 919 0.922 1 . 193 
1203 -0.869 ·0 898 0.91.9 -0.922 1193 
0 667 0 189 1363 -0.91.9 0.922 0.117 
0 667 1.147 1 3 63 1014 1 134 1193 
-0,268 0 189 2.493 1 995 0 106 0.117 
1 601 0 189 0 233 0.053 0106 -0.958 
-1203 1 304 1.493 1.995 2162 1193 
-1203 0 189 -0 898 -0919 0.106 0 958 
-0 268 -0 869 -0 898 -0 919 ·0 922 2.268 
0 667 1247 1 .363 1 024 -0 922 1 l.93  
0 667 0. 189 2 493 1.024 1 134 1193 
-1 203 -0 869 -0.898 ·0,919 -0.922 -0.958 
0 667 1362 3623 1 024 1134 1193 
-1 203 0.869 -0.898 -0.919 -0.922 -0.958 
0.667 3.362 0,233 1,966 3190 -0 958 
0 667 -0 869 0.898 -0_919 -0922 -0958 
-0 268 2 304 2.493 2.966 3190 2268 
1 601 0 631 1.363 1.966 2 162 1193 
2536 -0.869 0,898 1.024 U34 -0958 
1 601 2.304 1493 3.938 3 190 2 268 
· 1 203 -0.869 -0,898 -0.919 -0 922 -0958 
-0 268 -0_869 0,898 -0,919 -0 922 -0958 
1.601 0189 0 233 0.053 0 106 1 193 
-1 203 1247 1 363 1 024 1 134 -0.958 
1.601 -0.869 -0 898 2.966 4 217 -0.958 
- 1 203 -0.869 0 233 0 053 1 134 1193 
1.601 1 247 0 233 0 053 1 134 1 .l.93 
-0 268 -0 869 -0 898 0.053 0.106 -0_958 
-0 268 1.247 1 363 0 053 1 134 0,117 
2.536 0189 0_133 1 024 -0 922 3.344 
-0 268 1 247 1363 1 024 1 134 3344 
-1 203 -0 869 -0,898 -0,919 -0.912 1 . 193 
-0168 0189 -0 898 -0 919 0 106 -0958 
-0 268 1.304 1 363 1.024 1 162 -0.958 
3.471 1247 0 233 0_053 0 106 -0,958 
0 667 -0.869 0 233 -0,919 -0.922 3344 
2.536 1 247 0.233 0 053 �� 0 117 
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MS1 MS2 TSKI1 T5K12 T51(13 
-0 286 -O � 0 540 0 497 0 306  
1 405 1 364  l in 1 210 - 1259 
3 941 3.872 lin -1210 0.306 
0 559 0 518 0 540 -0356 0 306  
·0.186 0 528 0 540 -0356 0 306  
2151 1 364  1 256 2.104 1 089 
0 559 0 528 0 540  0.497 3438 
1.132 1144 o 3l.9 1 210 -0.476 
0 559 0.528 0 319 0.497 0 306  
0559 0 528 0. 540 0497 0 306  
0 559 2,200 lin 0 497 0 306  
- 1 m 1144 -0.319 -1 . 210 -0.476 
0559 1 364  0 540 0.497 L872 
0 559 1144 0 540 0 497 - 1 259 
1 405 U64 1398 0 497 0.306 
- 1 m  -1144 -0319 -OJ56 -0.476 
-1.132 -0 308 1 256 1351 1 872 
0.559 0 528 -0 319 1.351 0.306 
0559 0,528 1 398 0.497 3 438 
2.251 1364 0. 540 0.497 -0 476 
- 1 132 ·1144 -0319 - 1 210 -0 476 
· 1 132 -1144 un -0 356 -0.476 
0.559 0.528 -0.319 -0.356 -0 476 
-0 286 0 308 -0.319 -0 356 -0 476 
-1132 -1144 - l In -1 210 - 1159 
-0 186 -0.308 -l In -0.356 0. 306 
0 559 O �  2 156 2 204 3.438 
-0 286 -O � -1.In -0 356 · 1259 
0 559 0 528 0 540 -0 356 1.872 
0. 559 -0,308 2 156 ·J.210 0 306  
0.559 0 528 1398 1351 1 089 
-0 286 - 1 144 -lin -1210 1872 
- 1 132 -1144 - l In -1 210 -1259 
- 1 132 -1 144 -0 319 1210 3.438 
0.559 1_200 0.540 0 497 0 306  
-0 286 -0.308 -0.319 1. 204 0,306 
1 405  0 .528 c..l.97L l1!L - 1259 
Figure 20: Univariate Outl iers (z-score > 3 .29 Highl ighted in Red) 
SE1 SEJR ATKSJ ATKS4R PKU1 PK1JJ PKU4 
0 753 3 523 -0 932 1 018 ·0 32J ·0 191 ·0 214 
L241 1I11 5 163 1 018 ·l3ai ·1 187 · 1 217 
·1 242 ·1 ill -0 931 · 1018 0660 0 191 0 214 
0 753 2 596  2 116 o m  1644 0 801 -0 214 
0 753 1.596 0 084  o m  -0323 -0 191 0.790 
· 1142 -0 185 0 084  1224 1644 OS02 1 794  
- 1 142 I III ·0.932 o m  0.660 O S02 0 790  
1242 1. III 0 084  1465 0.323 -0. l.92 ·0 114 
1.751 0 742 1100 1 124 0 660  0 801 0 790  
0 753 0.742 1100 1 224 0.660 O S02  0 790  
- 1 242 0.742 3 132 o m  4 593 0.S02 0 790  
4.744 1111 -0.931 -1.018 - 1.306 ·1 187 -1217 
0.753 0 742 1100 o m  0.660 0.S02 0 790  
0 567 0 742 -0 932 3 465 -0 323 - 1 187 · 1 217 
·0 145 -0.185 0 084  1971 0 660  o SOl 0 790  
-0 145 -1 III ·0 931 -1 018 1306 - 1 187 · 1 217 
0 753 -0 185 1100 o m  1.617 4 n9  2 798  
0 753 1 669 1100 1 224 0 660  2 791 2 798 
-0 145 0 742 0.084 o m  0660 o SOl 0 790  
0.753 0 742 0 084  o m  0 660  ·0 192 -0214 
0.753 -0 185 -0 931 3465 0 323 -0.192 -0214 
·0 245 - 1 113 -0.931 - 1 018 1306 -1187 · 1 217 
1751 0742 -0.932 3465 0 660  0.S02 0.790 
-1 242 1113 L loo ·0.271 1306 · 1 187 - 1 217 
- 1242 0 742 -0.931 1 224 1306 1 187 -1 217 
-0 245 1 l1l 0 084  ·0271 3610 3 785 4 1U  
0753 2 596 0,084 -1.018 0660 1796 1 794  
0.753 0 742 -0 931 3 465 2627 0 802  0 790  
0.753 0185 1 100 o m  2.627 3785 2 798  
-0.245 0.742 0 084 -0 271 -1306 -1. 187 ·0 214 
1751 1 669 2_116 -0 271 0 660  0.801 0.790 
1241 3523 1100 ·0 857 -0 323 0.192 -0 214 
-1242 1113 -0 932 3 465 -1306 1187 1 217 
-1242 -1113 0 932 ·1018 -0.323 -0 191 0 214 
1.748 -0 185 0.084 -0 271 0 660  1 796  0 790  
0.753 -0 185 -0 932 - 1 018 1306 -1 187 ·1.217 
-0.245 -0 185 0 084  , ·0 171 0 660  ,0.191 0 214 
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The e ca e included 1 3  ca es that were earlier found to exhibit the presence 
of univariate outl ier ; mainly in ca e 1 2. 3 1 ,  39. 1 1 9. 446, 448. 479. 492, 553 .  559, 
575 .  5 86 and 628 .  II 33 ca e were removed to avoid an bias in the subsequent 
tati tical anal ' i ( Tabachnick & Fidel ! .  20 1 3 ). 
4. 1 .4 Dis tr i b u ti o n  As u m pt i o n s  
Thi section examines the dataset for compl iance with the main distribution 
as umption r quired for a multivariate analysis :  ( 1 )  normal i ty, (2) l inearity and ( 3 )  
equal \'ariance. o r  homoscedastic ity (Tabachnick & Fidel l ,  20 1 3 ) .  
• Norma lity As u m ption 
The normal i ty assumption refers to the shape of the data distribution for each 
variable being bel l -shaped . There are two key approaches to assess whether data is  
normal ly  di stributed : graphical and stat ist ical ( Stevens, 2009; Tabachnick & FidelL 
20 1 3 ) . The graphical method involves a v isual inspection of the data presented by 
graphs such as h istograms, stem-and-Ieaf plots, Q-Q probabi l ity plots and cumulative 
frequency ( P-P)  plots. Besides being subjective, the graphical method may not be 
practical for a case where we ha e large set of variables to analyze. Statistical methods 
such as the Kolmogorov-Smi mov Test, L i l l iefors Corrected K-S Test. the Shapiro­
Wi lk  Test and the Cramer-von Mises Test and tests for skewness and kurtosis shape 
coefficients. This provides a more objective assessment of normality in large datasets 
( Stevens, 2009; Tabachnick & F idel l ,  20 1 3 ) .  
Hair, Hult, Ringle & Sarstedt (20 1 4 ) suggest that the combined use of skewness 
and kurtosi s  coefficients in combination with the Shapiro-Wilk Test provides the most 
powerful approach to detect depaliures from univariate normality. The Shapiro-Wilk 
9 1  
Te t te t the nul l  h pothe i that data d i  tribution i normaL whereas distributions 
e. hibit ing ke\\TI and kurtosis val u greater than + 1 ,  or lower than - 1 ,  are 
con idered a n n-n rmal ( Hair et al . .  20 1 4, p .  54) .  The P Analyze/ Descriptive 
tati t ic / Explore [unction wa used to run normal it  tests. The results are shown in 
table 6. 
Table 6 :  Partial Di play of ormal i ty Test Results for al l  Variables 
Tests of N o rmal ity 
Kolmogorov-Smirnova Shapiro-Wilk 
Statistic df Sig. Statistic Df Sig. 
I B 1  .436 3 1 7 .000 .607 3 1 7  .000 
I B2 .340 3 1 7 .000 . 745 3 1 7  .000 
I B3 .302 3 1 7 .000 . 776 3 1 7 .000 
I B4 .306 3 1 7 .000 . 779 3 1 7 .000 
I B 5  .260 3 1 7 .000 . 8 1 9  3 1 7  .000 
TFC B 1  . 1 75 3 1 7  .000 .892 3 1 7  .000 
TFCB2 .288 3 1 7 .000 . 796 3 1 7  .000 
TFCB3 . 2 1 7  3 1 7 .000 . 875 3 1 7 .000 
TFCB4 . 2 1 7  3 1 7 .000 .878 3 1 7  .000 
TFCB5 .224 3 1 7 .000 .848 3 1 7 .000 
I J P 1  .285 3 1 7 . 000 . 795 3 1 7  .000 
IJP2 298 3 1 7 .000 . 788 3 1 7  .000 
IJP3 264 3 1 7 .000 . 8 1 5 3 1 7 .000 
IJP4 .263 3 1 7 .000 .808 3 1 7 .000 
IJP5 . 2 1 9  3 1 7 .000 .845 3 1 7 .000 
KSB1 .270 3 1 7 .000 .809 3 1 7 .000 
KSB2 . 1 90 3 1 7 .000 .869 31 7 .000 
KSB3 .233 3 1 7  .000 .832 3 1 7 .000 
KSB4 . 1 49 3 1 7  .000 .936 3 1 7 .000 
KSB5 . 1 84 3 1 7  .000 .896 3 1 7 .000 
ET1 . 1 35 3 1 7  . 000 .943 3 1 7 .000 
ET2 . 1 76 31 7 .000 .925 3 1 7  .000 
ET3 . 1 6 1 3 1 7 .000 .936 3 1 7 .000 
ET4 . 203 3 1 7 .000 . 933 3 1 7  .000 
ET5 . 1 92 3 1 7 .000 . 927 3 1 7  .000 
a. Li l l iefors Significance Correction 
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T t were tatistically ignificant indicating that the di tribution of every 
indi ator deviate from normal . It ha been r ported that for large amples nonnality 
te t may yi ld igni [kant re ult e en in ca es of a small de iation from nonnality 
( Field, 20 1 3 , p. 822: Oztuna, Elhan & Tuccar, 2006) .  
On the other hand. a review of the skewnes and kurtosis values shows that the 
majority of indicators have positi e skewness and kurtosis values of less than 1 .  There 
\vere very few indicators that exceeded the skewness threshold of + 1 (e.g. I B  1 )  or the 
kurtosi thre hold of + 1 ( e.g.  P JS4) ,  or - 1  (e .g.  SE2 and A TKS 1 ) . A visual inspection 
of the hi  tograms confim1s that distributions are not far from normal as shown by the 
re ults of an -W test . 
Ho ( 20 1 3) suggests a simple diagnostic test to as ess univariate nonnality based 
on standardized val ues for skewness and kurtosis  values which are as follows: 
skewn ess 
Z skewness = & Y s. e skewness 
kurtosis 
Z k t . = -;:::::==== s ur os IS 
• I k . v s. e urtosLS 
I f  the calculated z value is found to be greater than the critical value of ±2 . S8 .  
then the assumption of normal i ty can be rejected a t  a 0 .00 1 signi ficance leve l .  Based 
on this rule. only I B I and I B2 violated the nonnal ity assumption ( see table 7) .  
Table 7 :  Partial L ist of Standardized Skewness and Kurtosis of all Variables 
I B 1  I B2 I B3 I B4 I B5 TFC B 1  TFCB2 TFCB3 
Zskewness 3 .994 2 . 678 2 .022  2 .027 1 . 532 1 . 293 1 . 802 1 . 358 
Zkurtosls 1 . 548 -0 .225 -0. 700 - 1. 067 - 1 .442 -0. 2 19 - 1 . 347 -0.954 
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n a e sment of multivariate normal i ty fo11o\ s the procedure proposed by 
Burdenski (2000) \ hereb the Mahalanobis Distance is plotted against its Chi-square 
funct ion value.  In ca e of multi  ariate normal i ty, the graph should fol low a straight 
l ine. 1 10 ever, th data does not fal l  on a straight l ine ,  thus indicating de iation from 
multi  ariate nom1al d istribution ( figure 2 1 ) . 
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F igure 2 1 :  Mul t i  ariate orrnal i ty Test plot (Chi -Square vs. Mahalanobis Distance) 
• Linearity Ass u m ption 
Another assumption of mult ivariate analysis is  the l inear relationship between 
variables. H ai r  et a l .  ( 20 1 4 ) recommend two possible approaches to verify a l inearity 
assumption i n  the dataset. In the first approach, scatterplots for all the possible 
combinations of the variables are generated and examined to ident ify any potential ly 
non- l inear trends. This approach is  not especial ly practical as it  uses 61 indicators, 
94 
however, it wa run t check the relation hip betw en indicators ( hown in figure 22).  
Th relation hip between variable are mo tly l inear and there i no clear indication 
of a cur ed relation hips. The econd approach involved a regression analysis of 
variable again t a dumm ariabl and plotted the tandardized residuals of reg res ion 
again t the predicted al ues. on- l inearity is  indicated by an w1equal distribution of 
re idual abo e and belo the zero l ine (Tabaclmick & Fidel l .  20 ] 3 ) . 
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F igure 22 :  V erification of L inearity Between Variables U P I  and KSB2-5 
F igure 23 plots standardized residuals against the predicted values for l inear 
regression between variables, and uses a random variable as an independent. The 
distribution of points around the center l i ne indicates the existence of a l inear 
relat ionship  between the variables. 
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Figure 2 3 :  Standardized Residual Plot 
• H om oscedastic ity Assum ption 
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Lnear = :! .22OE-1 6 
The homoscedasticity assumption refers to the notion that dependent variable 
should have equal ariance across the range of independent variables. It is  also related 
to mult ivariate normal ity ( Tabachnick & Fidel l ,  20 1 3 ) . Hair et a1 . (20 1 4, p. 80) sugge t 
that for metric ariables used in a multiple regression, an analysis ofresiduals provides 
the best approach for assessing homoscedastic ity .  ( Kl ine, 20 1 1 )  high l ighted that 
homoscedasticity can be ascertained when the residuals are evenly  di stributed around 
the zero l ine for the entire length of the scatterplot. F igure 23 shows that the residuals 
are plotted mainly between -2 and +2 on both axes with the exception of a few points 
which l i e  outside due to their  non-normal ity. 
• ormal ly Di  t ributed E rro r A u m ption 
96 
noth r a umpt ion with l inear regre slon IS that residuals are nOlmall 
d i  tributed aero s the predicted variable. This can be checked by plotting the histogram 
of re idual . as hown in figure 24. or by using a p-p plot that compares observed 
cwnulative probabi l ity for the residual s against predicted cumulative probabi l i ty 
( figure 25 ) .  the points fol low a straight l ine it  confirms that the errors are normal ly 
d i  tributed. 
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4. 1 .5 Va l i d i ty  of S u rv ey Respon ses 
97 
Due to the cross-sectional design of the research, data for both the independent 
and dependent variables ere simultaneously col lected using the same sel f-reported 
survey instrument over a l imi ted period of t ime.  This may rai se some concems that the 
val idity of survey responses could be affected by common method bias (CMB) and a 
non-response bias. 
The common method bias refers to the argument that the observed variance in 
an endogenous variable is  not only due to the relationship between the model 
constructs, but rather due to the variance introduced by the measurement method. This 
may resul t  from part ic ipants who wish to make their  responses project soc ial ly 
desirable i mages of themselves, or from a bias due to the simultaneous col lection of 
data concerning both the independent and dependent variables or the ambiguity of the 
survey i tems ( Mackenzie & Podsakoff, 20 1 2; Podsakoff, MacKenzie. Lee & 
98 
P d akofL 2003 ) .  on-re pon e b i a  ari e s  from the fact that some member o f  the 
target population ha e dec l ined to partic ipate in the surve may hold very different 
V iew , opinIOn or perceptions from tho e who participated ( Rogel berg & tanton, 
2007) .  
To al leviate the e potential errors, the que tioI1l1aire included several 
proc dural strategie . The were: ( 1 )  adopting measurement scales for endogenous and 
exogenous variables from different ources, (2 )  assuring part icipants of the 
confidential i t  of the urvey and that their responses would remain anonymous, ( 3 )  
managing the survey length, ( 4 )  usi n g  emai l to encourage partic ipants to respond 
quickly, ( 5 )  h igh l ighting the importance of the survey and (6)  using email  reminders 
( 1acKenzie & PodsakofL 20 1 2 : Rogelberg & Stanton, 2007).  In addition to these 
procedural strategies, the fol lowing statist ical anal sis were conducted to verify that 
the e potential ources of  errors did not affect the quality of the survey data. 
• Common M ethod B ias ( C M B )  
T o  check for potential common method variance, Herman 's  Single-Factor Test 
was run using the Analyze/ Dim ension Reduction! Factor faci l ity in SPSS. The 
program extracted one factor to check whether a single factor could account for more 
than 50% of the variance. The results shown in table 8 indicate that a single factor 
could only account for 26.0% of the variance, which is far less than the accepted 
threshold of 50% ( Malhorta. Kim & Pat i l ,  2006). This confirms that the survey 
responses are free from significant common method bias and that it was acceptable to 
proceed with the model analysis. 
� 
,. 
, 
Table 8 :  Re ult of Herman' ingle-Factor Test for Common Method Bia 
T otal Variance Explained 
Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 
Component 
99 
Tota l  % of Variance Cum ulative % Total % of Variance Cumulative % 
1 1 5 863 26 005 26 005 1 5 .863 26 005 26 005 
2 5 .888 9.653 35 657 
3 4 1 1 2  6 .740 42 .398 
4 2 694 4 4 1 6  46 8 1 4  
Extraction Method PnnClpal Com ponent Analys I S .  
• N o n - Response Bia 
With regard to non-response bias. i t  is  argued that such bias could be detected 
by comparing the re ponses of earl ier and later respondents ( Armstrong & Overton. 
1 977 :  Rogelberg & tanton. 2007) .  The rationale for selecting late respondents as a 
pro. y for non-re ponse i s  that they were not as forthcoming as earl ier respondents and 
o there was a po sibi l ity that they could have become non-respondents ( Rogelberg & 
Stanton. 2007).  
To compare the responses of early and late respondents, the part icipants were 
divided into two dichotomous groups (waves) :  those who responded without receiving 
any rem inders and those who responded after receiving one or more reminders. 
Levine's  Test of Homogeneity of Variance of survey i tems for both group was 
conducted using the Analyze/ Compare Means/ One-Way ANOV A in SPSS. The 
results of the test, shown in figure 26, indicated that there were no signifi
cant 
d ifferences in variance between both groups, which confi nns that the surv
ey results 
were not significant ly influenced by a non-response bias. 
1 00 
AN OVA 
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig 
IBI Between Groups 088 088 1 51 698 
Wlthm Groups 1 83 9 1 8  3 1 5 584 
Total 1 8 4 006 31 6 
IB� Between Groups :'04 :'04 287 592 
Ithln Groups �:'3 :'31 31 5 709 
Total :'13 4 3 5  3 1 6  
IB3 Between Groups 1 45 1 4 5 .259 61 1 
""thm Groups 1 7 6 551  31 5 .560 
Total 1 76 697 31 6 
IB4 Between Groups 076 076 1 1 1  739 
Within Groups �1 5 . 588 3 1 5 694 
Total 21 5.665 3 1 6 
IB5 Between Groups .61 7 6 1 7 782 377 
\'Vlthm Groups 2 4 8 . 4 6 4  31 5 799 
Total 2 4 9  OBI 3 1 6 
TFCBl BetNeen Groups 687 687 535 465 
Within Groups 4 05.053 31 5 1 286 
Total 4 0 5. 7 40 31 6 
TFCB:' B etvveen Groups 058 .059 073 787 
Within Groups 24 9. 330 31 5 7 9 2  
Total 2 4 9.388 3 1 6  
TFCB3 BetNeen Groups 0 1 3 1 0 1 3 01 3 91 1 
Within Groups 331 . 523 31 5 1 052 
Total 331 536 3 1 6  
F igure 26:  Results of the Homogeneity of Variance Test 
4. 1 .6 D ata Screen ing  S u m m a ry 
This section covered the screening of survey data prior to statistical analysis .  
A total of 3 5 7  surveys were received from the part ic ipants. OveralL the data was found 
to be of good qual ity as measurements were within the expected range set b a 7 poin
t 
L ikert scale.  Howe er, seven surveys were e l iminated due to poor engagement 
by the 
participants as evidenced by a low completion percentage or the presence o
f straight-
l in ing. 
M issing data in the remaining surveys accounted for less than 5% p
er case and 
per variable which is acceptable for analysis ( Hair et a l . ,  20 1 4
; Stevens, 2009' 
1 0 1  
Tabacbnick & Fidel ! .  20 1 3 ) . The mi ing data was found to be missing completely at 
random and ere imputed using E technique. In terms of uni ariate outl iers. the 
data et had SO point , di tribut d among 28 ariables and 37 ca es which did not 
\ arrant variable tran formation. On the other hand, the dataset contained 33  ca e that 
repre ent d multivariate outl iers. The data was removed in order to minimize any bias 
in the ubsequent statistical analy is (Tabaclulick & FidelL 20 1 3 ) .  As such the 
re pon e rate ba ed on a l id  sur eys was 48 .6% (3 1 7  surveys out of 652) .  
The d i  tribution assumptions of normal ity and l inearity at univariate and 
multi  ariate levels were checked. It was found that the variables were not nornlal ly 
distributed at uni ariate Ie e l .  a per the Shapiro- Wilk Test, but met the skewness and 
kurto is guidelines set by Hair et a1 . (20 1 4 ) and Ho (20 1 3 ) .  Also, the multivariate 
nOffilali ty assessment recommended by Burdenski ( 2000) showed the data to be 
deviating only sl ightly from nornlality.  This  is not a major concern as the statistical 
analysis used a variance-based EM software ( SmartPLS)  which is more tolerant to 
d istribution violations when compared to covariance-based SEM packages such as 
AMOS ( Hair et aI . ,  20 1 4) .  Crossplots and a Pearson Correlation Coefficient were used 
to verify the l inearity of the data. In  addit ion, a residuals plot was used to verify the 
assumption of homoscedastic ity and the homogeneity of errors. 
F inal ly,  the Herman' s  single-factor test and Levine ' s  homogeneity of variance 
tests were perfoffiled to verify that the survey data were free from the influence of 
common method b ias and non-response bias which may be of concern due to the cross­
section research design. 
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4.2 u rv e. Re pondent Profile 
n analy i of the demographic data hO\ ed that there were 47 valid responses 
[TOm female emplo ee were ( 1 4 .8% of val idated sur eys) compared to 270 received 
from male employee ( 8 5 .2% of validated surve s) ( see table 9) .  This is consistent 
with the percentage of female employees in the target population standing at 1 1  % (72 
out of 652) .  As abo e.  the organization is  an offshore oi l  company and local cultural 
constraints pre ent female emplo ees from working in an offshore environment. 
Female employees are l i mi ted to planning, technical studies, and IT support roles. 
Table 9: Gender Distribution among Survey Part ic ipants 
Gender 
Cumulati\ e 
Frequenc) Percent Valid Percent Percent 
V alid Male 270 85.2 85 .2  85 .2  
Female 47 1 4 .8  1 4 .8  1 00.0 
Total 3 1 7  1 00.0 1 00.0 
The national i ty of respondents was in l ine with current the demographics of the 
organization ( see table 1 0) .  The majority of partic ipants were Asian (33 .8%, mostly 
from I ndia and Pakistan) ,  fol lowed by UAE nationals (29 .7%) and other Arabs 
(23 . 7%).  The remaining participants came from Ew-ope, the USA Africa and South 
America ( 1 3%).  This d istribution reflects the d iversity within the business unit and the 
organ ization as a whole when it comes to technical jobs, such as those under scrutiny 
in  this study. 
alid ational 
Arab 
EU A 
ian 
Africa 
Other 
Total 
Table 1 0 : ationality of Participants 
Nat ional i ty 
Frequenc) Percent Valid Percent 
94 29.7 29.7 
75 2 3 .7 2 3 . 7  
23 7 .3  7 .3  
1 07 3 3 . 8  3 3 .8 
4 1 .3 1 .3 
1 4  4.4 4 , 4  
3 1 7  1 00.0 1 00.0 
1 03 
Cumulati\ e 
Percent 
29.7 
53 .3  
60.6 
94.3 
95.6 
1 00.0 
I n  tenus of participant age profi les, 3 1 .5% were between 35-45 years old, 
30.9% were between 25-35  years old, and 24.3% were 45-55 years old (see table 1 1 ) . 
Many emplo ees are young nationals hired as part of the company 's  drive to comply 
with the governmenf s Emiratization pol icy. The age profi le was also consistent with 
nat ional ity and seniority profiles. 
Table 1 1 :  Age Profile of Participants 
Age 
umulative 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent 
V al i d  1 8-25 1 3  4 . 1 4 . 1  4 . 1 
2 5 -3 5 98 30.9 30.9 3 5 .0 
3 5-45 1 00 3 1 . 5 3 1 . 5 66.6 
4 5 - 5 5  77 24.3  24.3  90.9 
5 5-65 27 8 . 5  8 . 5  99.4 
>65 2 .6 .6 1 00.0 
Total 3 1 7  1 00.0 1 00.0 
As for educational level,  most employees had university degrees (65%) ,  
fol lowed by  employees with post-graduate degrees (3 1 .2%). This was anticipated as 
the research targeted employees engaged in technical and operational duties either 
1 0-+ 
directl " or in Upp0l1 r les. These employee are expected to have a degree in one of 
the engin ering di c ipl ine ( Petroleum, Chemical,  echanical. Electrical or Civ i l )  to 
be qual i fied for their jobs ( ee table 1 2 ) .  
Table 1 2 : Education Background of urve Participants 
Educat ion 
Cumulat i \ e  
Frequenc� Percent Valid Percent Percent 
alld Post Graduate 99 3 1 .2 3 1 .2 3 1 .2 
Graduate 206 65.0 65.0 96.2 
Diploma 9 2 . 8  2 . 8  99. 1 
Others 3 . 9 .9 1 00.0 
Total 3 1 7  1 00.0 1 00.0 
I n  terms of job function, the majority of part ic ipants were engineers (67.2%), 
supervi ors (20 .5%), managers (9 .8%) and senior managers ( 1 .6%).  This job 
distribution reflects both the organi zational hierarchy and the respective populations 
in each business unit ( see table 1 3 ) .  
Table 1 3 : Job Function for Survey Participants 
Job 
Cumulative 
Frequency Perct:nt Valid Percent Percent 
ahd Sen ior Manager 5 1 .6 1 .6 1 .6 
Manager 3 1  9.8 9.8 1 1 .4 
Supervisor 65 20.5 20.5 3 1 .9 
Engineer 2 1 3  67.2 67.2 99. 1 
Staff 3 .9 .9 1 00.0 
Total 3 1 7  1 00.0 1 00.0 
The majority of partic ipants (47 .6%) had been working for 5 years
, or less. in 
their  jobs, this was fol lowed by a group that had been on the job fo
r 5- 1 0  years (24.9%). 
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Final ! , emplo ee with m re than 1 0  year eniority represented 27% of the total see 
table 1 4) .  Emplo ee with lower eniority included young AE nationals who had 
recent ly  graduated and more experienced e patriate employees who had joined the 
company during a bu ine expan ion that began in 20 1 1 .  
V alid 
Table 1 4 : eniority Profile for urvey Participants 
Seniority 
Cumulatiy e 
Frequenc\ Percent Valid Percent Percent 
0-5 I - I .n.6 47.6 �7.6 
5- 1 0  79 24.9 24.9 12.6 
1 0- 1 5  43 1 3 .6 1 3 .6 86. 1 
1 5-20 22 6.9 6.9 93. 1 
20-25 8 2.5 2.5 95.6 
>3 0  1 4  4 .4  4 4  1 00.0 
Total 3 1 7  1 00.0 1 00.0 
The target population included employees who work in different business units 
and are required to col laborate and coordinate their activ i ties in order to develop the 
offshore field .  The respective business unit assignment for participants is  shown in 
table 1 5 . The majority of partic ipants came from Asset (A) ,  Projects and Dri l l ing/ 
Logist ics business units as these are the largest in the company and are traditionally 
involved in  manpower intensive field activ ities (e .g . ,  infrastructure construction, 
dri l l i ng of wel ls ,  field operations and maintenance) .  Other business unit provide 
business support and technical assistance to the Asset Business U nit .  
alid 
Table 1 5 : Bu ine s Unit Affil iation of urvey Part ic ipants 
B 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
ZK set 92 29.0 29.0 
Dri l l  inglLogist ics 5 1  1 6. l  1 6. 1  
Project 97 30.6 30.6 
ub- urface Technolog) 36 1 1 .4  1 1 .4 
Technical uppOrl 1 8  5 . 7  5 . 7  
Corporate upport 23 7 .3  7 .3  
Total 3 1 7  1 00.0 1 00.0 
�.3 Statistical A n a lysis 
1 06 
Cumulative 
Percent 
29.0 
45. 1 
75 .7  
87. 1 
92.7 
1 00.0 
This section presents the stat istical analysis of the dataset using SmartPLS 3 .0  
software ( Ringle et a I . ,  20 1 4) .  SmartPLS uses Partial Least Squares Structure Equation 
Model ing ( PLS-SEM )  which is  a second-generation stat istical model ing method that 
al lows for simultaneous analysi s of pre-specified networks of relationships between 
l atent constructs, as wel l  as between constructs and their  indicators ( Hair et al . ,  20 1 4) .  
This technique was used due to the exploratory nature of the research and the 
complexity of the mode l .  The model contains 1 3  constructs and 6 1  measured variables. 
The analysis has been divided into tlu-ee major stages: ( 1 )  evaluation of the 
measurement model with an emphasis on est imat ing the loadings of each measurement 
item on thei r  respect ive construct to ensure the rel iabi l i ty and validity of the constructs 
( Factor Analysis) .  (2 )  Structure model analysis, where the focus is on the predict ive 
abi l ity of the model (R2 values), and on est imating the strength and significance of the 
relationship between various model constructs ( Path Analysis);  and ( 3 )  analysis  of the 
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mediation effect in order to gain an in-depth under tanding of the relat ionship and 
in fluences b tween con tructs ( Hair et aL 20 1 4) . 
.t.3. 1 M ea u rement  Model  A e sment 
As es ment of the measurement models cover an evaluation of criteria for 
reJ iabi l ity ( intemal con istenc and indi idual indicator re l iabi l ity) and val idity 
(con ergent and discriminant ) for every model construct. However. the first step in the 
proce wa to evaluate the loadings of measurement items on their respective latent 
variable . 
.t.3. 1 . 1  Factor Loadin gs fo r M easurement I tems 
The model i s  constructed using SmartPLS and the SPSS data file is  converted 
i nto a comma del imited format ( CSV) before loading into the program. Figure 27 
shows the model where n ine (9)  latent variables are used as predictors of knowledge 
sharing beha ior, which in turn is u ed as a predictor of individual job performance 
( UP) .  Two latent variables - innovative behavior ( IB )  and task-focused ci tizenship 
behavior (TFCB )  - are shown as mediating between knowledge sharing behavior and 
individual job perfonnance. The predicted influence of four demographic variables 
(gender. national i ty .  tenure and business unit affi l iation) on individual job performance 
was control led by having these categorical variables direct ly connected to the latent 
variable, UP .  
Each latent variable has i t s  own associated measurement items. The model was 
run and the loadings of these latent variables were assessed according to recommended 
guide l ines from Hai r  et a l .  (20 1 4) .  According to these guidel ines any item with a 
loading value of less than 0.4 should be removed and those with loading values greater 
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than 0 .7  hould be retained. Item . h i d ' �lt oa mg values that are greater than 0.4 and Ie s 
than 0. 7 hould be removed only when th i r  deletion lead to an improvement in  the 
comp sit re l iabi l i ty (CR)  and average variance extracted (AVE) values of their 
re pect i\' latent variable.  
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F igure 27 :  SmartPLS Model for the Study 
J>' 
• 
A PL algori thm was run and the loadings of various measurement items on 
their  respective constructs were checked. I tems with loadings of less than 0 .4  were 
removed and the process reiterated. Figure 28 shows the final loadings of the 
remaining i tems on thei r  respective constructs. Each item has a loading value greater 
than 0 .7  which indicates that they are excel lent measures of thei r  respective constructs 
(Tabachnick & Fidel l 20 1 3 ) .  
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ATKS El I B  liP KSB MS 
ATKSI 0 882 
OR PJS PKA PKU SE TFCB TSKI 
ATKS2 0.941 
ATKS3 0 904 
Ell 0 877 
ET2 0 905 
El3 0.919 
El4 0 849 
ElS 0.903 
1 8 1  0 743 
IB2 0 81 
IB3 0 856 
184 0 872 
IBS 0 804 
UP1 0 853 
IIP2 0.868 
UP3 0 912 
IJP4 0 915 
liPS 0 857 
KSBI 0 87 
KSB2 0.854 
KSB3 0 806 
MS1 0 896 
MS2 0. 918 
MS3 0 888 
MS4 0 854 
ORI 0. 957 
OR3 0.973 
OR4 0.901 
PJ51 0 816 
PJS2 0.861 
PJS3 0.813 
PKAI 0.89 
PKA2 0 923 
PKA3 0 947 
PKUl 0.905 
PKU2 0. 955 
PKU4 0. 945 
SEl 0.897 
SE2 0 89 
SEJR 0. 813 
TFCB2 0.812 
TFCB3 0.826 
TFC84 0 809 
TSKII 0 846 
TSKI2 0 87 1  
T5KI3 0 827 
TSKI4 0. 788 
F igure 2 8 :  Loadings of Various Items on Their Respective Constructs 
4.3. 1 .2 Co nstruct Val id ity 
Construct val id i ty refers to the degree to which a concept or latent variable is 
defined by the set of measures that are used to measure i t  ( Hair et ai . ,  20 1 4) .  There are 
two types of construct val idity that need to be assessed: convergent val id ity 
and 
discriminant val idity. 
Convergent val id ity i s  establ ished when the measurement indicators mean
t to 
measure a construct exhibit high loadings on that construct. as shown
 in figure 28 .  I n  
1 1 0 
addit ion. the indicator hould correlate po iti el with one another to reflect the 
fa t that they are mea uring the ame con truct. A t pical mea ure to assess this 
po i t ive correlation between indicators i cal led the a erage ariance extracted (AVE),  
\\ hich i ba ical ly the average of the squared loadings of the measurement items 
as ociated with the construct. Typical ly ,  an AVE value of 0 .5  or higher is considered 
adequate a it indicates that the construct explains more than 50% of the ariance in  
i t  mea urement i tems ( Hair e t  aI . ,  20 1 4 ) .  A graphical presentation of the AVE values 
for variou model construct is  shown in figure 29. S ince the measurement i tems load 
strongl on their  respective constructs and the AVE values exceed the recommended 
l imit of 0 .5 .  the a sumption of con ergent val id ity was supported. 
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F igure 29 :  AVE Values for Various Model Constructs 
Discriminant val idity refers to the degree to which a construct is distinctive 
from other constructs in the model and measure different phenomena. Two approaches 
are typical ly  used to assess d iscriminant val idity: cross loadings of indicators and the 
Fornel l -Larker C ri terion ( Hair, Ringle & Sarstedt, 20 1 1 ) . 
The cross-loading approach suggests that a construct has discriminant validity 
when its measurement i ndicators load higher on that construct when compared to other 
constructs in the model .  A difference of 0 .2 in the item loadings on two different 
I I I  
con truct u ual l  pro ide adequate upport to the a sumption of di criminant 
\al idit) . Thi cri terion wa atisfied ( ee figure 30 for the cro s-loadings of 
mea urement i tems on di fferent constructs). 
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F igure 30 :  Cross- loading of Measurement I tems on Differe
nt Model Constructs 
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The Fomel1-Larcker riterion i a more con ervative approach to evaluate the 
di criminant \'al idity of a con truct. It compare the quare root of AVE values with 
correlation betw en latent variables. The logic behind this approach is  that a con truct 
hares more ariance with its own measurement indicators than i t  does with other 
on tructs in the model ( Hair, R ingle & arstedt, 20 1 1 ) . Figure 3 1  shows that the 
Fornel l -Larcker cri terion wa atisfied for e ery model construct and so meets the 
requirements of di criminant val idity. 
ATl<S IT IB UP KSB MS OR PJS PKA PKU SE TFCB TIKI 
ATl<S 0.909 
IT 0.162 0.891 
IB 0 525 0.179 0.818 
UP 0495 0.258 0.645 0.881 
KSB 0498 0.238 0.481 0.487 0. 844 
MS 0.362 0.512 0 368 0.427 0.455 0.889 
OR ·0.086 -0.032 -0 016 -0.058 ·0.021 -0 049 0.944 
PJS 0 253 0.45 0.248 0.329 0.242 0394 -0.021 0.83 
PKA 0 183 0.643 0. 184 0.256 0.275 0.53 -0.038 0.427 0.92 
PKU 0 459 0.186 0479 0.56 0.459 0.325 -0.018 0.287 0.168 0.935 
SE 0.545 0 035 0.391 0 309 0.507 0 293 0.024 0.135 0.105 0.364 0.868 
nCB 0.486 0.208 0.511 0494 0.614 0 368 ·0 003 0.233 0 21 0 379 0.479 0.816 
TIKI 0.321 0.205 0 373 0.431 0.379 0 283 0.046 0 272 0.175 0463 0.36 0.378 
0 834 
F igure 3 1 :  The Fornel l -Larcker Criterion for Al l  Model Constructs 
4.3. 1 .3 Construct Rel iabi l ity 
Construct rel iabi l i ty refers to the extent to which a group of measurement i tems 
are i nternal l y  consistent in  measur ing the concept that they are supposed to m
easure 
( Hair et al . .  20 1 4) .  Two measures are usually used to assess construct 
rel iabi l ity : 
Cronbach's  Alpha (a) and Composite Rel iabi l i ty ( pc ) .  Cronbach's Alpha assumes that 
al l  measurement i tems in a scale are rel iable and load equal ly on t
heir  construct. I t  is  
calculated using the equation : 
a = -- 1 - _
l _l n ( l: . V) 
n - 1 Vt 
1 1 3 
Where 11 i the number of mea urement items in a cale, Vi is the variance of the scores 
of mea urement item i, and V, is the variance of total cores of a l l  mea urement items 
in the cale.  On the other hand. omposite Rel iabi l ity takes into account that 
mea urement items can ha e differ nt loadings on their construct and i not sensitive 
to a number of item . I t  i expre ed by the equation: 
Where I,  i the tandardized outer loading of the measurement item i of a specific 
con truct, e, is  the mea urement eITor of measurement item ; ,  and var ee,) i s  the 
variance of the measurement error ( Hair et aL 2 0 1 4 ) .  
Table 1 6 : Summary of Rel iabi l i ty and Validity I ndices for Model Constructs. 
C ro n bacb's  Alpba Com posite Average Variance 
Rel iabi l ity E xtracted ( A  VE)  
ATKS 0.895 0 .935 0.827 
ET 0.935 0.95 1 0. 794 
I B  0 .877  0.9 1 0.67 
IJ P 0.928 0 .946 0.776 
KSB 0.797 0 .88 1 0 .7 1 2  
M S  0.9 1 2  0.938 0 .79 
O R  0.94 0.96 1 0.892 
PJ S 0 .78 0 .869 0.689 
P K A  0.9 1  0.943 0.847 
PKU 0.928 0.954 0 .874 
S E  0 .835  0 .90 1 0 .753 
T FC B  0 .75 0 .856 0.665 
TSKI 0 .855  0.90 1 0.695 
1 1 4 
Both r nbach 's  Ipha and the Composite Rel iabi l i ty Index can take an value 
bet\ en 0 and 1 .  with alue between 0.7 and 0.9 con idered as atisfactory ( Hair et 
a l . .  20 1 4 ) .  Table 1 6  gi e a ummary of alues for Cronbach's  Alpha, the Composite 
R l iabi l i t  Index and erag Variance extracted for all the model constructs. The 
\alues ugge t that all the measurement constructs are both valid and rel iable and can 
be u ed [or path anal is .  
4.3. 1 A  Mea u rernent M odel Asses ment S u m m a ry 
In  accordance ith guidel ines b Hair et al . (20 1 4) ,  the previous sections have 
a sessed measurement i tems and model constructs to ensure their al idity and 
rel iabi l ity. Each item was fOlmd to have loadings greater than 0.7 on their respective 
con tructs. The rel iabil ity of the constructs was found to be greater than 0 .7. whether 
it was measured using Cronbach ' s  Alpha or the Composite Reliabi l ity Index. In  
addit ion. al l  the  constructs were found to  be al id based on an analysis of cross­
loadings of i tems, the values of average variance extracted for each construct, as wel l 
as by an examination using the Fornel l -Larcker Criterion. As the measurement model 
satisfied the val idi ty and rel iabi l ity requirements, the analysis progressed to an 
assessment of the structural model .  This wi l l  be covered in the next section. 
4.3.2 Structural  M odel Assess ment 
A structural model assessment includes the fol lowing five key steps: ( 1 )  
assessment of col l inearity between predictor variables, (2 )  assessment of the 
significance and relevance of model paths. ( 3 )  asses ing the model ' s  predictive 
accuracy ( R2), (4) assessing the effect sizes of endogenous variables if), and ( 5 )  
assessing the predictive relevance o f  endogenous constructs (Q2). The sequence of 
1 1 5 
tep \\- n graphical ly in figure 32, which is based on Hair et al. (20 1 4) .  Thi 
ection conclude \ ith a summary and commentary on the results of this analy is .  
Step 1 I Assess structural model 
�. =====-__ f_���l ne==a=my==�=:u� �====� 
 
Step 2 Assess the significance ard relevance of the structural model relationships 
Assess the level of R2 Step 3 \ 
�==���====��==� 
Assess the effect sizes (2 Step 4 \ 
�----��====�--�� 
Step 5 1 Assess the predictive relevance (JJ. 
. and the q2 effect siz� �===-----�------�==� 
Figure 32 :  Structural Mdel Assessment Procedure ( H ai r  et aI . ,  20 1 4) .  
"'.3.2 . 1 Assessment  of M u lticoll inea rity 
Mult icol l inearity refers to a situation where correlations between multiple 
predictor variables are so strong that some variables become redundant as they contain 
almost the same information ( Hair et aI . ,  2 0 1 4) .  Two parameters were used to assess 
the level of col l inearity among variables: Tolerance and the Variance I nflation Factor 
( V I F ) .  Tolerance is the amount of variance in a variable that is not shared with other 
ariables, whereas V I F  is the reciprocal of Tolerance. Typical ly, a tolerance value that 
is less than 0.2 (equivalent to a V I F  value of 5 .0 )  indicates the presence of 
mult ico l l inearity among predictor variables. 
The structural model includes two major parts. The [u'st part includes nine (9 )  
exogenous variables that predict knowledge sharing behavior, whi le the second part 
1 1 6 
include thr 3 )  exogenou variables that pr dict individual job perfonnance. Each 
part \\ a ubjected to a l i near regre ion analy is  to test for col l inearity effects among 
predictor ariabl s. Table 1 7  how the re ults of l i near regression in the first part, 
v\ hich pr dict kno\ ledge haring behavior, whereas table 1 8  shows the results of a 
l i near regre ion in  the econd part that pr dicts individual job perfoDnance. Al l  
tolerance val ue were greater than 0.2 and every V I F  value was less than 5 .0, which 
conti nTI that multicol l inearity does not exist among the predictor ariables. 
Table 1 7 : Mult ico l l inearity for Predictors of Knowledge Sharing Behavior 
Coefficients· 
standardized 
UnstandardlZed CoeffiCients CoeffiCients Coilineanty Sta�sbcs 
Model 8 std Error 8eta t Sig Tolerance Vir 
1 (Constant) · 0 1 6  045 · 347 729 
ATl<S 1 1 3  057 1 1 3  1 991 047 61 3 1 632 
ET 058 056 060 1 045 �97 596 1 677 
MS 1 56 060 1 44 2 579 0 1 0  631 1 . 584 
OR - 041 043 - 044 - 976 330 _991 1 .009 
PJS - 061 054 - 059 -1 1 30 259 71 6 1 396 
PV,A 078 054 083 1 4 34 1 53 592 1 690 
P�U 1 98 058 1 86 3 40 3  001 663 1 .508 
SE 273 054 �69 5 007 000 685 1 460 
TSKI 1 I 4 045 1 31 2 527 01 2 71 8 1 .392 
a Dependent Vanable KS8 
Table 1 8 : M ult icol l i nearity for Predictors of Indi idual Job Performance 
Coefficients' 
Standardized 
UnstandardlZed CoeffiCients CoeffiCients Collineanty Statlslics 
Model 8 Std Error 8eta t S ig Tolerance VlF 
1 (Constant) - O�8 044 - .629 530 
18 436 048 .459 9.079 000 752 1 329 
KS8 1 87 .055 .1 8 1  3.371 001 667 1 500 
TfCB 1 24 059 .1 1 9  2.096 037 599 1 668 
a Dependent Variable IJP 
4.3.2.2 Assess ment  of S ign ificance a n d  Relevance of Model Path Coefficient  
After running the PLS algorithm, the path coefficients representing the 
hypo the ized relationship between the model ' s  constructs were estimated (see figure 
3 3 ) .  The standardized values of these coefficients varied between - 1  and + 1 . An 
est imated path coeffic ient of + 1 indicates the presence of a strong positive relationship 
1 1 7 
( imi larl an estimated path of - 1  indicates a trong negative relation hip).  which is 
m t l ikely to b tati tical ! ign i ficant. An estimated path coefficient that is  close to 
zero i ndicates a eak relationship bet\: een the con tructs that is most l ikely not 
tati t ical ly igni ficant ( Hair et aI . ,  20 1 4 ) .  
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Figure 3 3 :  The Research Model Showing Values of Path Coeffic ients 
The stat istical significance of the path coefficients were assessed by running 
bootstrap routines. The bootstrapping rout ine draws a large number of sub-samples. 
usual ly 5000 subsamples, from the original data sample with replacement. 
Replacement means that each sub-sample is  returned to the original population after 
bei ng analyzed. The sub-sample size is equal to the number of valid cases used in the 
analysis. Each t ime the program draws a sub-samples, it estimates path coefficients 
1 1 8 
", hich allow the bui lding of a boot trap di tribution of the path coefficient and 
calculate their  standard error , e* .  This al lows the program to calculate a t- tati tic 
( path coeffici ntl standard elTor) for each path coeffic ient that is  then compared to a 
critical a lue to as ess its stat i tical signi ficance. The critical values that are used for 
t\vo-tai led te t are 1 . 65 ( p  = 0. 1 ). 1 . 96 (p  = 0.05 ), and 2 . 57  (p  = 0.0 1 ) . 
Table 1 9 : Value of Model Path Coefficients and Their  Statistical S ignificance 
Origi nal Sample Sample Mean Standard T Statistics 
(0) (M )  Deviation ( I  O/STDEV I )  P Values 
(STDEV) 
AT1<S -> KSB 0. 168 0. 157 0.065 2 . 583 0.011 
BU -> UP 0.05 0.038 0.064 0. 774 0.440 
ET -> KSB 0.016 0.02 0,054 0.291 0,772 
Gender -> U P  -0,097 -0, 1 0.031 3, 112 0.002 
IB -> U P  0.464 0.465 0,051 9, 107 0.000 
KSB -> I B  0.481 0.476 0.043 1 1 , 3 18 0.000 
KSB -> U P  0. 186 0, 19 0.063 2,939 0.004 
KSB -> TFCB 0.614 0,616 0.038 16,077 0.000 
MS -> KSB 0.205 0,2 0.054 3,807 0.000 
National -> U P  0. 105 0. 104 0,038 2 . 75 0.007 
OR -> KSB 0.003 -0,006 0.04 0,076 0,939 
PJS -> KSB -0.025 -0.008 0.052 0.486 0,628 
PKA -> KSB 0.067 0.061 0.059 1 . 14 0,257 
PKU ->  KSB 0. 172 0.17 0.06 2 , 846 0. 005 
SE -> KSB 0.259 0,264 0.06 4,326 0.000 
Senior -> U P  0 -0.008 0,042 0.001 0,999 
TFCB -> UP 0. 13 0. 119 0.064 2.029 0. 045 
TSKI -> KSB 0, 084 0. 086 0.05 1.681 0.096 
Table 1 9  shows the standardized path coeffic ients with the statistical ly 
ignificant ones highl ighted in  yel low. A review of the table indicates that the path 
coefficients between individual job performance and its predictors ( knowledge sharing 
behavior i nnovati e behavior and task-focused ci tizenship behavior) are strong. , 
posit ive and statistical ly  significant. Equal ly, the relat ionships between knowledge 
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haring beha ior and ii\e ( 5 )  of it predictor ( management upport. ta k 
interdependence. att itude toward knowledge haring. self-efficacy and perceived 
knowledge u efulne ) are al 0 trong. po it ive and statistical ly significant. On the 
other hand. path coeffic ient for the remaining four predictors of knowledge sharing 
behavior (organizational re\! ards, perceived job security, perceived knowledge 
acce s ib i l ity and emplo ee training) are weak and not statistical ly significant. In 
addition. the path coefficients for the two control variables (gender and national ity)  
are tati t ical ly sign ificant. 
-t3.2.3 A ses ment  of M odel Predictive Accu racy ( R2)  
Any mode l ' s  predictive accuracy i usual ly measured using the coefficient of 
detem1ination ( R-squared value). This coefficient is computed by squaring the 
corre lat ion between the targeted endogenous construct ' s  actual and predicted values. 
The coeffic ient represents the proportion of variance in the endogenous construct that 
can be explained by the exogenous variables that are connected to it  ( Hair et aI . ,  20 1 4) .  
I t  has been noted that the addition of non-significant exogenous latent variables. that 
have sl ight correlation with the endogenous latent variable. can lead to an increase in  
the R-squared value (Hai r  et al . .  20 1 4) .  To e l iminate the superficial effect caused by 
additional constructs and to ensure that the model meets the criteria of being 
parsimonious. an adj usted R-square value was computed using the equation: 
Where n i s  the sample size (number of cases) and k is  the number of exogenous 
ariables used to predict the endogenous construct. As in the case of path coefficients. 
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a boot trapping technique \ a u ed in order to test the statistical significance of the R­
quared alue . 
The R- quared alue can rang between 0 and 1 .  with higher alues indicating 
greater predicti e accuracy. I t  is worth highl ighting that scholars' opinion about what 
con ti tute an acceptable R-squared value depends on model complexity and 
re pective re earch disc ipl ine ( Hair et a ! . ,  20 1 1 ) . For example. Henseler, Ringle & 
i nkovics (�009). i n  their study of intemational marketing, described R-squared values 
of 0.67, 0 .33 ,  and 0 . ] 9 for endogenous latent variables as substantial, moderate and 
\veak. Wherea Cohen ( 1 98 8 )  suggested that for the social sciences, R-squared alues 
of 0.26. 0. l 3 . and 0.02 for endogenous latent ariables can be considered as large, 
medium and mal l .  
I n  the re earch model ,  there were three intermediate constructs that acted as 
both exogenou and endogenous latent variables - knowledge sharing behavior ( KSB), 
i nnovative behavior ( I B ), and task-focused c i tizenship behavior (TFC B )  - and a single 
endogenous construct ( individual job performance, UP) .  Table 20 represents R­
squared and adj usted R-squared values for all four constructs. IJP has the highest R­
squared value of 0.495, with i ts adj usted R-squared value at 0.484, which indicates the 
model is parsimonious and can substantial ly predict its variance. 
Table 20: R2 and Adjusted R2 Values for Endogenous Constructs 
R-Sq u a re R-Sq uare Adj usted 
I B  0.232 0.229 
U P  0.495 0.484 
KSB 0.43 5 0.4 1 9  
TFCB 0.377 0 .375 
1 2 1  
To check the tat istical igni ficance of the e alue . a boot trapping teclmique 
\\ a u ed and the result ar pre ented in  table 2 1 . Al l  alues were stati stical ly 
igni ficant at a p = 0.00 1 Ie e l .  
Table 2 1 :  tati stical igni ficance Test Results for R2 and Adj usted R2 Values 
Original Sample Sample Mean Standard Deviation T Statistics 
(0) (M) (STOEV) ( I O/STDEV I )  P Values 
IS 0.232 0.229 0.040 5.771 O.ro:J 
UP 0.495 0.506 0.045 11.100 O.ro:J 
KSS 0.435 0.451 0.045 9.727 O.ro:J 
TFCS 0.377 0.381 0.047 8.056 O.ro:J 
4.3.2A Assess ment  of Effect S ize (f2)  
Effect s ize refers t o  the i nfluence o f  a spec ific exogenous variable o n  the 
endogenou variable that it  is supposed to predict ( Hair et al . .  20 1 4) .  To evaluate this 
effect. the coefficient of determination for endogenous constructs is computed twice, 
once with the exogenous ariable included in the model ,  and a second time without 
this variable .  Effect size is then computed using the equation: 
[2 = R[ncluded � R�xcluded 
1 - R included 
Where Rfncluded and R�xcluded are the R2 values for the endogenous variable with the 
exogenous variable either i ncluded or exc luded from the model respectively. Cohen 
( 1 988 )  described effect s izes of 0 .35 ,  0. 1 5 , and 0.02 as large, medium, and small  
respect ive I y. 
Table 22 shows the effect s ize for exogenous latent variables on their associated 
endogenous variables. For individual job performance, innovative behavior exhibited 
medium effects, whi le knowledge sharing behavior and task-focused cit izenship 
1 2_ 
behavior and national ity xhibited mall r effect . Knowledge haring ha a large 
effect on ta k-focu ed cit izen hip bel · d d ·  1aVlOr an a me mm effect on i lIDovati e 
beha\ ior. Al l  e.  ogenou ariable th  t d ·  kn I d a pre lct ow e ge sharing beha ior have either 
a mall  or no ffect on the construct. 
Table _2: Effect izes of Exogenou Variables on Endogenous Variables 
ATKS 
BU 
ET 
G e nd e r  
I B  
U P  
KSB 
MS 
National  
OR 
PJS 
P KA 
PKU 
S E  
Senior 
TFCB 
TSKI 
IB 
0. 302 
U P  
0. 005 
0. 015 
0. 284 
0.039 
0.018 
0. 000 
0.019 
KSB 
0.029 
0.000 
0. 043 
0.000 
0.001 
0.004 
0.034 
0.077 
0. 009 
MS TFCB 
0. 605 
A bootstrapping technique was used in  order to assess the statistical 
significance of these effect s izes and the results are shown in table 23 . Individual job 
performance, national ity and task-focused cit izenship behavior were not found to be 
stat istical ly significant. For knowledge sharing behavior, only self-efficacy and 
management support were stat istical ly sign ificant at ( p=O.04 and p=O.07 respectively) 
and the perceived usefulness of knowledge was also significant at  p=O. 1 1 1 . 
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Table _ " : tati ti al igni ficance Te t Results for Effect lze 
Original Sample Sample Mean Standard Deviation T Statistics 
(0) ( M )  (STDEV) I I O/STDEV I ) 
P Values 
ATKS -> KSB 0 029 0 030 0.023 1.267 0 208 
BU -> U P  0.005 0.011 0.011 0.402 0.689 
IT -> KSB 0 000 0.003 0.004 0.056 0.956 
G e n der -> U P  0.015 0.018 0.011 1.328 0.187 
I B  -> U P  0.284 0.298 0.084 3. 386 0.001 
KSB - > I B  0.302 0.300 0.068 4.421 0.000 
KSB · >  U P  0 039 0.046 0.028 1 . 373 0.173 
KSB - > TFCB 0.605 0.624 0.124 4.858 0.000 
MS -> KSB 0.043 0.044 0.024 1. 809 0.074 
National -> U P  0.018 0.020 0.013 1. 376 0.172 
OR o> KSB 0 000 0.003 0.003 0.005 0.996 
PJS - >  KSB 0.001 0.003 0.004 0.179 0.858 
PKA -> KSB 0.004 0.007 0.009 0.465 0.643 
PKU -> KSB 0.034 0.037 0.024 1.413 0. 111 
SE -> KSB 0.077 0. 084 0.039 1.975 0.051 
Se n i o r - >  U P  0.000 0.003 0.004 0. 000 1.000 
TFC B -> U P  0.019 0.020 0.018 1.021 0.310 
TSKI - >  KSB 0.009 0.013 0.013 0. 708 0.480 
4.3.2.5 Asses ment  of M odel Predictive Relevance (Q2) 
The last step i n  the assessment of the structural model i s  to evaluate its 
predictive rele ance as measured by Stone-Geisser's Q2 Value (Geisser, 1 974; Stone, 
1 974) .  Predictive relevance refers to the mode l ' s  abi l ity to predict data points in the 
measurement indicators on the endogenous construct. The process is only val id for 
endogenous constructs with reflective items such as in  the current model.  The 
est imation of data points is done using a b l indfolding teclmique. A bl indfolding 
technique is a sample re-use procedure that e l iminates every d
th point (called Omission 
Distance) in the measurement items on the endogenous construct. The omitted da
ta 
points are treated as miss ing and are estimated using the remaining data. The pro
cedure 
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i i terat ive and it i repeat d to ensme all data point in  the measurement indicators are 
e timat d. The di ffer nce between the e timated and actual alue for the omitted data 
point i then u ed to compute a Q2 val ue. Hair et al . (20 1 4) pro ide a clear step-by-
t P e. ample f how to implement the procedure using SmartPL . 
A (f value greater than 0 impl ies that the model has predictive relevance, 
\Vh rea a value o f les than 0 indicates that the model lacks predictive relevance ( Chin, 
1 998).  Table 24 hows the (f and R:! values for the endogenous constructs in thi s  
model .  A l l  Q! alue are greater than 0 which means that the model has predictive 
relevance. 
Table 24 : Q2 and R2 Values for A l l  Endogenous Variables 
SSO SSE Q2 (= I -S E/SSO) R-Squared 
I B  1 ,585 .00 1 .3 5 8 .46 0. 1 43 0. 1 99 
U P  1 ,5 8 5 .00 1 .0 1 9 .89 0 .357  0.48 1 
KSB 95 1 685 .226 0.279 0.43 7 
TFCB 95 1 729.262 0.23 3 0 .377 
As with effect s ize, changes in  (f values of the endogenous construct, when 
one of the exogenous variables is omitted, can be used to estimate the relative impact 
of that exogenous variable (q1) on the endogenous construct. The equat ion is as 
fol lows: 
2 Q 2 2 Q included - excluded q = 2 1 - Q included 
Wh Q 2 and Q 2 are the Q2 values for the endogenous variable ere included excluded 
with the exogenous variable included and excluded from the model respectively (Chin, 
1 25 
1 99 ). Table 25 sho\-\ the anou alue of q2, which indicates that K B ha a major 
in fl uenc on predicti e rele ance, fol lowed by inno ative behavior and ta k-focused 
cit izen hip behavior. 
Table 2 5 :  Relati e Effect of Exogenou Variables on Predictive Relevance 
Variable q2 
I B  0 . 1 35 
KSB 0. 1 99 
TFCB 0.006 
-1.3.2.6 A n a lysis of M ediat ion and M oderation Effects 
The research model suggests that inn ovative behavior and task-focused 
c i tizensh ip behavior mediate the relationship between knowledge sharing behavior and 
i ndi idual job performance ( see figure 34) .  In addition. the model suggest that 
demographic variables such as gender, national i ty ,  tenure and business unit affi1iation 
moderate the fi nal endogenous variable. 
F igure 34: Section of Research Model that Contains Mediator Variables 
Baron & Kenny ( 1 986) spec ified three condi tions for both innovative behavior 
( I  B )  and task-focused cit izenship behavior (TFCB)  to become mediat ing varia
bles: ( 1 )  
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previou ly  igni ficant direct relation hip bet\veen the independent variable ( K  B )  
and dependent variabl ( U P), in  the absence of the mediators, is  substantial l  reduced 
\\ hen the mediators are pre ent. (2)  The direct re lationship between the independent 
variable ( K  B) and the pr umed mediators ( I B  and TFC B )  i s  significant and ( 3 )  the 
d irect relation hip between the mediator variables ( I B  & TFCB) and the dependent 
variable C U P)  are also signi ficant. Mediation can take one of two forms: ful l  mediation 
and par1ial mediation. A full mediation is  said to have been establ ished. if the direct 
relation hip between the independent variable and dependent variable ( if significant) 
become non-sign ificant in the presence of the mediators. A partial mediation is  said 
to exi t if the d irect relationship between the independent variable and dependent 
variable i reduced in  strength but stays significant ( Baron & Kenny, 1 986) . 
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F igure 3 5 :  Testing of Direct Relationship Between KSB and U P  
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To a ses the propo ed mediation effect of IB and TFCB on the relation hip 
betwe n K B and UP, the P L  alg ritlun and bootstrapping procedures were run \ hile 
the two variables were omitted, in order to e aluate the direct relationship between the 
independent variable and the dependent variable. As shown in figure 35 this 
relation h ip \\"a trong \i i th a path coefficient of 0.482* * * (t-statistic = 1 0.952) .  When 
the propo ed mediator were re-introduced the direct relationship between KSB and 
U P  was reduced to 0 . 1 86* * *  ( t-stati stic = 3 .568) .  as shown in figure 36.  This step 
addresses the fi rst condit ion of mediation according to Baron & Kenny ( 1 986) .  
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F igure 36 :  Test ing the Mediator Effect on the Relationship Between K
SB and U P  
F igure 36 also shows that the direct relationship between K S B
 and I B  i s  
posit i  e and sign ificant because the path coefficient value is  0
.48 1 * *  * (t-stat istic = 
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9 .036) .  between K B and TFC B the relation hip i positi e and ignificant with 
a path coeffic ient alue of 0 .6 1 4* * *  ( t - tat istic = 1 6 . 855 ) .  Final l  . the relationship 
betwe n I B and U P i po i t ive and igni ficant with a path coefficient alue of0.464 * * *  
( t - tati t i c  = 7 .5 1 6) .  Bet, een TFCB and U P  i t  is  also posit ive and significant with a 
path coefficient of  0 . 1 30*  ( t-statistic = 1 . 8 1 4 ) .  This analysis shows that the second and 
third condition for mediation ( Baron & Kenl1Y, 1 986) has been sat isfied and we can 
conclude that both I B  and TFCB mediate the relat ionship between knowledge sharing 
and individual job performance. 
F igure 36 al 0 shows that two of the control  variables influence individual job 
performance. The direct relationship  between national ity and UP is  positive and 
ign i ficant with a path coefficient of 0 . 1 05 * * *  ( t-statistic = 3 .274 ) and the direct 
relationship between gender and U P  is negative and signi ficant with a path coefficient 
of -0 .097**  (t-statistic = 2 .303 ) .  The direct relationship between the other two control 
variables. i .e .  tenure and business unit affil iation was not significant with path 
coefficients of 0 .000 and 0 .050 respectively.  
To assess the 0 eral l impact of control variables on model prediction. the 
model , as run with control variables included and also with control variables 
excluded. Table 26 shows that the d ifference in  predicted R2 values for individual job 
performance for both cases was negl igible ( Aiken & West, 1 99 1 ) .  
Table 26:  Changes in  R2 Values due to  Control Variable Effects 
I nc luded Exclu ded f-sq uared Effect size I 
R-sq u a red 0 .495 0.468 0.0535 Smal l  
-- -
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4.3.2.7 u m m ary of tructural  M odel A e ment 
In this ection the tructural model wa e aluated u ing recommended practice 
for PL model ing ( Hair et a l . .  20 1 4; Henseler et a I . ,  2009) . The first tep was to ensure 
that the exog nou construct did not suffer from multico l l inearity issues, which could 
have affected th ub equent mUltiple regre sion analysis. Multico l l inearity was 
a es ed u ing Tolerance and V I F  tatistics and the values were found to be within 
accepted guidel i ne (Tolerance > 0 .2  and V I F  < 5) .  This was fol lowed by an e aluation 
of model path coeffici nt values and their  stat istical significance. Only five ( 5 )  out of 
e,,'enteen ( 1 7 ) model paths were found not to be stat ist ical ly  significant. Howe er, 
every path leading to the final endogenous construct ( i ndividual job performance) was 
found to be statisticall s ign ificant. 
To evaluate the model ' s  predictive accuracy and relevance, a PLS-algorithm 
and b l indfolding procedure was used to compute R-squared. f-squared and Q-squared 
values. I t  'Ii as found that the model could substantively predict the final endogenous 
construct .  FurthelIDore, the total effect size of various exogenous constructs on the 
tlnal endogenous variable  was found to be at a medium level .  
I nnovat ive beha ior and task-focused ci tizenship behavior were confirmed to 
partia l ly  mediate the relationship between knowledge sharing behavior and individual 
j ob performance according to guidel ines from Baron & Kenny ( 1 986) .  The moderating 
effects of the control variables on individual job perfOlmance were smal l .  
4.3.3 Stati  t ical  Pow er A n a lysis 
To check the level of statistical power for the data analysis, the online post-hoc 
stat istical power calculator for mult iple regression by Soper ( 20 1 7) was used . The 
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calculator i ba ed on theoretical work by Cohen ( 1 988)  and (Cohen. Cohen. West & 
iken. 2003 ) .  The tat i st ical power I vel for predicting R2 = .495 for the endogenous 
\ ariable U P  using thr e predictors ( KSB. l B .  and TFCB) and a sample size of 3 1 7  at a 
igni ficance le\ el of .05 was found to be 1 . 0 ( see figure 3 7) .  In addition. the tatistical 
p v. er level for predicting R2 = .435 for the endogenous variable K B. using nine 
predictor (OR.  M . T K I .  E, ATK . PJS. PKA. PKU and ET).  and a sample size of 
3 1 7  at a signi ficance level of .05 was also found to be 1 .0 ( see figure 38) .  
!if Post-hoc Stat ist ical Power Calculator for Mult iple Regression 
� 5 :2 ell at:-' ., e I yc ::1£ oo:er ed 00 ··e' f:.' . CU' 'TU : p e reg res_ n :- �d. eo- �"',e 005e� ed 
p'coaD � e e t e "' U'llDer cf Ned etc's tne ob�er ed R- 0"',0 ' re :,,""0 e 5 :€ 
N um ber of predictors 3 G 
Observed R2. 0.495 lG 
Probabil ity level. 0.05 G 
Sa m ple size' 317 '0 
diMffl' 
Observed sta tistical power' 1 . 0  
F igure 37:  Stat istical Power Level  for Predicting Endogenous Variable. UP 
iH Post- hoc StatisticaL Power CaLculator for MuLtiple Regression 
- s ca cu awr V\ :e yc �r:E Dserveo C:N,e' (or YQU' 'TU :  p e reg',,"55 on s,udy b er ene ODse'veo 
p':cac '. e e .  t�e 'U'llc,er ci Dred eto's. t'e otser ed (�. a"d :"'e sarrp e "  ze 
Number of predictors. 9 0 
Observed R2. 0.435 0 
Probabil ity level' 0.05 10 
Sample size: 317 ]0 
"'MM' 
Observed statistical power' 1 .0 
Figure 3 8 :  Stati stical Power Level for Predicting Endogenous Variable, KSB 
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404 Rev iew of Re earch H pothe e 
I n  de eloping the theoret ical mod 1, twelve h potheses were posited regarding 
the relat ion h ip betv, e n variou con truct . I n  view of the previous data anal sis.  this  
ction di usses the results of research hypothesis  testing. 
The r sults of the data analy is showed that knowledge sharing beha lOr l S  
po i t ively influenced b employees' attitudes towards knowledge haring (path 
coeffic ient wa . 1 68 * * * ) , the sUbjective norm of sel f-efficacy ( path coefficient was 
.259* * * ). ta k-interdependence ( path coeffic ient was .084 * ), management support 
( path coefficient was .205 * * * )  and percei ed behavior control factors such as 
perceived usefu lness of the knowledge ( path coefficient was . 1 72 * * * ) .  Thi s pro ides 
upport to hypotheses H I .  H2,  H4, H5 .  and H8 .  However, the subjective norm of 
perceived job securit ( path coefficient was - .025) ,  organizational rewards or 
incentives ( path coefficient was .003) ,  and perceived behavior control factors such as 
perceived knowledge accessib i l i ty ( path coefficient was .067) and employee training 
( path coefficient was .0 1 6) had no influence on knowledge sharing behavior. This  
indicates that hypotheses H 3 ,  H6,  H 7. and H9 were not supported. 
Further. an analysis of research data indicates that knowledge sharing had a 
strong influence on individual job perfom1ance (path coefficient was . 1 86* * * )  and that 
it can explain substantial amounts of variance ( R2 = .495 * * * ). which provides support 
to hypothesi s  H I  O .  
The results also indicated that when innovative behavior was incorporated into 
the modeL knowledge sharing behavior strongly influenced innovative behavior ( path 
coefficient was 0.48 1 * * * )  and that innovative behavior strongly influenced individual 
job performance in i ts tum ( path coefficient was .464* * * )  which provides upport to 
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h) pothe i H 1 1 . obel te t of 111 diation effects confirmed that innovative behavior 
mediate the relation hip bet een knowledge sharing and individual job performance 
( obel t- tat ic  = 7.05 8* * * )  ( see figure 39) .  
A: 0.481 0 
B : 0.464 0 
S EA: 0.043 0 
S E B: 0.051 0 
Sobel test statistIC: 7.0582 1 9 1 7  
O n e-tai led probabi l ity: 0.0 
Two-tai led probabil ity: 0.0 
F igure 39: Sobel Test of Mediation Due to Innovat ive Behavior 
In  addition, the results ind icated that when task-focused citizenship behavior is 
included in  the modeL knowledge sharing behavior strongly influenced task-focused 
c it izen h ip behavior ( path coefficient was 0.6 1 4* * * )  and that task-focused cit izenship 
behavior influenced individual job performance ( path coeffic ient was . 1 30* * ), which 
provide support to hypothesis H 1 2 . A Sobel test of mediation effects conftrmed that 
task-focused ci t izenship  behavior mediates the relationship between knowledge 
sharing and individual job performance (Sobel t-static = 2 .0 1 5 * * ) ( see figure 40) .  
p.. 
51:. 
A: 0.6 1 4  0 
----
B : 0. 1 3  a 
SEA: 0.038 a 
S E e: 0.064 a 
Calculate! 
So bel test statist ic: 2.01 538720 
O n e-tai led p r o b a b i l i ty: 0.021 93205 
Two-t a i led proba b i l i ty. 0.04386409 
F igure 40:  obel Test of Mediation Due to Task-Focused Citizenship Behavior 
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I t  hould be stressed that both inn ovative behavior and task-focused citizenship  
behavior part ial ly mediate the relationship between knowledge sharing behavior and 
inno ative job perfolmance.  This is because the incorporation of both constructs in the 
model reduced the path coefficient between knowledge sharing behavior and 
ind i  idual job perfomlance from 0.490* * *  to . 1 86 * * * ,  i .e . ,  the relationship has 
become weaker but is sti l l  stat i stical ly signi ficant. 
Table 27 provides a summary of the status of the twelve research hypotheses 
regardi ng the relat ionship  between knowledge sharing behavior and its determinants 
and outcomes. 
4.5 C h a pter S u m m a ry 
This chapter covered the data analysis in accordance with accepted practi ces 
for mult ivariate data analysis ( Hair et aI . ,  20 1 4; Hair et a l . ,  20 1 4; Ho, 20 1 3 ;  Stevens, 
20 1 2 ; Tabachnick & Fide l l .  20 1 3 ) .  I t  covered data screening and steps that ensured 
that data was complete and accurate enough for further analysis. The data screening 
inc l uded a review of spurious responses, a missing data analysis, the presence of 
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outl ier and checking d istribution a sumptions. As a result, the valid number of 
urvc s that could be u ed for stati t ical analysis wa 3 1 7  out of 3 5 7  re ponse . The 
number of ca es provided a good sample size that ensured the final results had strong 
tati tical power. 
The mea urement model was analyzed to ensure that all measurement 
indicator loaded properly on their respective constructs and that there were no cross­
loadings on other constructs. Con tructs were also a l l  found to be valid and rel iable for 
further u e in  path model analysis .  The structural model was analyzed and twel e of 
the seventeen paths in  the model \ ere found to be stat istically significant. 
The path model included an assessment of the coefficient of determination for 
endogenou con tructs (R2), determination of effect sizes (f) for various exogenous 
variables on their associated endogenous variables, as wel l  as an assessment of the 
model '  predictive relevance ({j). 
The l ast section of the chapter included an analysis of the proposed mediation 
effects of two variables ( i nnovati e behavior and task-focused c it izenship behavior) 
on the relationship between knowledge sharing behavior and individual job 
performance, as per the recommendations of Baron & Kenny ( 1 986).  
o.  
H I  
H _  
I I 3 
H4 
H 5  
H 6  
H 7  
H 8  
H 9  
H l O  
H l l 
H 1 2  
Table 27 :  ummary of H pothe i Te ting Re  ult 
H. poth 1 Path 
coefficient 
Management upport positivel influence 
.205 * * *  knowledge haring beha ior. 
Ta k interdependence positi ely influences .084* knowledge haring behavior. 
Organizational r wards positi ely influence .003 knowledge haring behavior. 
e lf-efficacy posit ive ly influences knowledge .259* * *  sharing beha ior. 
A fa orable att itude towards knowledge 
sharing po it ively influences knowledge . 1 68 * * *  
sharing behavior. 
H igh Ie els of job ecurity positively 
- .025 influences knowledge sharing behavior. 
Knov ledge accessib i l ity has a positive .067 influence on knowledge sharing behavior. 
Perceived usefulness of knowledge has a 
positive effect on individual ' s  knowledge . 1 72 * * *  
sharing behavior. 
Employee training has a positive influence on .0 1 6  
knowledge haring behavior. 
H igh levels of knowledge sharing positi ely .490* * *  
influence individual job performance 
I nnovative behavior wi l l  mediate the posit ive .48 1 * * *  I 
relationship between knowledge sharing and .467 * * *  
i ndividual job performance. 
Task-focused ci t izenship  behavior wi l l  
mediate the positive relationship between .6 1 4* * *  / 
knowledge sharing and individual job . l 1 7* 
performance. 
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Statu 
Supported 
Supported 
ot 
supported 
Supported 
Supported 
Not 
supported 
Not 
supported 
Supported 
ot 
supported 
Supported 
Supported 
Supported 
The critical values used/or two-tailed tests are 1 . 645 (* P < 0. 1), 1 . 96 (**  P < 0. 05), and 2. 5 7  (* * *  
p < 0. 01) 
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C h a pter 5 :  Discus  ion 
Thi  chapter di cu es the research results in relation to  the objective and 
theoretical framework that wa developed earl ier in order to study knowledge sharing 
phenomena. 
5. 1 Overv iew 
The research aimed to explore the antecedents of knowledge sharing behavior 
among employees in a national oil company in the Uni ted Arab Emirates .  I t  also 
investigated the potent ial relation hip between knowledge sharing behavior and 
individual job performance. In  addit ion. the study examined whether the proposed 
relationship between knowledge sharing behavior and job performance was mediated 
by other variables uch as task-focused organizat ional citizenship and innovative 
beha IOrs. 
The stud was anchored theoret ical ly in the Input-Process-Output model of 
Hackman & Morris  (1 975 ) and the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1 985 ) .  In 
select ing the antecedents of knowledge sharing behavior, the study drew on multiple 
research streams deal ing with knowledge management, organizational behavior. 
human resource management, social psychology and strategic management . In total ,  
n ine (9)  antecedents of knowledge sharing behavior: covering organizationaL 
indi idual and knowledge related dimensions, were selected for the study. 
Consequently. twelve hypotheses were put forward regarding the relationship between 
the arious constructs in the theoretical model .  
An analysis of the 3 1 7  surveys provided empirical upport for the theoretical 
model proposed. The results showed that the key predictors for knowledge sharing 
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b ha lOr \\ er attitude tow ard knowledge haring, self-efficacy, management 
upp rt. ta k int rdependence and the p rceived u efulness of the knowledge. In  
addition. organizational reward . percei ed  job security, knowledge accessibi l ity and 
mployee training were not found to predict knowledge sharing behavior. The results 
a l  0 demon trated that knowledge sharing influences individual job perfonnance and 
that the relationship between these two construct is partial ly mediated by i nnovati e 
behavior and task-focu ed cit izenshi p behavior. Of the twelve hypotheses, eight were 
upported by empi rical evidence. The results showed that the determinants of 
knov.'ledge haring selected here helped to explain 43 . 5% of the total variance, and the 
enti re model explained 49.5% of the ariance in individual job performance. The 
fol lowing sections d iscuss the results and the val idit  of the respective hypothese . 
5.2 Determ i n a n ts of Know ledge Sharing 
The theor of planned behavior (Ajzen. 1 98 5 )  indicates that individual 
behavior i dri en by attitude towards that specific behavior. with support from 
subjective norms and perceived behavior controls .  Based on this theory. nine potential 
constructs were selected as predictors of knowledge sharing behavior. They inc luded 
atti tude towards knowledge sharing; subjective nonns such as self-efficacy. perceived 
job security . management support, organizational reward , interdependent tasks and 
perceived behavior controls such as accessibi l ity and usefulness of that knowledge and 
also employee training. N ine hypotheses were developed regarding the relationships 
between these predictors and knowledge sharing behavior. They are shown in table  27 .  
The results  are part ial ly consistent with the theoretical foundations of the 
model as they shows that knowledge sharing behavior is positively influenced by 
attitudes towards knowledge sharing, the subjective nom1 of self-efficacy, task-
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interdependenc , management support and perceived behavioral control factors. uch 
a the perceived u efuln of the hared knowledge. Howe er, the ubjective nonns 
of job securit , organ izational rewards and incenti es, and also perceived behavioral 
control factor , uch as knowledge accessibi l ity and employee training were not found 
t have an in fl uence on knowledge haring beha ior. Overal l ,  these predictors were 
able to explain a ub tantial amount of the ariance in knowledge sharing behavior (R2 
= .43 5 ) . 
The result for organizational rewards are explained by the fact that the 
employees who participated in the sur ey are mainly professionals with an engineering 
background. According to Cognitive Evaluat ion Theory (CET), professionals are 
motivated to hare thei r  knowledge because of the self-sat isfaction they draw from 
doing so (Bartol & Srivastava, 2002 . Simi lar results have also been obtained by other 
scholars ( H ung. Durcikova. Lai & Lin, 20 1 1 ;  Seba, Rowley & LambeI1, 2 0 1 2 ) .  The 
results were also upported by the fact that self-efficacy which reflects appreciation 
of one ' s  knowledge. was a strong predictor of knowledge sharing behavior. 
Although perceived job security was hypothesized to have an influence on 
knowledge sharing behavior, the results did not support that assumption. It should be 
noted that the survey was conducted during a period when the organization announced 
plans to drastical ly reduce its workforce (a reduction of more than 30%) to meet 
stringent financial targets set by the governn1ent. Direct statements regarding job 
security may have become too sensitive for expatriate personnel and remained 
i rrelevant for UAE national employees. This could explain why many employees did 
not express strong opinions on this  i ssue. The extant l iteratme does not provide any 
c lear i ndications as to the possible influence of job security on individual behavior. 
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Perceiv d j b s urit ha been studied as both a stressor ( the threat of impending job 
10 ) and a motivator (part of organizational rewards) and was found to lead to both 
posit i" and negati e job related attitudes, perfollnance and physical and 
p ychological wel l -being ( erke et aI . ,  2002) .  
Th acces ib i l ity of kno ledge refers to the extent to which people ha e access 
to the knowledge the need to make dec isions, solve problems and perform job related 
ta k ( Kang et al . ,  2008) .  The importance of knowledge accessibi l ity has its roots in 
the cognit ive approach to knowledge management where knowledge is  recognized as 
being objecti e facts and concepts that can be physically transmitted through 
information and communication technolog ( lCT) systems (Swan et al . .  1 999). This 
ha been further elaborated by Alav i  & Leidner (200 1 ) when they d iscussed the 
repository approach to knowledge management. The repository approach involves 
bui lding knowledge management systems that enable employees to store, retrieve and 
share knowledge (Newel l  et aL 2006) .  The analysis here shows that perceived 
knowledge accessib i l i ty has no influence on knowledge sharing behavior. One 
explanation for this comes from the qual i tative study conducted prior to the sur ey. In 
that study, team leaders expressed di spleasure with the knowledge management 
system which they considered as non-user-friendly, low qual i ty and outdated . As a 
result, they resort to searching the company's records and fi les for useful and 
actionable knowledge. This manual approach provides them with qual ity and 
act ionable knowledge they need and could explain why they suggested that knowledge 
accessibi l i ty did not affect knowledge sharing behavior. 
Employee training refers to employee perception of the development 
opportuni t ies pro ided by their organizations in order to equip them with the 
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knowledg , k i l l  and abi l i t ie  neces ary to work effecti e l  ( Kaya et  al . .  20 1 0: Lu et 
aL 2006). a determinant of knowl dge sharing behavior. employee training i 
g nera l ly  onsidered a cruc ial [or the successful implementation of any knowledge 
management in it iati  e ( Kang et a l . .  2008 ; Kim & Ko. 20 1 4) .  Howe er. the analysis 
indicated that part icipant did not consider employee training as having an influence 
on knowledge haring beha ior. The only plausible explanation for this result is that 
the tatements regarding employees training were at the end of a long questionnaire 
(6 1 tatements in tota l ) .  I t  i s  rea onable to conclude that a degree of survey fatigue 
may have affected opinions regarding this  important construct . 
5.3 K now ledge Sharing Behavior and I ndivid ual  Job Performa nce 
I n  response to cal l s  to study the consequences of knowledge sharing behavior 
at a m icro-organizational Ie  el  ( Foss et al . .  20 1 0).  this research attempted to explore 
the possible relationship between knowledge sharing behavior and individual job 
performance.  
Knowledge sharing behavior refers to the employees' wi l l ingness to actively 
share their knowledge, know-how and expertise with their colleagues ( Ipe, 2003 ; H .  
F .  Lin,  2007) .  Knowledge sharing can take place in  direct face-to-face communication 
or indirectly via a knowledge management system ( Bock, Zmud, Kim & Lee, 2005 ) .  
Knowledge sharing involves giving out and receiving valuable and relevant 
suggestions and ideas ( Srivastava et aI . ,  2006) .  
Job  performance i s  defined as  the level of  productivity of  an  individual 
employee, relative to his or her peers. on several j ob-related behaviors and outcomes" 
( Babin & Boles, 1 998) .  Cross & Cummings ( 2004 ) observed that job performance was. 
to some degree, the abi l i ty to solve chal lenging problems as a result of gaining access 
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to appropriate knowledge. Emplo ees may operat ional ize xi  t ing knowledge to sol\'e 
problem in a more effici  n1 and co 1 effective manner (Mura, Lettieri .  Radael l i  & 
pil ler. 20 1 3 ; Wang & Ko, 2 0 1 2) .  
Ba ed on earl ier findings that the successful implementation of kno ledge 
haring practices increased coordination and cooperation between employees and 
impro\'e problem- 01 ing abi l it ies and ski l l  (Chri stensen, 2007; Mura et aI . .  20 1 3 ; 
Wang & Ko, 20 1 2 ),  it was hypothesized that having a high level of knowledge sharing 
beha\' ior would influence individual job performance positively. An analysis of the 
research data support this hypothesi and indicates that knowledge sharing had a 
trong influence on individual job performance and can explain a sub tantial amount 
of variance ( R2 = .495 ) .  
I n  addition, tms research attempted t o  explain how knowledge sharing behavior 
influences individual job performance by suggest ing that knowledge sharing enhances 
both the innovat ive behavior and task-focused cit izenship behavior of employees. 
I nnovati ve behavior refers to the intentional creation. introduction and 
application of new ideas by individuals, teams, or organizations in order to improve 
their performance ( Janssen, 2004; Scott & Bruce, 1 994) .  Mura et al .  (20 1 3 ) found that 
sharing knowledge ( best practices and lessons learned from mistakes) among 
employees had a positive effect on innovative behavior. This was to be expected as 
employees integrate shared knowledge in order to develop methods that allow them to 
perform efficiently and also to create novel approaches to resolve problems, i .e .  
enhance thei r  innovative behavior and thus improve perfOlmance (Cam1el i ,  Gelbard 
& Reiter-Palmon, 20 1 3 ; Kim & Lee, 20 1 3 ; Mura et aI . ,  20 1 3 ) .  I n  addition, other 
researchers have demonstrated that innovative behavior has a posit ive influence on 
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ind ividual job p rformance and on individual performance rat ings (Gong et al . ,  2009; 
Jan en van de Vl iert & W st 2004; Kel ler, 20 1 2) .  s uch. i t  wa hypothesized that 
innov ative beha ior mediate the relationship between knowledge sharing and 
individual job performance. 
The result indicated that when inno ati e behavior was incorporated into the 
model .  knowledge sharing behavior had a strong i nfluence on innovative behavior and. 
in tum. that inno ative behavior influenced individual job performance ery strongly. 
obel Test of the mediation effect confirmed that iI1l10vative behavior mediates the 
relationship between knowledge sharing and individual job perfomlance. 
Ta k-focused ci t izenship  behavior refers to proactive on-the-job behavior that 
upports colleagues even when it  does not directly lead to individual benefit ( Moomlan 
& Blakely. 1 995) .  Examples of task-based citizenship behavior include providing 
advice. offering new perspectives on problems. supplying factual information and 
direct assistance. and assuming responsib i l i ty for solving problems (Moorman & 
Blakely. 1 995 ;  Wi l l iams & Anderson, 1 99 1 ) . By voluntarily sharing their knowledge 
and mentoring col leagues without the expectation of anything in return employees are 
exhibit ing task-based c i tizenship behavior which can have a positive influence on job 
performance (Chiang & Hsieh, 20 1 2 ; de Vries et al .  2006) .  As such. it was 
hypothesized that task-focused cit izenship behavior also mediates the relationship 
between knowledge sharing and individual job performance. 
The results indicated that when task-focused cit izenship behavior was 
incorporated into the model ,  knowledge sharing behavior had a strong influence on 
task -focused c it izenship behavior and that task-focused cit izenship behavior also 
influenced individual job performance. A Sobel Test for the mediation effect 
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confi rmed that ta k-focu ed cit izen hip behavior mediate the relationship betvveen 
kno\', ledge sharing and indi\ idual job performance. 
It  hould be tre ed that both innovative beha ior and task-focused citizen hip 
behavior part ial l mediate the relat ionship between knowledge sharing and individual 
job performance. This is  because both constructs weaken the relationship between 
kI10\ ledge sharing and individual job perfom1ance even though it remains stat istical ly 
ignificant. 
SA Control  Variables 
Control variables are factors that may have an influence on the endogenous 
variable but are not spec ifical ly the subject of this research.  They are incl uded in the 
model to avoid any negat ive effects on the results. I n  this research, four demographic 
variables were included as control variables : gender, nationality, tenure Uob seniority) 
and business unit affi l iation. 
The analysis indicated that gender had a smal l influence on individual job 
performance where female employee perfonnance was rated as sl ightly poorer than 
for their male counterparts which was to be expected in this cultural context. The 
analysis also showed that national i ty had a small  effect on job perfonnance as, due to 
greater industrial experience, expatriate employees performed better than their UAE 
national colleagues. 
On the other hand, the data indicated that employee seniority, or tenure, had no 
significant effects on job performance. This can be explained by the fact that some 
expatriate employees were recently hired by the company ( a  short tenure) but have 
extensive prior international work experience. Business unit affi l iation was also found 
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t ha e n igni ficant effect on job performance, which may indicate that there i not 
much di fference in management style ben een the various business units. 
The overal l  impact of control ariables on model prediction was quite smal l 
and i s  confi rmed by an anal i of their  effect size and Q2 values, as wel l as by their 
i mpact on the model ' coefficient of determination ( R2 ) .  
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C h a pter  6 :  C o n c l u sions  
Th re earch aimed to explore the antecedents of knowledge sharing behavior 
among employee in a national o i l  company in the United Arab Emirates and 
in e t igat the potential relation hip between kno ledge sharing behavior and 
indi idual job performance. It also ought to examine whether the proposed 
relationship between knowledge sharing behavior and job perfonnance was mediated 
by other ariables. uch as task-focused organizational cit izenship and innovative 
behavior. The result suggest that several organizat ional, individual and knowledge 
related factors played an important role in influencing knowledge sharing beha ior. 
Furthermore. the results sugge ted that knowledge sharing influenced individual job 
performance by enhancing innovative and task-focused organizational beha iors. 
In considering the outcomes of this research,  one should note that there were 
some l im i tations. F i rst, cross-sectional design l im its our abi l ity to infer causal i ty .  
econdly.  the common method bias may be a concern as the data related to each 
construct was col lected simultaneously. Thirdly, the research involved employees in 
one l arge business unit of a national o i l  company so general izing the findings to other 
countries and cultures has to be considered cautiously at best. 
e ertheless. this research enriches ClUTent l i terature on knowledge sharing by 
empi rical ly test ing the relationship between the antecedents and consequences of 
knowledge sharing within new cultural and industrial contexts. I t  also addresses a gap 
in the extant l iterature where the focus has traditionall been on macro-organizational 
outcomes, e.g. fi nanc ial and operat ional perf o 1111 ance and not on micro-organizational 
outcomes such as individual job performance. This chapter discusses the i mpl ications 
of the results, research l imi tations and directions for future research. 
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6. 1 M a n agerial I m plication 
Ident if} ing th k )  det rminants and con equences of knowledge sharing 
within an organizat ion can hed l ight on the trategie  and actions that management 
can implement to enhance employee job perfomlance. 
F i rst ly, research shows that knowledge sharing beha ior has a posit ive 
in fl uence on individual job performance ( Kang et aI . ,  2008 · Kim & Yun. 20 1 5 ) .  As 
such. management should create a suitable work environment and foster an 
organizational culture that encourages formal and infonnal knowledge sharing 
between employees. Among the strategies that can be adopted to achieve this goal are 
support ing efforts to form autonomous communities or practice, deployi ng a user­
friendly knowledge management system (complete with a dedicated team that ensures 
the system is maintained and up-to-date with high qual i ty and useful knowledge) ,  
organizing mult i-disc ip l ine peer re iews and holding sessions t o  discuss previous 
learning from finished tasks. They could also organize team-building and other social  
events for employees to bui ld  social and communication networks (Aljuwaiber, 20 1 6; 
Almeidaa & Soares. 20 1 4; Cabrera & Cabrera, 2005;  Duffield & Whitty, 2 0 1 5 ) .  
econdly. research shows that one possible mechanism to  al low knowledge 
sharing to influence job performance is to enhance task-focused cit izenship and 
i nnovative behavior ( Carmel i .  Gelbard & Reiter-Palmon, 20 1 3 ;  Mura, Lettieri, 
Radael l i  & Spi l ler, 20 1 3 ; Podsakoff, Whit ing, Podsakoff & Blume, 2009) .  
Consequently.  management could implement initiatives to foster this type o f  behavior 
in employees. For example. they could support active engagement with key 
professional societies (e .g. , the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the 
ociety of Petroleum Engineers, etc . ) ,  and also participation in key industrial events 
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( .g . ,  th annual bu Dhabi International Petroleum Exhibition and Conference. 
DIPE ). This would a l low emplo e to sta up to date \: ith the latest development 
in t chnology. encourage employee to jointly de elop new initiati es and improve 
current \\. ork practic , proce e and procedure . Employees should be encouraged to 
cont inue their p r onal development through post-graduate studies in specialized 
fields that can benefit the 0 eraU organization. 
Thirdl . research has shown that management support is  a strong predictor of 
knowledge sharing behavior. This is  not surPlising as the l iterature is  replete with 
example that l i nk management support to posit ive knowledge sharing behavior 
( Buch, D)- vik, Ku aas & N erstad, 20 1 5 : Razmerita, Kirclmer & ielsen, 20 1 6) .  
Management can also play a sign ificant role in enhancing knowledge sharing among 
employee by creat ing the right work environment for employees to share their 
knowledge ( Cabrera & Cabrera, 2005 ) .  They can support employee initiatives for 
col laboration and cooperation, provide resources to support knowledge sharing. such 
as a rel iable knowledge management system (Almeidaa & Soares, 20 1 4) ,  and 
encourage and recognizing employees who share knowledge with their  colleagues. 
Final ly, management can demonstrate a commitment to knowledge sharing by 
sponsoring and part ic ipating in activit ies such as review meetings (Cabrera, Col l ins & 
Salgado, 2006; Cannel i ,  Atwater & Levi,  20 1 1 ;  Lin,  2006: Wang & oe, 20 1 0) .  
Additional ly, research indicates that employee atti tudes towards knowledge 
sharing is a key predictor of knowledge sharing behavior. This is consistent with the 
premises of the Theory of PI aImed Behavior (Aj zen. 1 98 5 )  and the empirical evidence 
in the l iterature ( Bock, Zmud. Kim & Lee, 2005; Chen, Chuang & Chen, 20 1 2; Chow 
& Chan, 2008 ) .  Consequently, management should implement strategies that 
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po it iv 1 influence emplo ee ' attitude to\ ard knov. ledge haring. such a 
promoting a kno,,: ledge sharing culture within the organization by frequently 
highl ight ing organizat ional achi ement thanks to the collaborative efforts of 
mployee and by encouraging employees to share their knowledge. They could 
publ ic !  recognize tho e who do so and provide more opportunities for employee to 
work together, in groups and project team to achieve cornmon objectives. They should 
al 0 provide fonnal and informal opportunities to develop social t ies and networks 
among employees in order to real ize mutual benefits. Furthennore there should be 
profe sional development opportunities in order to enhance the abi l ity to acquire, 
assimi late and use shared kno ledge ( Buch, Dysvik, Kuvaas & Nerstad. 20 1 5 ; Cabrera 
& Cabrera. 200 5 ;  Kwok & Gao, 2006) .  
Also,  th  research indicates that task- interdependence influences knowledge 
sharing behavior. This is consistent with the Social Interdependence Theory and extant 
empirical l iterature ( Cabrera & Cabrera, 2005 ;  Jarvenpaa & Staples, 2000; Lin.  20 1 0 ) .  
The Social I nterdependence Theory stipulates that the level of interaction between 
i ndividuals i ncreases when they share simi lar goals and when completing their task is 
contingent on other' s actions ( Johnson & Johnson, 2008 ) .  As such. management 
should ensure that jobs are designed with a iew to increasing interdependence 
between employees and that business objectives are al igned between the various 
di is ions. Tasks should be evaluated based on the level of cooperation and 
col laboration between different divisions ( Lin, 20 1 0) .  
The research results c learly indicate that self-efficacy IS an important 
antecedent for knowledge sharing behavior. Thi is in l i ne with the Theory of P lanned 
Behavior ( Aj zen. 1 98 5 )  and empirical e idence in the l iterature (Cabrera et aJ . ,  2006; 
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hen et aJ . .  20 1 2 ; Gagne, 2009) .  There are se eral strategie that management can 
adopt in order to en ur that employees are self-efficaciou . They can recruit 
emplo ees who are proacti e, elf-motivated and have a high Ie el of self-esteem and 
cogniti apti tude. They can pro ide training and development opportunities to bui ld 
comp tence and k i l l s  and encourage emplo ees to take on init iatives and provide 
them with feedback to improve their knowledge. Employees shou ld be moti ated by 
kn wing that their  contribution is  aluable to organizational success (Gagne, 2009; 
Lin,  2006). 
Finally, the research provides evidence that ensuring the qual i ty ,  rele ance and 
u efulness of shared knowledge is a key driver for sharing knowledge and for 
contributing to orgaruzational knowledge management systems ( He & Wei, 2009; 
Kulkarni et aI . ,  2006; Yu et aI . ,  20 1 0) .  To ensure that the knowledge avai lable is of 
high quality, useful and relevant management needs to employ a suitable knowledge 
management ystem and assign a dedicated team of subject matter experts (SMEs) to 
keep it up to date . The SMEs wi l l  be responsible for acquiring the latest knowledge, 
verifying its qual i ty and relevance and uploading it  into the system. In addition, 
management needs to ensure that organizational processes, practices and procedures 
are up to date ( Yoo, Vonderembse & Ragu-Nathan, 20 1 1 ;  Yu et a I . ,  20 1 0 ). 
6.2 Research I m p lications 
This research makes several contributions towards advancing the theoretical 
understanding of knowledge sharing phenomena. First, in responding to cal ls  to 
explore knowledge sharing beha ior in new cultural and industrial settings ( Wang & 
oe, 20 1 0),  this study examines such phenomena within a UAE organization that has 
a d iverse mix of national ities (UAE nationals and an expatriate populat ion from Asia, 
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Europe and I e\ her in the Middle East) .  Th is represents a rich new cultural context. 
Th tud howed that whi le  all the re p cti e national ities agreed that knowledge 
haring in iluenc s individual job performance, they differed in their  perceptions of the 
trength of that i n fl uenc . imi lar results were obtained when comparing the 
percept ions of female employees (mostl UAE nationals) to their male counterparts. 
Thi can be understood in l ight of the cultural constraints on female employees that do 
not al low them an equal opportunity for hands-on experience and thus the 
opportunit ies to hare knowledge with their colleagues in order to bui ld competencies 
and k i l ls .  These findings provide further empirical support to current l i terature 
( Michailo a & Hutchings, 2006; Witherspoon et aI . ,  20 1 3 ) .  
I n  addit ion.  the study examined knowledge sharing phenomena in a UAE 
national o i l  and gas industry at  a t ime when the energy industry was facing a turbulent 
period with extended periods of lower crude oil prices. The research organization 
in it iated a lay-off program to reduce operating costs and thi may explain pariicipants ' 
re ponses to statements regarding their  percept ions of job security, which became a 
highly sensit ive issue. 
In addition. the research exan1 ined several organizational , i ndividual and 
knowledge related antecedents for knowledge sharing behavior. Some of these 
antecedents have not been adequately  covered in the extant l i terature, e.g. , perceived 
job security, task interdependence and organizational training ( Wang & Noe, 20 1 0) .  
These research results are consistent with the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 
1 985 ) .  It suggests that attitudes toward knowledge shar-ing, such as subject ive norms 
l ike sel f-efficacy, management support, task interdependence, behavioral control such 
as usefulness of the knowledge influences knowledge sharing behavior. The findings 
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al 0 pro\ ide mpirical upport to extant l i terature on the subject (Cabrera et a l . .  2006� 
hen et aL 2 0 1 2 �  Kang et a I . ,  2008 ; H. F. Lin.  2007�  Witherspoon et a l . .  20 1 3 ) .  
Moreo\' r .  the resu lts indicated that organizational rewards did not influence 
knowledg haring behavior. This finding can be explained by the Cognitive 
Evaluation Theory (CET)  which suggest that professionals are moti ated to share 
their  knowledge becau e of the elf-sati sfaction that they draw from doing so (Bartol 
& ri a tava. 2002) .  S imi lar results were obtained by other scholars ( Hung. 
Durcikova. Lai & Lin.  20 1 1 ;  Seba, Rowley & Lambert. 20 1 2 ) . 
Another interesting finding was that perceived job security did not influence 
kno\\·ledge sharing behavior. A plausible explanation for this is that the survey was 
conducted during a period when p lans were announced to drastical ly reduce the 
workforce (a  reduction of more than 30%) to meet stringent financial targets set by the 
government. The question of job security became a sensit ive issue for expatriate 
personnel and yet remained i rrele ant for UAE national employees. TIlis may explain 
why employees did not express strong opinions on this issue. It  should be noted that 
the extant l iterature shows that job security has been studied as both a stressor ( threat 
of impending job loss) and a motivator ( part of organizational rewards) and that it can. 
as a result, lead to both favorable or unfavorable job related att itudes, performance and 
physical and psychological wel l -being ( Sverke et aI . ,  2002 ) .  
Other proposed antecedents of knowledge sharing behavior that were not found 
to influence behavior were the perceived accessibi l i ty of knowledge and employee 
training. These fi ndings are not consistent with the extant l i terature (Alavi & Leidner. 
200 1 ;  Kang et a l . ,  2008; Kim & Ko. 20 1 4; Lu, Leung & Koch, 2006) .  One explanation 
for this came from the qual i tative study conducted prior to the survey. In that study, 
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team lead r e 'pre ed di plea ure with the knowledge management sy tern in their  
organization. which the on idered as non-user-friendl and containing low qual ity 
and outdated knowledge. As a result. they revert to searching the company's records 
and file for u ful and actionable knOWledge. Although this  approach is time 
con uming. i t  provides qual i ty and actionable knowledge. This can explain wh they 
indicated that kno ledge accessibi l ity did not affect knowledge sharing behavior. As 
for employee training. the only plausible explanation for this  is  that the statements 
regarding emplo ee train ing were l ast in a long questionnaire. I t  is reasonable to 
bel ieve that partic ipants uffered from survey fatigue and were no longer paying 
enough attention to provide consistent opinions on thi s  important construct. 
Furthermore. this research responded to cal ls  to study the consequences of 
knowledge sharing behavior at the micro-organizational level ( Foss et a I . ,  20 1 0) by 
empirical ly examining the l ink between knowledge sharing behavior and individual 
job performance.  Unl ike the extant l iterature, this research provided a possible 
explanation as to how knowledge sharing behavior influences individual job 
performance by enhanc ing the innovative behavior and task-focused c it izenship 
behavior of employees leading to an improvement in job performance ( Henttonen, 
Kianto & Ritala. 20 1 6; Kang et al . .  2008; Kim & Yun, 20 1 5 ) .  
This study provided a new theoretical model for knowledge sharing which was 
constructed through the integration of the Input-Process-Output Model ( H ackman & 
Morris. 1 97 5 )  with the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1 985 ) .  The new model is  
unique i n  i ts hol i st ic  approach to the relationship between the antecedents of 
knowledge sharing and its micro-organizational outcomes, such as individual job 
performance. This is a new area of study and can be expanded in future b examll1ll1g 
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other micro-organizational outcome uch as job atisfaction or th deci ion to stay 
\\ ith a ompany. 
6.3 Re earch Lim itation a n d  Future Re ea rch 
In con idering the outcomes of this research. one hould be aware of its 
l imitation . Fir t the cro s-sectional design l imits the abi l ity to infer causal ity. Future 
research may adopt a meta-anal si . longitudinal design, or experimental design, to 
addr s thi l imi tation as pos ible cau al relationships may exist between the various 
con tructs ( pector, 1 994) .  
econdly,  common method bias (eMB)  may be a concern as the data for every 
construct wa col lected simultaneously using self-reported measures. Although post­
hoc tatistical tests have demonstrated the effect to be smal l ,  future research may need 
to take addit ional steps to further mit igate this concern by collecting data at different 
periods and from multiple sources. Also, the inclusion of an additional variable, self­
desirab i l ity, ma help to quantify the C M B  effect on the results (Jakobsen & Jensen, 
20 1 � ) . 
The research involved a sample of 3 1 7  employees working in one large 
busine s unit  within an oi l  company. This may l imit  the general izabi l i ty of the findings 
to other companies, countries and cultures. To enhance the general izabi l ity of the 
results, future research may need to expand its scope to include employees from other 
business units, within the same organization, in order to corroborate results. In  
addition, future research might involve employees from other oi l  companies in the 
UAE to enhance general izabi l ity and support theory development. 
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The focu o f th re earch was on the pos ible relationship  between knowledge 
haring behavior and it  determinant and con equence in the context of an oil and 
gas compan in the . The research revealed that gender and national ity may have 
had an impact on the e relationship . Future re earch might pursue thi l ine of enquiry 
by col lecting larger samples and conducting a multi -group analysis. However. that was 
not the objecti e of thi re earch. 
Addit ional l , this study only examined the influence of knowledge sharing 
behavior on individual job performance. Future research might examine the impact of 
knowledge haring behavior on other m icro-organizational outcomes such as job 
engagement, job atisfaction, organi zational commitment and turnover in order to 
enrich the extant l iterature. 
F inal ly .  this research explored the influence of certain antecedents for 
knowledge sharing behavior along organizational , i ndividual and knowledge related 
l i nes. Based on the results future research could incorporate other antecedents such as 
organizational c l imate ( Patter on et a 1 . .  2005 ),  p leasure in helping others ( H .  F. L in, 
2007) .  and knowledge infrastructure ( H .  Lee & Choi ,  2003 ) instead of organizational 
rewards, perceived job security and the knowledge accessib i l i ty constructs in the 
current study. 
Despite the l i mitations, this research enriches the current l i terature on 
knowledge sharing by empirical ly testing the relationship between the antecedents and 
consequences of knowledge sharing within a new cultural and industrial context . I t  
also addresses a gap in  the l iterature, where the focus has traditional ly been on macro­
organizational outcomes of knowledge sharing, e .g.  financial and operational 
performance, rather than micro-organizational outcomes such as individual job 
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peril rmance. Thi tud al 0 attempted to explain how knowledge haring behavior 
could in llu n e individual job performance through the mediating effect of innovative 
behavior and task-focu ed ci t izenship behavior. 
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A p pen d i x  - 1 :  L ist of Acad e m i c  J o u rnals  
The fol lowing I i  t of academic journals were searched for peer-reviewed al1icles 
deal ing with knowledge sharing in  order to prepare the l i terature review for this  study: 
J o u rn a l  
Management Infonnation ystem Quarterly ( M I S  Quarterly) 
cademy of M anagement Review 
cadem of M anagement Journal 
ppl ied P ychology Journal 
Organization Science 
Journal of Management tudie 
The Journal of trategic I nfonnation Systems 
cademy of M anagement Executive 
trategic M anagement Journal 
Journal of Organizational Behaviour 
Organization tudies 
M anagement Science 
Expert Sy tems with Appl ications 
Organizational Behaviour and H uman Decision Processes 
Journal of M anagement Infonnation Systems 
Decision Support Systems 
I nternational Journal of I nfonnation Management 
H uman Resource Management 
Journal of Knowledge M anagement 
Journal of information science 
I m pact Factor 
9.6 
7.475 
6 .448 
4 .799 
3 .775 
3 .763 
3 .76 
3 .75 
3 .34 1 
3 .038 
2.886 
2 .482 
2 .24 
2.20 1 
2 .062 
2.059 
2 .04 
1 . 86 
1 . 586 
1 . 1 58 
L ist according to 20 1 4  Journal C i tation Reports released by Thomson Reuters in 20 1 5 . 
A p pe n d i x  - 2 :  L ist of Constru c ts a n d  t h e i r M eas u re m e n t  Sca les 
Construct Measurement Items 
Cronbach 
Source Alpha 
Management stresses to employees the importance o f  knowledge sharing to 
company's success. 
Management always encourage employees to share their  knowledge with each Cannel i ,  Gelbard Management other. .85  & Reitcr-Palmol1 , Support Management provides most of the necessary resources to assist employees to share ( 20 1 3 ) 
knowledge. 
Management are not a role model for col laboration and knowledge sharing. 
Sharing my knowledge with col leagues should be rewarded with a higher salary 
Sharing my knowledge with col leagues should be rewarded with a higher bonus 
Organizational Sharing my knowledge with col l eagues should be rewarded with a promotion . 75 Lin (2007) . rewards 
Sharing my knowledge with col leagues should be rewarded with an increased job 
security 
Sharing my knowledge with my col leagues should not be rewarded. 
I am confident in my abi l i ty to provide knowledge that others in my company 
Self-Efficacy consider to be valuable .96 Kankanha l l i .  Tan & Wei (2005 ) 
r have the expertise requi red to provide valuable knowledge for my company 
�-
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It docs not real ly make any di fference whcther I share my knowledge with 
collcagues in this organizat ion ( reversed codcd ) 
Most other employees can provide more valuable knowledge than T can 
Sharing my knowledge with col leagues at work is good. 
Sharing my knowledge with col leagues at work is valuable to mc. 
Atti tude towards Bock, Zmud, Kim Knowledge Sharing my knowledge with col leagues at work is an enjoyable experience. . 9 1 84 
Sharing & Lec ( 2005 ) 
Sharing my knowledge with col leagues at work does not benefit me. 
My knowledge sharing with other organizational members is  a wise move. 
I am quite certain about what my future career outlook in this company. 
I am confident that 1 wi l l  be able to work for my company as long as I wish. 
Perceived Job Krai mer, Wayne, 
Security Regard less of  econom ic conditions, I wi l l  have a job at my current company .90 Liden & Sparrowc 
My current company would transfer me to another job if  I were released from my ( 2005 ) 
present job. 
I am 1101 real ly sure about my job security in this company. 
Perceived 
In this company, employees always know where they can find knowledge they need 
Bennett & Gabriel to do their job. 
Knowledge .86 ( 1 999) 
Accessibil i ty This company has formal systems for routing knowledge on speci fic topics to 
employees interested in these topics. 
--- -- --------- ------ ---- --------- - - ,-- - -
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Within this company, employees have easy access to the knowledge they need 
Within this company, most knowledge is held in the heads of employees rather than 
in documents and databases. 
I Within this company people tcnd to share their  knowledge through informal means 
rather than formal ones 
The company provides suffic ient trai ning programs to all employees in the fields 
related to their work. 
The company's training programs are consi stently eval uated for further Kaya, Koc & 
improvement. Topcu (20 1 0) ;  
Employee The company's training programs provides good opporiunities for cmployees to .84 
Rogg, Schmidt, 
Training share new knowledge. Shul l ,  & Schmitt 
CWO J )  
The company ' s  training programs i s  currently leading to sat isfactory results. 
Employees receive train ing on how to use the company knowledge management 
systems. 
Sharing knowledge with my col leagues helps me better de fine work problems. 
Sharing knowledge with colleagues helps me develop new sol utions to problems. 
Carmel i ,  Gelbard Innovat ive 
Behavior Sharing knowledge with my col leagues drives me to constantly search [or new .94 & Rei ter-Palmon 
methods, techniques, or technologies to improve work outcomes. (20 1 3 ) 
Sharing knowledge with my colleagues enables me to better assess what ideas are 
best [or solving work problems. 
--- ------- --- -- - --- -- -----
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Sharing knowledge with my col leagues makes it easier to implement new ideas 
chosen to solve a work problem. 
I take time to explain company ' s  regulations or procedures to my col leagues who 
may have questions about them. 
1 always show my col leagues where to find what they need to complete their  tasks. Moormann & 
Blakely ( 1 995 ) ;  
Task -focused I always help my colleagues with d i fficult  assignments, even when assistance is not .94 Settoon & 
Citizenship directly requested . Mossholder ( 2002) 
Behavior 
I always help my colleagues who are running behind in their work activit ies .  
I always encourage others to try new & more effective ways of  doing their job. 
Using "shared knowledge" in my job would enable me to accomplish tasks quickly 
Perceived Using "shared knowledge" helps improve my job performance. Pi tuch & Lee 
Knowledge .906 ( 2006) 
Usefulness Using "shared knowledge" in my job would increase my productivity. 
Using "shared knowledge" would make it easier for me to do my job. 
I always share my knowledge gained [rom experience with my colleagues at work. 
Knowledge 
I always share my knowledge gained during training with my colleagues at work. 
Lin, H. F. (2007) ;  
Sharing I would make extra efforts to answer any question from my colleagues at work. .95 Wang & Wang 
Behavior (20 1 2) 
Employees in my company frequent ly share existing reports and official documents 
with their colleagues at work. 
-----
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It i s  normal [or me to regularly meet with my col leagues at work to exchange ideas 
i and suggestions on how to solve work problems and improve work performance. 
Knowledge sharing helps me reduce my errors and mistakes at work . 
Knowledge sharing helps me improve my decision-making quality. 
Individual Job Knowledge sharing increases my job productivity .  .95 Igbaria & Tan 
Performance ( 1 997)  
Knowledge sharing helps me improve my work performance.  
Knowledge sharing helps me ful fi l l  my roles and responsibi l ities more effectively 
than I typically do. 
My work is  o ften completed in  col laborat ion with col leagues from other divisions. 
My work often involves sharing knowledge with col leagues in other divi sions. 
Task The results of my work is dependent on the efforts o f  col leagues from within my Jarvenpaa & 
I nterdependence division. .80 Staples (2000) 
The results of my work is  dependent on efforts of colleagues from other 
departments. 
My work does not often involve using knowledge [rom other divisions 
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A p pe n d i x  - 3 :  Copy of t h e  Su rvey Q u estio n n a i re Doc u m e n t  
Q y)"j oJ l  �J.SLI I G IJ Lo V I  Ci..sul � 
United Arab Emirates University 
A Study of the Drinrs and Outcomes of Knowledge Sharing Among Employees 
Dear Cone�"Ue.. 
As pan of my studies for the Doctor of Business Admirustration (DBA) degree at the UAE 
Uw,·ersity, I am conductIng an academic research to identif)' the key driYers and outcomes of 
knowledge sharing among employees \\ithin an organization to gain a better understanding of 
the phenomena. Knowledge shanng 15 defined as the act of dmeminat.J.ng one's m\n kno\\,­
ho,Y and e.'qlert!se to other members ill the organization. It encompasses g1ying and receiYing 
task-releyant Ideas, specific information, and \-aluable sugge::.-tions between members of the 
organtZatlon ill order to complete thetr assIgned tasks, solye ,,"ark-related problems, and 
improye oyerall performance. Knowledge sharing can take place during direct interactions 
between employees (meetmgs and conversations) or through indirect communtcations (e­
mails and phone conyersatious) or by aCce5Sillg existing knowledge databases, 
The following surn:} is conducted to gather the required research data and I ,yould highly 
appreciate your support by completing the attached questionnaire. The process should not 
take much of your time and your participation in the survey is entirely on ,"oluntary ba:,-is. 
You haYe the right to \\ithdraw at any stage in the process \\�thout being penalized. All 
answers will be treated as confidential and only the aggregated results of data analysis will be 
presented to maintain full anonymity" If you ha\"e any doubt or concern about participating, 
please do not hesitate to contact me and I will be happy to provide any required clarifications" 
There are no correct or \\TOng 3:US\\ers but \\"e are interested to know your 0\\U personal 
OP1!l1OUS and \iews on ,wous statements that are included ill the que,,-tionnaire as it applies 
to the organization. If you are interested in recei\1ng a copy of the study results, please 
indicate so on the last page of the 5Uf\"ey and I \yill fOf\ .... ard you a copy once completed, 
Once again, I do appreciate your participation in completing the sUf\"ey questionnaire. 
H\lSsein S" Abdulla 
Well Engineermg Team Leader (ZK) 
Email: e1sayedh@:adma.ae 
TeL: (971-2) 606-4544 
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QYl'inJ l i4-JJ.SU 1  G IJ Lo � 1  <ist..a 9 
United Arab Emirates  University 
Driver and Outcome of Knowledge Sharing Among Employees 
Survey Que tionna ire  
C a  l' :'\0. 
In truction : 
The ur\'ey que tiollllaire i di ided into four (4) main pans covering the following topics: 
Part A: Outcome of Kllowledge Sharing 
Part B: Individual Knowledge Sharing Behavior 
Part C: Dnvers of Knowledge Sbanllg 
Put D: Per ona l lnfonllation 
1 89 
Each pan comains statements that measure personal perceptions. opinions or attitudes 
regardmg a specIfic 1 ue being: studied in the context of your organization. After reading each 
statemenL please tick [ ] the box (hat best descnbes your perceptions. opinions. or attitudes 
about that tatement (jIlST pOint the cllrsor (0 The box alld click). In case you neither agree nor 
ill agree WIth any of the tatements please tick "11eutraL box" . 
There are DO rigllf or wro11g answers and your re pOD es will be treated with confidence and at 
all time data will be pre ented in such a way that your identity cannot be connected with 
specific publl hed data. 
Exa mple: 
So-ongl" .-\.,...ane omewllat :"eutral omewllat Disa�rl'e Strough' 
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree 
I enJoy he1pul!! my collea!!U� at D EJ 0 0 0 0 0 \l,;ark by shanng my knowledge 
It feels j!OOd to help my colleallUt'S at 
0 0 0 0 0 work solw ihrn work-related D EJ problems by shanng my knowledge. 
Thank you for your participation in the lUVey. 
0'''' j oJ l  �J.SU I L..J IJ Lo � 1  G.st.a �  
United Arab Emirates University 
P a rt - A :  Outcome of Knowledge h a ri ng 
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For each of the follow11lg tatemenrs plea e tick the box that best de cribes your personal 
OP11llon. feeling . perception or attitude abom that statement. 
n�ngh- A�l'ee omr\ybat :\eutJ al Somewhat Disagree tro�IY 
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree 
Sharmg knowledge With DIY colleagues 
r r r r r helps me better understand work - -
problems -
harm!! knowledlll' 'Inth my collea!!lll's 
drTYes OlE' to constantly search for new r r r C r r r methods lec:hruques. or tt>clmolollles to 
tmprow wodi: results 
Shanng knowledge \\lth DIY colleagues r r r r r r r enablE'S me to better assess what Ideas -
are best for solnns wodt problems� 
Shannp. knO\dedJle Wlth my colleaP,lles r r r C r r C helps me de\'e!op new solutlons to wort problems 
Sharmg knowledge \\lth DIY colleagues r r r r makes II easier 10 IIDplemenl new Ideas - - -
chosen to solve a wor:k problem.. 
I take nme to explatn the compam'"s 
n>j!Ulatlons or procedures to my r r r C r r r colleap.ues who rnay haYe quesnOllS - -
about them. 
I always show my colleap;ues where to r r C r r r find whaleyer knowledge they need to -
complete thetr work. 
I always help my colleagues \\lth r r r C r r r chfficult asstgnments. eYeD when 
asstStance 15 not drrectly requested� 
I always help my colleagues who are r r r C r r r fallmg behtnd 10 thetr work aCll\"\lles 
r al\\"3)"S encourage others 10 II)' new or r 
more effecuye '\\"3)"5 of dolOg therr job r r C r r r 
Knowledge sharmj! helps rue reduce my 
errors and DllStakes at work r r r C r r r -
Knowledge sharmg helps me tmpr0ye 
my declSlon-rnaIang qualtty� r r r C r r r 
Knowledj!l' sharm!! lOcrease5 my job r r r - r r producllmy -
Knowledge s.hann,2 helps me tmproye r r r C r r r my work performance 
Knowledj!l' sharmj! helps me fulfill my r C r r roles and respon5lbilibes more - - -
effectJyely than I typically do 
ii ")..., 'j oJ I � j.St.I l  U IJ La 11 I <isLa l;l 
United Arab Emirates University 
Part - B: lndhidual Knowledge haring Beha"ior 
For ea II of tbe fOIJOWlllg tatement plea e rick the box that best de cribes your per onal 
opllllon, feetlllg , perception or ammde about that tate1l1ent. 
n ongh .�I N'  omel\'bat :'\eurr u Somewbat Disagree O'ongl\' 
Agree .�Tt'e Di�grf"e Disagree 
I always share m knowledge gamed 
through work expenence 1\1m my r C. r r C. r coUea� at ,,'01k 
I alwavs share m\ knowleillre j!1U.Ded 
dunnit IraIrunj( I\'lth m\ coUea.1tU5 at r r C. C. C. r - - -work 
I would make extra effam to answer 
any quesnon from my eoUeagues at r r - r r r r -work. 
Employees III my company normally 
share ext5hng reports and official r r r C. r C documents \\'lth tbeu- coUea� at -
w� 
It 15 notmal for me to l'E'g:ul.arly mE.'et 
mm my eoUeagues at work to 
r C. r exchange Ideas and 5U�ons OIl - - -
how to soln worl.: problems and 
ImprO\ -e work performance 
Part  - C :  D liYeI'S of Knowledge baring Behavior 
For each of the fOIJOWlllg tatelllents please tick the box that best describe your personal 
opiruon. feeling . perception or artimde about that 5tatelllent. 
C. 
C. 
r 
C. 
-
1 9 1  
0 001(1" .-\.gI ee ome",b.t :'\eoml Somewbat Disagree troogh' 
·Wee Agree DisagrE.'e Disagree 
Management empbasue to employees r C. r r C C the IlllPOI'IlIDce of knowledge s.bm:In!! -
to compan)'s success 
Managt'lllf'Il1 always eneourages 
r r C C. r C. C emplo -ees to share thelI knowledge 
wlI.h each other 
ManaJ2ement provwes most of the 
r C neceS53li'resources to asSist - C. r r C. 
employees to share knowledge 
Om- Management 15 a role model for r r C C. r r C collaboration and knol\iedge shanng. -
Part - C is cOllrimlro 011 rhe nexf page 
3 1 1 3 !! e  
a "\.., OJ oJ I � J-Sl-I I  L.J IJ La � I ii.sLo l? 
United Arab Emirates University 
Pili 1- C ICO'lro IIl'ti) trongly Agne 
Agree 
To complere my work I often ueed the 
cooperallOO of my collea.RUe5 III other r r 
illnslons 
My work often reqwres shanng r C. kno"iedge \nth colleagues III other 
cUnslOns 
The results of my work are d€'pelldent 
on the efforts of colleal(ll5 from r C. ",t1un my cUnSIOD 
The results of 111) work are dependent 
r ou eftbrts of colleagues from otber C. 
cUnslons 
Mv work dol'S 1701 often 1Il,-olw USIIl)l, 
kno,,1edge from otber cU\1.SlOns r r 
Shanrut mt' knowled!!e \\,th my r C. colleal!UeS should be rewarded \\ltb a 
hlgber salary 
hanng my knowledge ',1m my r C. colleagues should be rewarded ",th a 
hlgl!er bonus 
Shan.na my kno\\1edge \\1.th colleal(lles 
should be rewarded ",m a promotIOn r C. 
Shanng my knowledge \\ltb colleagues r C. should be rewarded \\1th an Illcrease<i 
Job serunty. 
Shanrut m knowled!!e ",m my r C. colleagues should nol be rewarded 
I am c-oofideut III my ab!lrty to pronde r C. knowled2e that other; III my company 
would cOIISlder to be ,-a1uable 
I haw the expemse reqwred ro pro" de r C yaluable knowledge for my company 
Shanng my kno"<l.iedge mtb colleagues r r at "mk has Sl!!,lllficant unpact on our 
perlormance_ 
Most otber employees cannol pronde 
more \-a1uable kno\\1edge man I can. r C. 
Shanru! my knowied)l.e tI.'"lth colleaJnles r r 
at work 15 good 
Shanng my knowledge \\'"lth colleagues 
at work IS valuable to me 
r C. 
Shanng my knowledge mth colleagues r r 
at work IS an enJoj-able expenence 
SharIll2 my knowledge with colleajZlles C. C. at work lias no benefit for me 
Part - C is COli tin lied 011 The neXT page 
� I a z e 
omewllat ;'\euo-al Somewhar Disngrt'f' 
Agree Disagree 
r r r r -
C. C. r C. 
C. C. r r - -
C. C. r r 
r C. r r -
C. C r r 
r C. r r -
C. C r r 
C. r - -
C. C. C C. 
C. C. r r 
C. C. r r -
C. r r r 
C. C r r 
r C. r r 
C. C. r r 
r C. r r 
C. C. r r 
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tronaly " . 
Disngree 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
C. 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
-
r 
r 
r 
(i "  OJ ru l  �J.Sl.I I L.J IJ Lo � 1  Ci..st..o � 
United Arab Emirates University 
Pa,., - C (Collllnllcd, h OURly A�I'tt omell hat :\"tUu'aJ omtwhnt DiS3RTl'e Agne ,�I ee Disagree 
I am qwte certaJn about what my future r- C. C. r- r-can>er outlook ID tIllS company -
I am confident that I will be able to 
work for m)' company as long as I r- C C r r- C 
w,sh 
R.ei!ardless of e<:onOilllC conrullons, I r r r r r r will han' a Job at my current company - -
M) CUl'Il'Dt compan . would trnnsfer r C. C. r- C. me 10 another job tf I were released C 
from my present job 
I am flOI really sun' about my lob r C C r r r secunl)" ID tIllS company 
In tIllS company, employees always r C. C r r know wbere they can find knowledge C 
they need to do therr Job 
TIlls compan • has fonnal systems for r r C. r r r rollllDg knowledge on specUic tOpICS to -
employees IDterested ID these topICS 
Wltbm tIllS company. employ�s haw r C C. r r C easy access to the knowledge they need -
W,thw tins company, most knowledp,e r C. r r r IS held ID the heads of employees rather r - -
than ID docWllf."llts and databases 
Wltbm tIllS company people tend to r C share therr knowledge on fne:ndly basIS C. r- r- C 
Usmg shared knowiedge" ID my job r C C r r C. would enable me to complete m ' !asks 
more qwcl.:.l) 
Usm� 'shared kno�ied.ee" helps r C C r C C. 1mpfO\'e my job performance. 
Usmg ·shared knowiedge' lD my Job 
would lDcn'aSe my productmty, 
r C r r r C. 
Usmp, 'shared knowledire"' would r C make 1\ ea5Jer fur me to do my job C. r r C 
The company pro�,des suffice:nt r C. C C. C. C. trmnmll prowams to aIJ emplo 'ees ID 
the fields related to theu work. 
The company' s tralDlDg programs are r C C C. C C. regularly e\-a!uated for further 
1mpfO\'emenl 
The company' 5 trailllDl! proj!ra1ll5 r r C r C r pro\1Cles j!.OOd oppormrubes for -
employees 10 share new knowledge 
ParT - C is con Tin lied 011 the nexl page 
S I P a !2 e  
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n o�h' 
Disagree 
-
r 
-
C 
-
r 
r 
r 
r 
r -
r 
r 
r 
r -
r 
r 
r 
Oy)'j a I I  �pU l L.J IJL..a � 1  ii.sl.o l;l  
United Arab Emirates University 
Par' - C ICClllnIr.Il'dl l1'oUl1.h ,u,1 ti'  omewbat ::-eutraJ omewll2t Disa!!;l ti' 
Agrti' Agree Disagree 
Employl'eS reeel\"e =.11 OIl how to 
me the company knowl ffijle r C C C r r management S",'itl'lllS 
The company" s =2 Prol1;falllS 15 C C C C C C rnrrently leading to 53llsfilctOl) results 
Part - D :  Per onal Information 
n'oul1.'" 
Disagre-e 
C 
C 
Fmally auld you give us a few bit of information about yourself a that we can put your other 
replJes ill greater context. 
Gender r r - �'\IaJe Fem .. l. 
-anouali" - r r C r L-\£ - Arab Er -rs.-\ AstoD Africa Olb,,, 
"�e Gl oup r r r r r C 18 - 2S - 25 - 35 - 3 5 - 45 45 - 55 - 55 - 65 >6:3 
Educ3rton r r r r r - PhD :\U<t.1 - Gradufltf Diploma HJ:h School - Olb .... 
Job POIJllOU ,... r C r C - Uf<uti,,, f. )1an.ag�r �laDager - Supt"n'isor - En..oiDffr Staff 
Bu<me<s l rut r r C r r C C ,�t D L  PrOjKts AdmUl. SST SST 
r r 
CS 
':>eruolm III r r r r 
Compam - 0-5 ypar5 - 5-10 )'n.o - 10-15 y ....  - 15-20 y ...... - 20 -25 rean - > 25 years 
Would you be mleresled in receiving a copy of the final study results') 
r - Yes r - No 
We mcere1y appreciate your time and cooperation, Please check to make sure that you have 
not skipped any question inadvertently and return the completed que tionnaire to: 
Bus ein Saad Abdulla 
Well Engineering team Leader (ZK) 
Ematl: e1sayedh@adma, ae I Tel. :  02-606-4544 
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A p pe n d i x - 4 :  O rga n iza t i o n  C h a rt fo r Resea rch O rga n iza t ion 
_ r1 
� .-I ........ I �..,; C 
r;, 
._ . t- rt';1 
.. . ,.....,-.. ...... . �....... . 1--.. ..  -....... . ... 
___ \I" ___ � e.__. "'.  
':- -..-..... -
.. 
� �I 
I 
� .. ____ 
... ...... -:;.-;:-' ,.::�:::';' =�  
I
'� -� " � I O r _ . - bill]-- 1 � - • .• _:.:..,. .... _ I .- F-1 .. . .  _ m . " .� bD - · ·�f 
-- , 
Oot �1 
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A p pe n d i x  - 5 :  E t h ics Com m i ttee A p p rova l  to Con d u ct Soc i a l  
Resea rc h 
S o c i a l  Sc i e nces Rese a rc h  E t h i cs Co m m i ttee 
-Ap p rova l -
Pl'oposal number: ....:E::.:RS:..:::.c=2..::.0..::.1.::,6...:4:..::2:..::6..:;:6 ___________________ _ 
Title of Project: Determ i nants and Consequences of Knowledge Sharing among 
Employees in a UAE National Oil and Gas Company 
PI :  �M�u�m�i�n�D�ayy�a�n ___________________ __ 
Co· P I -
The above p roposal has been reviewed by: 
[8J one member of the Social Sciences REC 
o h'llo me mbe rs of the Sodal Sdences REC 
And the decision is:  
IZI Favourable 
o Favourable with Additional Conditions 
o Provisional Opinion 
o Unfavourable Opinion 
o No Opinion (Proportionate Review" only) 
Reason: 
After evaluating this proposal, we see no major etl,ical concerns. The refore. the proposal 
is  approved. 
N ame _C�I�a�ra�M�o��a�n� __________________ __ 
(Chair or designee) : 
March S. 2 0 1 6  
Signatu re Date 
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